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studies conducted on bilingual education

emphasize current educational problems.
administrative,

fiscal,

and political

Instructional,

issues have high¬

lighted the development of serious attempts to produce
research accounts of the history of bilingual education in
the United States.
to

Nevertheless,

it is

almost impossible

find an accurate and global account of the

gle that allowed bilingual education to
obstacles,

intolerance,

and success.

of recollected information on the

legal

strug¬

survive years of

Without utilization

legal process across

nation dealing with bilingual educational

issues,

the

it is

rather difficult to make an objective assessment on the
legal
and

status of bilingual education within the educational

legal boundaries.
This

of the

study

laws,

focuses on the historical repercussions

consent decrees,

and enactments

Vll

favoring

bilingual education across the country,
impact of those

legislations

researcher's estimation,

responsibility to a

the

according to the

went beyond the notion of respond¬

ing to political pressure.
educational needs of

that,

specifically,

The notion of responding to the

linguistic minority

students and the

large constituency that would not

understand the bilingual education concept produces
middle-road solution called

"bilingual education"

the

to pamper

an everlasting educational problem.
To explain the present
tion,

in general,

historical
education

situation of bilingual educa¬

and in Massachusetts,

in particular,

an

sequence of the most important events affecting
is covered.

An historical

legal

framework is

included to provide a better understanding of the nation's
educational view through the
has

law and how cultural diversity

affected the development of education nationally.

Major

legal cases,

as well as other

bilingual education,

laws,

enactments,

one has to conclude

that bilingual programs have been programmed

educators,

study will enhance the
parents,

community activists,

systems that have denied them the
vm

for

failure.

information base of

to work with linguistic minority students
tional

and

and observing the present situation of

bilingual education in this country,

This

favor of

is explored in detail.

After reviewing the history of
consent decrees,

legislation in

and others who need
coming
right to

from educa¬
learn.

Furthermore,

the

intent of this dissertation is to put

forth information central

to the development of initiatives

to aid parents,

and educators

students,

obstacles created by unclear bilingual
bilingualism politicians or

in overcoming
laws and biased to

school administrators.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Bilingual Education has come to be recognized as one
way of remedying the educational needs of non-Englishspeaking students
1960s,

the

in the United States.

Throughout the

failure of regular English-only classrooms to

educate non-English-speaking children attracted national
attention in minority communities.

The demands of com¬

munity groups and neighborhood agencies
authorities

to establish and implement bilingual/bicultural

programs as a means

for improving the educational depriva¬

tion of non-English-speaking students
an unknown language.
were

three of

Texas,

function in

and New York City

surfaced as advocates

legislation.

first to recognize the

forced to

California,

several areas that

bilingual/bicultural
the

forced local school

These

for

locales were among

fact that minority

language

children were not receiving an adequate education,

and

consequently it was time to try an alternative to immersion
or English-only education programs.
1967
the

that Congressional Hearings
first

federal

But it was not until

took place,

resulting in

legislation that provided alternatives

immersion or English-only programs.

This change

in policy

was achieved through the Bilingual Education Act which
became

law in

1968

as Title VII of the Elementary and
1

to

2

Secondary Education Act
(1970)].

[20

U.S.C.

Section

880b et seq.

Although the Act itself was designated to

limited duration pilot programs

in

local districts,

passage generated national attention
parents of Chicano,

Puerto Rican,

fund
its

for the demands of the

Chinese,

and Native

American children.
In order to

succeed in their case presentation,

plaintiffs of Lau v.
amicus curiae
basis of
Decree,

[414

U.S.

(which originated in

litigation
a

Nichols

563

1970)

(1974)]

served as the

for the New York City Aspira Consent

second outstanding,

bicultural education case.

if not leading,

Historically,

bilingual/

Lau v.

Nichols

and the Aspira Consent Decree are viewed as models;
the

state that led the nation

education
Chapter

however,

in implementing a bilingual

law was Massachusetts

71-A in

the

through implementation of

1971.

The Massachusetts program and the bilingual education
programs

in New York,

New Jersey,

California,

and Texas have

Illinois,

served as

Connecticut,

role models

for the

rest of the nation.
There are no
other than the
opportunities.

federal

federal

laws

law granting equal educational

Local bilingual programs are the result of

legislation brought about by
federal

that states have to abide by

legal case

state

legislatures and state/

interpretations and tend to respond to

bilingual constituencies.

It is

important to point out

3

that the Castaneda ruling was based on Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964
which requires a school
to overcome

and

20

system

U.S.C.

as precedent

in its

for each

that impede equal participa¬

instructional programs"

state to develop its own

policies on bilingual education.
population in each of these
stituencies;

however,

area vary slightly.
California and Texas,

1703(f)

"to take appropriate programs

linguistic barriers

tion by students

Section

the

and serves
laws and

The non-English-speaking

states has

similar ethnic con¬

specific needs of each geographic

(For example,

more Chicanos

live in

while New York and Boston are

inhabited predominantly by Puerto Rican and other Caribbean
nationals.)

Statement of the Problem

In states where bilingual education programs have been
implemented,

controversy revolves around whether or not

these programs target children of
ciency as mandated by

limited English profi¬

federal and state

ability of educational programs

to aid these

under scrutiny by legislative bodies
Hence,

legislation.
students

tion programs

is

that have enacted them.

the adequacy of bilingual educational programs

the most pressing concern

The

is

for bilingual/bicultural educa¬

in Massachusetts

today.

4

Historically,

bilingual education regulations and laws

are approved at the
legal documents

federal and state

for implementation.

levels and become
Unfortunately,

guide¬

lines were not used to implement the bilingual program and
therefore were not incorporated in legal proceedings and
documents that

lead to their enactment.

York State Education Department,
Dr.

Thomas Sobol,

Generally,

programs
teachers,

are

(LEP)

for the education

students

in New York

and people who are credentialed as
Furthermore,

in creating negative

typing about the emergence of and need
programs.

leadership of

interpretation of administrators,

experts on bilingual education.
has played a role

the New

implementation of the various bilingual

left to the

parents,

under the

approved the guidelines

of Limited English Proficient
State.

Recently,

A negative national

within governing bodies

"the media

images and stereo¬
for new bilingual

sentiment has developed

impacted by the media towards

minority linguistic groups participating in these pro¬
grams . "
Bilingualism in the United States
possible alternative

should be the best

for remedying a well-documented

situation of discrimination against non-English-speaking
people rather than an improvisation on the part of govern¬
ment.

Experts and a quality body of information

field of bilingual education have emerged.
media and public relations campaign

in the

However,

a

is needed to educate

5

the public as

to what bilingual/bicultural education offers.

Bilingual/bicultural programs
federal requirements

as mandated should

fulfill

for programs under the Equal Protection

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964

[42

U.S.C.

2000d et seq.

(1970)].

Although the right to bilingual education per se has
not been recognized as

such,

a legal

interpretation could

purport that bilingualism is part of the constitutional
rights of all citizens of the United States.
matter,

other legal

sources

state that authority for

bilingual/bicultural education programs
other

(which now has

Proficient students)

a provision

(1970)]

such as

for Limited English

1967

[20 U.S.C.

880 et

and the Emergency School Aid Act of 1972

(1972)].

found in

and Title VII of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of

1601

is to be

federally-funded educational programs,

Chapter I

On this

It can be

seq.
[20 U.S.C.

stated that the Bilingual Education

Act is neither a deniable nor incompatibility act of the
host country language and culture,

but rather

it is the

assurance of human rights under the Constitution of the
United States of America.

Purpose and Rationale

This
and

study is a review and analysis of the

legal documents

that

led to the creation of

legislation

6

bilingual/bicultural programs

in the United States.

Emphasis will be placed on cause and effect of the

imple¬

mentation of laws used in the delivery of those bilingual/
bicultural programs which are most effective
Public

in the Boston

School System in the State of Massachusetts.

following questions will guide this

study:

• What were the major provisions

in Boston and

New York City of each law or mandate?
• What was
i.e.,

the

setting

for implementation,

what were previous Boston practices

in areas covered by the mandate?
• How does one mandate compare with the other
mandate?
• How does each mandate directly affect
bilingual/bicultural education?
• In which areas can the Bilingual/Bicultural
Education Program of the Boston Public
Schools be compared and contrasted to the
New York City Bilingual/Bicultural Education
Program?
• What provisions

in the Bilingual/Bicultural

Education Program promote
esteem,

student self¬

cognitive academic proficiency,

school-base knowledge of another
• Which provisions

should be

developing a guide

or

language?

included in

for bilingual education

The

7

law that would

be

administrators,
more

effective

informative

and parents

for

in

teachers,

formulating

bilingual/bicultural

education

programs?

Limitations

The

researcher

accessibility
placement,

and

transitional
Public

of

has

statistical

ethnic

System

data

between

Program of

the

and

the

achieved by
employees;
dents

City

comparing

System;

and

the

for

parental

of

on

the

testing,

students

the

in

the

the
Boston

study

is

Study

an

in-depth descriptive

Public

School

System

Public

School

System.

selection
the

bilingual
Boston

aspects

programs;

of

to

Bilingual/Bicultural

the

in

enforcement

bicultural

the

research on

participating

New York City

ments

the

current

relative

education programs

of

Boston

New York

restrictions

(Massachusetts).

methodology

comparison

Study

limited by

Methodology of

The

the

distribution

bilingual

School

been

of

and

and

Education
(Massachusetts)
This

achievement

education

involvement.

of

the

programs

of participation
state,

be

recruitment of

(Massachusetts)

federal,

will

and

Public
in

in

stu¬
both

School

bilingual/

local

require¬

Areas
•

of

effective

tional

for

program implementation

school

principles

of

instruc¬

design.

Comparison
City

of

Public

Bicultural
•

include:

Recommendations
and

•

focus

the

Boston

School

and

Systems'

the

New York

Bilingual/

Programs.

Recommendations

for

of

an

bilingual/bicultural

in

the

effective
Boston

Public

approaches will
formulate
programs

further

the

be

School

used

concept

of

to

State

of Massachusetts

The

the

Special

given

Boston

Bilingual

Public

following

• National

School

areas

System.
help

Several

identify

and

bilingual/bicultural
federal

and

state

attention will

be

Education Act of
and

be

characteristics

policies,

program

its

the

impact on

the

System.

will

bilingual/bicultural
• National

to

as mandated by

legislations.

implementation

explored:
of

effective

programs;

judiciary

and

legislative

enactments;
•

Constitutional

• Major

legal

national

rights;

decisions,

level,

Massachusetts

and

case;

their

their

impact

effect

on

at
the

the

9

•

Implementation program patterns of
bilingual/bicultural education
Boston Public School

in the

System;

• A comparison of the effective bilingual pro¬
grams of the New York City Public

School

System and the Boston Public School System;
• The

impact of the Bilingual Education Act

and regulations on the educational
the Boston Public

system of

Schools.

A descriptive analytical approach will be used in this
study.

It will not be experimental or

design,

but it will

include a

statistical

in

sociohistorical approach and

analysis.
While conducting this

study,

the researcher will

thoroughly review the related literature.
include,

but will not be

reports,

newspaper accounts,

tion,

judicial cases,

federal educational
itself as a resource

limited to,

books,

educational

government

journals,

legisla¬

and statistical reports of local and

systems.

This

for those

affected population and the
Education Act--teachers,
researchers,

The research will

students,

review will

individuals

stand by

interested in the

implementation of the Bilingual

administrators,

supervisors,

staff/curriculum specialists,

university instructors and evaluators.

and

Definition of Terms

Key terms used throughout this research study are
defined as

follows:

Adult Education:
tion

Adult education includes educa¬

for adults who had little or no

formal

education or those adults who wish to con¬
tinue

their education

Encyclopedia ,
Agency:

[World Book

1987] .

Agency includes every relation in which

one person acts

for or represents another by

latter's authority.
Amicus Curiae:
filed to

A friend of the court.

Usually

support a plaintiff's or defendant'

case.

Also,

appear

in a

argument,

a person who has no right to
suit but is allowed to introduce

authority,

or evidence to protect

his or her interest.
Bicultural:

The existence of two cultures

one nation.

A person who can

two cultures,

including

Bilingual Education:
two

languages

and second

in

function in

language.

Instruction delivered

in which the

student's

in

first

language and culture are used

for all parts of the

school curriculum.

Bilingualism:
the

The

constant

languages

ability
oral

and

to

speak

two

and written use

its

academic

languages;
of

two

understand¬

ing.
Boston

(Massachusetts):

Massachusetts

and
is

Boston
the

England.

It

business,

financial,

the

oldest

birthplace

United

school

public

schools.

Public

1635.

that

12,477

Native
Chapter
of

are

cities
in

School,

Boston

has

and

12

the
the

Hemisphere,
about

limited

(K-12),

totals

and

117

to

the

57,677.

Of

Black-American;

12,183

Pacific

trans¬
the

are

Hispanic;

Islander;

and

222

That

section of

the

General

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

specifies
of

27,652

or

of

the Western

Comprised

leading

5,140
are

American.

71-A:
the

in

population

are White;

are Asian

one

of

in New

and

education

through Grade

school

total,

is

Latin

Today,

Schools:

Kindergarten
Boston

Boston

Boston

in

city

government,

of public

opened

Boston

largest

capital

and most historic

States.

first public

the

also New England's

portation center.
nation's

is

the

conditions

Transitional

Bilingual

for

and

Laws
which

requirements

Education.

12

Chapter

636:

The

1974

amendment to the Racial

Imbalance Law providing monies

to school

systems undergoing court order desegregation
or voluntary integration efforts.
Chapter 766:

That section of the General Laws

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts which
provides

special education services

to

eligible children.
Community:

A unified body of individuals;

a

group of people with common characteristics
or interests

living together within a large

society.
Compliance:
Rights

Adherence to the Office of Civil
(OCR)

policies

and regulations based

on the OCR Memorandum

(dated May 25,

1970)

and Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of

1964

OCR determines the compliance

(Lau).

status of a district by analyzing the data
submitted by the district on the OS
Lau Report.

A complying zone

is currently providing

for the

53-74

is one which
special

linguistic/cultural needs of national origin
minority students.
Consent Decree:

An agreement entered into by

consent of the parties.

It is not properly

a

it is

judicial

sentence,

but

in the

13

nature of a

solemn contract or agreement

of the parties,
of the court,

made under the

sanction

and in effect an admission

by them that the decree

is a

just

determination of their rights upon the
real

facts of the case,

if

such

facts have

been proved.
Cooperative Education:

Cooperative education

provides a means by which a university cur¬
riculum incorporates productive work as a
regular part of a student's college educa¬
tion

(a

learning dynamic that is more group

oriented).
De Facto Segregation:
tion resulting

Unintentional discrimina¬

from uncontrolled

circumstances.
De Jure

Segregation:

Intentional discrimination

by a conscious act or

law.

Department of Implementation

(PI):

That

administrative unit of the Boston Public
Schools charged with carrying out student
assignments under
DHEW/OCR:

federal court orders.

Department of Health,

Education and

Welfare/Office of Civil Rights.

(A

separate Department of Education has
recently been

formed;

the Department of
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Health,

Education and Welfare no

longer

exists.)
English as

a Second Language

(ESL):

A language

component specifically designed to meet
the needs of non-native English speakers.
A required component

for school

systems

with Transitional Bilingual Education
(TBE)

programs.

Proficient

(LEP)

All Limited English
students

take ESL,

where

they learn English vocabulary and sentence
structure,

and also

in English using a

learn other subjects
sheltered ESL approach.

As a teaching approach,

ESL may be used

as an independent instructional program,
or as

an integral component of bilingual

education.
Equal Educational Opportunity:
from "Public Law 93-380,

Term derived
Title

II—Equal

Educational Opportunities and the
Transportation of Students,"

or the

Educational Opportunity Act of
The

law states:

"Sec.

204:

No

"Equal

1974."
state

shall deny equal educational opportunity
to an individual on account of his or her
race,

color,

.

the

.

.

sex,

or national origin;

failure by an educational agency

to take appropriate action to overcome
language barriers that impede equal par¬
ticipation by its

students

instructional programs"
Opportunity Act,

88

Language Assessment Team

in its

[Equal Educational

Stat.

515

(LAT):

(1974)].

Each school

with a bilingual program must have a
Language Assessment Team
appropriate
Plan)

staff

(LAT)

composed of

(specified in the Lau

for placement,

step reclassification,

and transfer decisions.
Lau;

Lau v.

Nichols—a class

against the

San Francisco Unified School

District by non-English,
students.

suit brought

The

Chinese-American

suit charged that all

2,856

Chinese-American students needed ESL
assistance,

although only 1,000 were

receiving special English instructions.
The

suit was

filed on the basis of possi¬

ble violation of the Fourteenth Amendment
(Equal Protection Under the Law),
of the Civil Rights Act of

1964,

Title VI
and

provisions of the California Education
Code.

The District Court denied relief.

When appealed in the Ninth Circuit Court,
the Court of Appeals ruled in

favor of the
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lower court.

The

appealed to the
January 21,
that the

suit was

finally

Supreme Court.

1974,

the

On

Supreme Court

found

San Francisco Unified School

District had

failed to provide meaningful

education to non-English-speaking ChineseAmerican

students,

thereby effecting a

denial of equal educational opportunities.
The Supreme Court chose not to decide the
case on the basis of the Fourteenth
Amendment,
Act of

but rather on the Civil Rights

1964,

Title VI.

The case was

remanded to the District Court to devise
remedy for discrimination

[414

U.S.

563

(1974)].
Lau Plan:

Under pressure

Boston Public
late

1979

the

Schools committed itself in

to the Lau Plan—to develop,

implement,
Law:

from parents,

and monitor bilingual education.

That which is
established;

laid down,

ordained,

or

a rule or method according to

which phenomena or actions co-exist or
follow each other;
obeyed and

followed by citizens,

to sanctions or
law

[Black,

that which must be
subject

legal consequences,

1979] .

is a
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Legislation:

The process of creating laws and

regulations by elected representatives of
a populace.
Limited English Proficient

(LEP):

A designa¬

tion given to a student based on assessment
of skills of listening,

speaking,

reading,

and writing English.
Literacy:

The United Nations Educational,

Scientific,

and Cultural Organization

(U.N.E.S.C.O.)
eguivalent of
school

defines

literacy as the

four years of elementary

in addition to the possession of

some productive
Litigation:

skills.

Adversary steps

taken culminating

in a trial in a court of law.
Mainstreaming:

Point in a student's career or

process by which a student makes a transi¬
tion

from a bilingual program to a

standard curriculum classroom.
National Origin:
origin.
purposes,

A nationality or country of

For the Boston Public

Schools'

Puerto Rico is designated as a

country.
Neighborhood:

A place near;

surrounding district;
vicinity.

an adjoining or

a more

immediate
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Noncompliance:

A district

fails

to provide

equal educational opportunities by not
providing special

language programs to

national origin minority students of
limited-English-speaking ability
Non-Formal Education:
includes those

Non-formal education

learning activities that

take place outside the
educational
grades

formally organized

system with its hierarchy of

leading all the way

from preschool

to graduate and professional
Office of Civil Rights
Civil Rights

(OCR):

(OCR)

is

housed in Washington,

school.

The Office of

a national office
D.

C.,

in charge of

monitoring the

implementation of the

Lau Remedy

states with bilingual man¬

for

dates .
Parent Advisory Councils

(PACs):

groups of parents who advise
cials

Selected
school offi¬

about issues and practices of a

school or

school district.

Partially Mainstreaming:
making the transition

A gradual process of
from a bilingual

program to a standard curriculum classroom.
Policy:

The general principles by which a

government is guided in

its management of
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public affairs,
measures

or the

[Black,

legislature

1979] .

Primary Language/Dominant Language:
language
the

is the

student.

strongest,
languages
Proceedings:

in its

first language

The dominant

The primary
spoken by

language

is the

best developed of the two
spoken by the

In a general

manner of conducting
before a court or

student.

sense,

the

form and

judicial business

judicial officer;

and orderly progress

in the

including all possible

form of

steps

regular
law,

in an action

from its commencement to the execution of
judgment
Regulation:

[Black,

1979] .

The act of regulating;

a rule or

order by management or government;
lation,

principle;

Step Process:

a regu¬

a precept.

A classification procedure outlined

in the Lau Plan

for the gradual mainstream¬

ing of limited English Proficient

(LEP)

students.
Transitional Bilingual Education

(TBE):

An

instructional design upon which Chapter 71-A
is based;

the

state

law mandating this

form

of instruction under certain conditions.
Education in an English language

school
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system in the United States
Limited English Proficient
with little

in which
(LEP)

fluency in English are taught

in their native

language and receive

English as a Second Language
tion.

(This

others.)

students

is one model;

(ESL)

instruc¬

there are

The Boston Public

Schools offer

instruction in ten languages.
Two-Way Bilingual Program:
Hernandez
of up to

School

In the citywide

(Grades

7-12),

a program

65 percent Spanish-speaking and

55 percent English-speaking students which
aims to make every student bilingual.
Students

first learn mathematics,

and social studies
while

in their native

studying their

includes

pose and rationale,
of the

study,

the

language

second language.

Design of the

Chapter I

science,

Study

statement of the problem,

limitations of the

study,

methodology

and definition of terms.

Chapter II will review the

literature and explore

aspects of bilingual/bicultural education programs,
policies and legislative enactments,
and legal

pur¬

judicial cases.

national

constitutional rights,
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Chapter

III will

indicate the patterns

for creation

and implementation of bilingual/bicultural education in the
Boston Public

Schools.

Chapter IV will examine

the differences and similari¬

ties of the New York City and Boston Public School Systems'
bilingual education programs.
Chapter V will
researcher in this
for teachers,

indicate the conclusions reached by the
study and will outline recommendations

parents,

education programs

and administrators on bilingual

in the public

school

system.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Background

Bilingual/bicultural education means different things
to different people.
researchers,

Parents,

administrators,

sociologists,

teachers,

and others have different per¬

ceptions of bilingualism and how it is achieved.
concur,

however,

that a

All

student who does not know English

will not be able to understand a teacher or other children
who speak in English;
tents of

nor can that student absorb the con¬

lessons or assimilate the most basic

skills taught

in an English-only classroom setting.
In order to educate Limited English Proficient
students,

educators need to

confidence and awareness
accepted,

find ways

for students to gain

so that they can participate,

and become part of the group.

bilingual/bicultural education?

feel

For LEP students,

bilingual/bicultural education is needed.

behind it?

(LEP)

But what is

What is the rationale

What are the alternatives or approaches

effective bilingual/bicultural education?

How are

to
these

implemented?
The term

"bilingual education"

range of school programs
vide

encompasses a wide

and teaching approaches

instruction using two

languages.
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that pro¬

Some programs aim at
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producing fully bilingual students, while others seek only
to develop students'

English proficiency.

The amount of

native language used in the instruction of students varies
accordingly.
According to Fishman

[1976], who provided a definition

of what bilingual education is not rather than what it
is,

bilingual education implies some use of two or more

languages of instruction in connection with teaching
courses other than languages per se.

Thus,

neither the

smattering of foreign language instruction that Foreign
Language in Elementary Schools

(FLES)

programs have been

providing to many grade schoolers in the United States nor
the course of foreign language instruction offered subse¬
quently in most American secondary schools qualifies as
bilingual education.

However, when some courses,

mathematics,

or science

history,

such as

(or Bible or Talmud),

are

taught via a language other than English, while other
courses

(such as mathematics,

taught via English,
occur.

history,

or science)

are

then bilingual education may be said to

Furthermore, within this broad definition,

it is

obvious that vastly different types of programs and program
goals can be and are being pursued.
Bilingual education,

in essence,

is used either at the

elementary level or the secondary level.

Bilingual programs

are classified as early transitional or late transitional
programs,

depending on the criteria used to determine
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whether students can succeed in an all-English curriculum.
In early exit programs,

students are mainstreamed primarily

on the basis of oral English proficiency,
and writing,

including reading

sufficient for sustaining academic achievement

in an all-English classroom.
In both early and late transitional programs,
receive instruction in English as a Second Language

students
(ESL);

content area instruction is taught in varying levels of
English;

first language students are grouped according to

the first language;
[Hernandez-Chavez,

and teachers are bilingual
1984].

The United States Department of Education has
described bilingual/bicultural education as instruction in
two languages—the use of those two languages as mediums of
instruction for any part or all of the school curriculum.
A study of the history and culture associated with the
mother tongue is considered an integral part of bilingual/
bicultural education

[Anderson & Boyer,

1970] .

The Director of the United States Commission on Civil
Rights distinguished "bilingual education"
bicultural education" as:

from "bilingual/

An instructional program in

which two languages—English and the native tongue—are
used as mediums of instruction and in which the cultural
background of the students is incorporated into the curricu¬
lum.

This is distinguished from a program, which may be

bilingual,

but which fails to incorporate the cultural
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backgrounds of

students

bicultural

S.

Rights

[U.

and,

Congress,

and Public Welfare,

thus,

cannot be considered

Senate Committee on Civil
1973].

The United States Commission on Civil Rights
described bilingual education as

later

a transitional process,

a

definition on which many officials have based their inter¬
pretations:

"Bilingual education is a comprehensive educa¬

tional approach which involved more than
English skills.

imparting

Children are taught all cognitive areas,

first in their native

language.

are developed in native
taught

just

language courses,

formally in English as

Once the children have
taught to read it.

and English is

a Second Language classes.

learned to

speak English,

they are

Instruction in areas which do not

require extensive use of
physical education,

Oral expression and reading

language,

such as art,

music,

may be provided in English for informal

language practice and exposure.

Instruction through English

in cognitive areas begins when the child can

function in the

language and experiences no academic handicap due to
ficient knowledge of the
native

language.

Some

insuf¬

instruction in the

language may continue even after the child is compe¬

tent in English"

[U.

S.

On the other hand,

Commission on Civil
while testing

Rights,

1973],

in Federal Court on

the basic rationale of bilingual education.
Cazden,

and

Dr.

Courtney

Professor of Child Development and Language at

Harvard University,

stated that

"the theory behind
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bilingual education was a

simple and straightforward one.

Children must be taught in a
and that
[506

F.

language that they understand,

is the only possible kind of equal education"
Supp.

405,

418

(E.D.

Tex.

1981)].

Other researchers define bilingual/bicultural educa¬
tion as

a response to bilingual/bicultural children's

educational deprivation resulting
instruction.

"In this approach,

or no English starts

from incomprehensive
a child who speaks

learning in his or her native

little
language.

Instruction in English gradually increases until the child
masters both languages"
15 December
ing,
as

1973,

whereby the

p.

[Wall Street Journal,

1].

The emphasis

first language of the

is on gradual

learn¬

child must be used

a medium for the development of concepts,

skills,

and

attitudes while he or she gradually acquires English skills
for use as a medium of learning.
The Center
that there
education.
definition:

for Law and Education

is no one,

.

acknowledged

universal definition of bilingual

Nevertheless,
".

[1975]

the Center provided yet another

.A process of total developemnt by which

a person learns and reinforces his or her own language and
culture while at the
function in another
to patterns of the
Education,

1975] .

same time acquiring the ability to
language and act on occasion according

second

language"

[Center

for Law and
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As noted by Anderson

[1980] ,

the variety of attempts

to define bilingual education and English as a
Language,

as well as

Second

to describe an appropriate model,

has

resulted in a misinterpretation of the requirements neces¬
sary for a quality program and the consequential program
implementation problems.

In addition,

developing a sound empirical base
education is

difficulties

in

supportive of bilingual

largely the result of a

lack of a common defi-

4

nition and model

for bilingual education and its relation¬

ship to English as a Second Language.
Although there

is a wealth of conflicting definitions

and models that have

frustrated the attempts made by

legislators to understand bilingual education,
Advisory Council on Bilingual Education
1974 Amendment to Bilingual Education)

(established by the
in its

first annual

mandated report to the President and Congress
1975,

defines bilingual education as:

which English and other

is designed to meet the unique

.

.A process

Council on Bilingual Education,

that reflect

instruction.

(1)

1975].

Erica Black Grubbs,

a trial attorney

for bilingual/bicultural education

Children

learn the

It

[National Advisory

for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
rationale

in

language and cultural needs

regardless of origin"

According to Dr.

".

in June of

languages and cultures

the makeup of the community are used in

of each student,

the National

is

the
threefold:

subject matter better when they learn
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it in a language they understand;
English is

facilitated,

since

believe that children who
native

language

(2)

the

learning of

linguistic anthropologists

first

learn to read in their

subsequently do better work in a

second

language than those who cope with it immediately upon
entering school;

and

(3)

bilingual education helps develop

a harmonious and positive
home

language

self-image,

since the child's

is not rejected as worthless

[Grubbs,

1974] .
An analysis of the above would be that the minimum
contribution of bilingual education's transitional programs
is

insuring that children

More importantly,

in the

bilingual education,

learn the
specific

subject matter taught.

instance of transitional

the teaching of English is

facili¬

tated so that instruction may ultimately proceed in that
one

language.

Linguistic anthropologists agree that

children reared in one

linguistic environment who

to read in their native tongue
better work in a

first subsequently do

second language

than those who must cope

with it immediately upon entering school
note

17,

learn

[Gaarder,

Supra

at 46-49].

Bilingual teaching is considered by educational
theorists as a means
and positive

toward the development of a harmonious

self-image

since the child's home

not rejected as worthless

[Grubbs,

1974].

important in a bicultural

setting because

The

language

is

latter is

it is essential
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to provide good role models with which the child can cul¬
turally identify,
positive

grow,

self-image.

for a

that children will build ethnic

develop a positive

individual

thus making

This provides an environment of

acceptance that assures
pride,

and develop,

strengths,

self-concept,

enhance their

and develop their ability in social

relationships.
The administrators,

educators,

and staff in charge of

bilingual/bicultural education in public

schools throughout

the United States must approach the program with a genuine
concern and respect
these programs.

for the children who are enrolled in

Students

come

from different cultures or

belong to minority linguistic groups,
given attention and encouragement.
staff's

In addition,

the

approach to educating bilingual/bicultural

should be one
language,

that stresses the

students

importance of their primary

sharing and valuing the children's history and

cultural traditions
tion

and they should be

in order to show interest and apprecia¬

for all children.

particular needs,

In order to address the

the administrators,

teachers,

students'
and

researchers within the programs must search in the community
for resources
could be
address

to assist them in planning activities that

incorporated into the curriculum in order to
those particular needs;

i.e.,

parents of children

from other cultural or racial backgrounds who speak another
language

should be encouraged to participate

in curriculum
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planning,

program development,

and implementation.

can be a resource by contributing their ideas,
cultural materials.

Activities

groups and institutions

(e.g.,

student's
Dr.

talents,

and

involving diverse cultural
museums,

be conducted on a daily basis.
children's

Parents

theaters)

should

This helps to preserve the

sense of self-worth and prevent loss of the
interest in schooling

Pearl Andrews

(Louisiana)

from the outset.

from the University of Baton Rouge

describes a bicultural curriculum as a humanis¬

tic concept based on respecting individuals of all cultures.
In addition,

she

indicates three essential goals bicultural

education should enhance:
diversity;

(2)

To recognize and prize

to develop a greater understanding of other

cultural patterns;
tive

(1)

and

(3)

to develop a positive and produc¬

interaction among people of diverse cultural groups.

Aspects of Bilingual/Bicultural
Education

In 1971,
Health,
10

the Office of Education in the Department of

Education and Welfare estimated that approximately

percent of all children compelled to attend American

schools
language
that

60

spoke a
[Grant

language other than English as
& Lind,

1978].

"A 1967

their

first

study estimated

percent of these children were not sufficiently

proficient in English to benefit
exclusively in English"

from classes conducted

[Hearings on H.R.

9840

and
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H.R.

10224

Before the General

Subcommittee on Education

of the House Committee on Education and Labor,
Congress,

1st Session,

dents were

1967] .

90th

Included among these

indigenous minorities,

stu¬

Asian-Americans,

and

Among the many minority language populations,

the

Europeans.

largest unassimilated language groups nationwide
Spanish-speaking,
Ricans,

Cubans,

represented primarily by Mexicans,

Dominicans,

Central Americans.

is the

By

Puerto

and other South Americans and

"1978,

Hispanic enrollment in

schools within the United States had climbed to nearly
three million children,
all

students

1980].

representing almost

in the nation"

[U.

S.

Bureau of the Census,

About 30 percent of all New York City school

children are Spanish-speaking
Los Angeles and Miami,

more

[DeMauro,

1981,

p.

Accordingly,

1981].

"In both

than 50 percent of all children

entering Kindergarten are Hispanic"
14 April

7 percent of

[Education Week,

11].
it is clear that a

significant and grow¬

ing proportion of American children are entering school
with a knowledge of English that is

insufficient

for the

comprehension of what is taught in an English-only language
classroom.
Following are brief descriptions of the most common
bilingual program models currently being implemented in the
United States.
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Immersion Programs
Prior to the 1967 Bilingual Legislation,

United

States education policy with respect to linguistic minority
groups could be described as immersion.

Immersion programs

involved the exclusive use of the English language within
the formal educational curriculum.

These programs were

used either in elementary or secondary level schools.
Immersion programs included,

in varying degrees,

develop¬

ment of the student's first language skills and content
area instruction in English.
Second Language

(ESL)

No structured English as a

component was included.

While stu¬

dents were allowed to address the teachers in either their
first language or English,

teachers

responded generally in English.

(who were bilingual)

Content area instruction

was based on the notion of "comprehensive input," in which
the teacher used only the vocabulary and structure that
could be understood by students
Politzer,

[Ramirez,

Arce-Torres,

&

1976] .

However,

in response to the Bilingual/Bicultural

Education Act of 1967,

the focus of bilingual/bicultural

education has been on non-immersion models.

Non-Immersion Programs
Non-immersion programs use both the native language
and the second language in the curriculum.

Very often,

instruction begins in the native language and is faded over
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a number of years

into the

are generally valued,
quality of bilingual
in the programs.

second

language.

although the

Both languages

specific quantity and

instruction may differ dramatically

Examples of these programs

Transitional English as a Second Language

include:

(ESL)

Programs

and Transitional Maintenance Programs.
Transitional English as a Second Language
Programs.

(ESL)

This alternative to bilingual education is

favored by many school districts,

because

costly to implement.

ESL is a special English

class

added to the

In essence,

standard school curriculum.

on instruction in English
Educators

it is much less

for all but a

It relies

few hours per week.

state that it is an inadequate and ineffective

program because

it

fails

development in the native

to utilize ability or conceptual
language

[Anderson

& Boyer,

1970].

The principal criticism of this program is that it fails
to

furnish Limited English Proficient

meaningful education in cognitive
reaching proficiency levels

children with

subject areas until after

in English,

argued that children's peers have
behind.

(LEP)

at which time

long since

it is

left them

These programs concentrate on using the native

language as a bridge

to eventual

immersion of the non-

English speaker in an English curriculum.
have the

Such programs

following characteristics:

• A specific concern is
of the English

shown

language

in a

for the teaching
formal

sense.
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• A remedial/compensatory
tive

(catch up)

perspec¬

is exemplified.

• Native-language
used in
• Native

speaking aides are extensively

lieu of bilingual teaching
language

instruction in a

staff.

formal

sense

is non-existent.
ESL program designs can be broadly categorized as
either

"Stand-Alone ESL"

or

"ESL-Plus."

"In general,

Stand-Alone ESL programs group LEP students together and
instruct them in a manner similar to that used in

foreign

language programs operated solely for LEP students who are
taken out of their regular classroom environment and placed
and addressed in a special way"
Education,

[Ohio State Department of

1987].

Stand-Alone ESL programs usually operate
portions of each school day,

although in some

for small
less-than-

ideal circumstances they may operate even less
with students receiving
three times a week.
designs

are the

special

frequently

instruction only two or

Examples of Stand-Alone ESL Program

"Pull-Out Program"

and the

"Class Period

Program."
1.

Pull-Out Program:

The Pull-Out Program is

generally used in an elementary setting.

The

student is

pulled out of the regular classroom for special
in ESL.

This

"Pull-Out"

instruction

instruction may be provided by

teachers who are assigned to

just one building where the
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number of students needing instruction is

large enough,

or it may be provided by one teacher who travels to several
schools to serve

small numbers of children scattered

throughout the district,
Stewner-Manzanares

as described by Chamot and

in 1985.

language backgrounds may be
instruction.
[Waggoner

Students

from different

first

separated into two groups

for

The teacher may or may not be trained in ESL

& O'Malley,

1985]

and is generally not

bilingual.
2.

Class Period Program:

The Class Period Program

is generally used in a middle or
In this program,

setting.

students receive ESL instruction during a

regular class period,
course

secondary school

generally receiving credit

for the

just like any other course taken in a departmental

setting.

Students may be grouped according to their level

of English proficiency.
bilingual

The teacher is generally not

[Ohio State Department of Education,

1987],

ESL-Plus programs may include a component of special
instruction in and about English
programs)

(like the Stand-Alone ESL

but generally go beyond the

focus on content area instruction,
the

students'

native

some

students

scope to

which may be given in

language or in English.

programs generally serve
the

linguistic

ESL-Plus

for a longer portion of

instructional day than Stand-Alone ESL programs.
instances,

entire

ESL-Plus programs represent the

instructional program.

In

students'
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Transitional Maintenance
focus
are

on

English

both

likely

attributes

objectives

total
of

development

also most

cultural
The

the

of

to

in

future

have

Team teaching
of monolingual

the

the

general

speaking
(1)

community.

an

eventual

employed

teaching

characteristics:

through pairing

and bilingual

staff,

through

professional

staff,

or

single

through

professional

bilingual

single

classroom

staff¬

ing .
•

The

native

subject
•

language

content

Instruction of
native

language

integrated

into

is

used extensively

in

areas.
language

(both

and English)
various

aspects
is most

subject

of

the

likely

content

areas.
• An

extensive

relevant

effort

cultural

curriculum.

These

a multicultural
• Monolingual
minority

They

continued development

following

professional

bilingual

systems.

on

include:

(2)

programs

grades.

the

is

linguistic

non-English

and

These

importance

program

immersion,

languages

two

place
the

this

Such programs
•

to

of

Programs.

is made

learning

to

incorporate

activities

activities

usually

in

the

take

characteristic.

English-speaking

communities)

are

children

encouraged

(from
to

on
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participate in an attempt to restore their
native language.
The Transitional Bilingual Education
The Transitional Bilingual Education

(TBE)

(TBE)

Program.

Program is the

most common type of bilingual education program in the
United States.

The goal of this model is to facilitate

the transition of Limited English Proficient

(LEP)

students

into the all-English curriculum by providing native language
instructional support as well as English language develop¬
ment.

The native language component can include content

area instruction or native language arts classes,

or both.

Instruction in the native language continues only until the
student acquires English language skills sufficient to
function successfully in an English-only classroom.

When

the school determines that the student has attained the
required English language proficiency
as a teacher recommendation,
parent input),

(using criteria such

test results,

counselor and

the student is mainstreamed into the

English-only program.

Exit criteria,

as well as the length

of time a student remains in the program,

varies greatly.

Other factors influencing exit include district policy and
state legislation.

A common policy adopted by some school

districts and states provides for a three-year limit on
length of time in the program.
vided in the native language,

Since instruction is pro¬
classes are formed in schools

having a sufficient number of LEP students of approximately
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the same age/grade level with a common language back¬
ground .
The Resource Center Program is a variation of the
"Pull-Out" design.

It brings students together from

several classes or several schools.

The Resource Center

generally is an enriched version of the Pull-Out design,
with materials and staff being concentrated in one loca¬
tion to provide a wider variety of language instruction and
experiences.

Students may be pulled out of their regular

classrooms for one or more periods of ESL instruction.
It is generally staffed with at least one full-time ESL
teacher, who may or may not be bilingual
Department of Education,

[Ohio State

1987].

Some examples of English-Plus Program designs are the
"Sheltered English or Content Based Program," the "Two-Way
Bilingual Program," and the "High Intensity Language
Training
1.
date,

(HILT)

Program."

Sheltered English or Content Based Programs:

To

these programs are used primarily with secondary

school students and are alternative content classes that
allow LEP speakers to be grouped into specific content
classes especially designed to provide them with
"comprehensive input."
necessarily bilingual,

A trained ESL teacher, who is not
provides instruction.

Sheltered

English or Content-Based Programs may parallel virtually
all mainstream academic curriculum offerings or may consist
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of only one or two subjects

[Chamot & Stewner-Manzanares,

1985] .
2.

Two-Way Bilingual Programs:

as the Maintenance Programs,

Some programs,

such

are designed to encourage stu¬

dents to learn in two languages and to develop proficiency
in both languages.
two respects:

(a)

They differ from Immersion Programs in
The classes have a mixed enrollment of

LEP and native English-speaking students,

and

(2)

the LEP

students generally receive some English language instruc¬
tion from the outset.

The goal,

as in Immersion Programs,

is to produce bilingualism in all the participants,
regardless of the students'

background.

The program begins

in Kindergarten with the entire curriculum being taught in
both groups in the language of the LEP students.
students progress through the grade levels,

As

a greater

proportion of the instruction is provided in English until,
at approximately Grade 6,

instruction is divided equally

between English and the native language.

It is

important to note that in dual bilingual programs,

the

two languages are not taught as separate subjects,

except

in traditional language arts classes
Schools,
3.

[San Diego City

1982].
High Intensity Language Training

High Intensity Language Training
primarily at the secondary level.
Language Training Program design,

(HILT)

(HILT)

Programs:

Programs are used

In a High Intensity
LEP students of various
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language backgrounds are grouped for a significant portion
of the school day.
ESL,

Students receive intensive training in

usually for three hours a day in the first year of

instruction and less in succeeding years
Stewner-Manzanares,

1985].

[Chamot &

Placement of students into

regular classrooms is accomplished on a subject-by-subject
basis and usually includes initial mainstreaming into
linguistically understanding classes,
physical education,

and art.

such as music,

Some HILT models may incorpo¬

rate Content-Based or Sheltered English classes as an addi¬
tional feature of program design.

Teachers are trained in

ESL and are not necessarily bilingual.
As pointed out by McKeon

[1988],

the design of any

ESL program must take so many factors into account that it
is difficult to decide which program organization is best
for a given set of circumstances.
ever,

What can be said,

how¬

is that the best program organization is one which

is tailored to meet the linguistic,

academic,

and effective

needs of students; provides LEP students with the instruc¬
tion necessary to allow them to progress through school
at a rate commensurate with their native English-speaking
peers;

and makes the best use of district and community

resources.
The great majority of bilingual programs in operation
in public schools in the United States have many of the
characteristics of these transitional programs.

In
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developing a bilingual program,

school districts must not

only decide which teaching approach is most responsive to
the needs of their minority
consider

factors

such as

the

and geographic disparity,
bilingual teachers,
from either

language

students'

but also must

language background

the availabiilty of qualified

and available

federal,

students,

state,

funding,

or local

which can stem

sources.

Federal Standards
In
240

1981,

(1977)]

Bakke

after the Washington v.

Davis

[426

U.S.

229,

and Regents of the University of California v.

[438 U.S.

265,

314

(1978)]

decisions,

the Federal

Court of the Fifth Circuit established the minimum require¬
ments

that a program should comply with in order to help

minority language children overcome the
they face.
Appeals

Those

standards were

in Castaneda v.

(5th Cir.

1981)].

In this case,

interpreted that the
Section
(EEOA)

1703(f)
of

1974

Prickard

language barriers

set by the Court of
[648

F.2d

989,

the Fifth Circuit finally

legislative history and language of

of the Equal Educational Opportunity Act
as

indicating that

it is not necessary that

a school district intentionally discriminate
a plaintiff to evoke Section
648

F.

989,

1010

1008

(5th Cir.

1703(f)

1981)].

in order

[Castaneda v.
In addition,

for

Prickard,

the Court

recognized the apparent dormancy of the Lau interpretation
of Title VI,

but held that Congress had

legislated the
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essential holding of Lau in Section

1703(f)

pursuant to

its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment.
A Federal District Court Judge,
English as a Second Language

(ESL)

in holding that an

program was an inade¬

quate remedy for a Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection
violation,

had this to

children participate
fall

further and

mathematics,
[506 F.

Supp.

say:

"Each day,

the Mexican-American

in this makeshift program.

.

further behind their classmates

science,
at

social

studies,

.

.

They

in

and other subjects"

424].

As outlined by McFadden

[1979],

whether or not a

judge

perceives bilingual education rather than English as a
Second Language

(ESL)

to be an appropriate remedy depends

upon his or her perception of the proverbial American
"melting pot"
analysis,
that

[pp.

views

lasts

1564-1566] .

Crawford

[1989] ,

in his

the melting pot as a process of hardships

several generations.

In this process,

immigrant children were typically the

the

first to achieve

fluency in English;

their grandchildren were the

finish high school;

and their great-grandchildren were the

first to grow up in the middle class.
however,

first to

In this process,

before the Civil Rights reforms of the

1960s,

language minorities who were also racial minorities never
had the option of

joining the mainstream--whether they

learned English or not.
that point of view,

The

"melting pot" mythology,

from

obscures the diversity of cultures that
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have

flourished in North America since the colonial

period,

and the aggressive efforts

to preserve them,

among

both immigrant and indigenous minorities.
A cultural pluralist would probably agree with former
Supreme Court Justice William 0.

Douglas

in that:

melting pot is not designed to homogenize people,
them uniform in consistency.

"The
making

The melting pot is a

figure

of speech that depicts the wide diversity tolerated by the
First Amendment under the
416 U.S.

322

flag"

[DeFunis v.

Odegarrd,

(1974)].

In the case of the Regents of the University of
California v.

Bakke

[438

U.S.

265,

314

(1978)],

pluralist view was voiced by Justice Lewis F.
opinion in Bakke
a school's

stated that

student body was

On the other hand,

the

Powell,

whose

fostering ethnic diversity in
a compelling state

interest.

the cultural assimilation view was

exemplified in the Ninth Circuit opinion which rejected
bilingual education in
Language

(ESL)

program already in effect in an Arizona

school district.

"Linguistic and cultural diversity within

the nation compact
tion,

favor of an English as a Second

education

and values only,

.

.

.

assuming adequate remedial

in English,

1978) ] .

3,

reflecting American culture

is not discriminatory course of conduct"

[Guadalupe Organization Inc.
District No.

instruc¬

587

F.2d

v.

1022,

Temple Elementary School
1027,

1029

(9th Cir.
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In his analysis,
the courts

McFadden

seem to exclude

"American culture"

[1983]

felt it ironic that

language other than English from

in a case where the names of both

plaintiff and the defendant organizations

are of Spanish

origin.

National Policies and Legislative
Enactments

McFadden
speakers of

[1983]

points out that discrimination against

foreign languages was a relatively late develop¬

ment in the United States.

While the Southern and Western

Territories were bought or seized from Spain,
Mexico in the

France,

first half of the nineteenth century,

thousands of non-English-speaking people were

and

many

forced to

become American citizens.
The California Constitution of
[1909],

1849,

cited by Thorpe

which was printed in both Spanish and English,

recognized the validity of the

language of its Mexican-

American citizens when it provided that all
regulations,
and Spanish.
twenty years
appeared.
been to
original

and provisions
However,

laws,

decrees,

shall be published in English

McFadden

[1983]

emphasized that

later linguistic chauvinism had already

Over the years,

legislation in California has

foster English only,
language of the

thus changing

state,

California statute provided that

from the

Spanish/English.
"all

schools

An

1870

shall be
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taught in the English language"
Cp.

556,

1955)].

Sect.

55

By 1894,

(1969-70),

[Law of April 4,

Cal.

Stats.

838

1870,

(repealed

the Constitution of the State was amended

to restrict the right to vote to those who could read and
write in English

[Johnson,

1974] .

Following the Spanish-American War in 1898, when the
United States won Puerto Rico from Spain,

the fact that

practically the entire population of the island
spoke Spanish did not deter the American government from
banning that language in all schools
a result,

[Osuna,

1950].

As

emphasis in the school system was placed

on the study of English in order to Americanize the
island.
The policy failed and,

as noted by Josue Gonzalez,

who was the former Director of the Office of Bilingual
Education and Minority Language Affairs

(OBEMLA),

"the

United States had a need to consolidate the United States
territorial gains and solidify its political processes.
This seems to have played an important role in the drive
towards cultural and linguistic homogeneity"
1986,

p.

38].

[Gonzalez,

Since the population of Puerto Rico was

entirely Spanish-speaking and 85 percent illiterate,

the

"English Only Rule" proved devastating to educational
achievement.

As a result,

in 1916,

the United States

Commissioner of Education compromised and allowed Spanish
instruction in Grades 1 through 4,

Spanish and English in
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Grade 5,

and only English thereafter,

a policy that lasted

until the late 1940s.
Today,

Spanish is the language of school instruction

in Puerto Rico.

As the native language,

it has been main¬

tained for use not only in social settings but in overall
economic and political communications.

Puerto Ricans have

determined that it is their right to keep Spanish as their
first language and learn English as a Second Language.
However,

since the learning of English has become a

necessity brought about by its colonial status in relation¬
ship to the United States,

and maintained through its

political and economic ties,

until recently,

as the language of technology,
discourse.

trade,

it was used

and international

This has presently been changed through the

recently passed Spanish-Only.
By 1903, when an empire based on the concept of
"manifest destiny seemed a reality on the heels of
American successes in the Philippines,
Panama,

the Caribbean,

and

fourteen states required instruction be offered in

English-only"

[Flanders,

1925].

Twenty years later,

spurred by anti-German sentiment aroused by the First World
War,

thirty-four states had English-only requirements for

their schools.
It was not until the past decade that policies in
favor of bilingual/bicultural education have been recognized
in legislative and administrative enactment,

or that the
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issue has been addressed by the courts.
statutes

are of principal

first is

the Bilingual Education Act of

Section
the

880b

first

minority

(1970)].

federal

importance

Two

federal

in this area.

This Act became

1965

The

[20 U.S.C.

law in

1968

legislation to recognize the

and was

fact that

language children were not receiving an adequate

education.

Also,

the Act required learning in bilingual

education programs
students

for Limited English Proficient

in the nation's public

In essence,

the Act gives

(LEP)

schools.
financial assistance to

local education agencies to develop bilingual curricula,
programs designed to
and culture,
and home.

familiarize

and plans

The

students with their history

for closer cooperation between school

implementing provisions of the program depend

upon voluntary action by state governments.

Unless a state

legislature requires an official to apply

for these

funds,

prospective

statute.

"The

litigants cannot rely on this

major pitfall of this Act was
funded,

and many of the

school districts that needed the

programs most did not apply
by

1973,

that it was grossly under¬

for the

(Daily ed.

Title VI
2000d

Consequently,

the Act had benefitted only two percent of the

nation's bilingual school children"

The

funds.

October

second

9,

Cong.

Rec.

S

18811

1973)].

federal provision of

of the Civil Rights Act of

(1970)].

[119

In broad terms,

significance
1964

[42

is

U.S.C.

Section

it prohibits discrimination
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in

federally-assisted programs and activities,

Department of Health,
[45 C.F.R.

Education and Welfare

Section 80.3(b)(2),

(1978)]

has

and the

(H.E.W.)
issued detailed

regulations to implement this mandate.
Under these provisions,
a

no school

system administering

federally-funded program may employ criteria or methods

of discrimination which have the effect of defeating the
objectives of the program with respect to
particular national origin.
memorandum applying this

In

1970,

individuals of a

H.E.W.

issued a

standard to the problem of provid¬

ing equal educational opportunity for national origin
minority group students
[35 Federal Regulations

limited in English language
11595

(1970)].

The memorandum

directed:
• That affirmative
schools to

steps be taken by state

include

such children in normal

educational processes;
• That no classification of
mentally retarded,

such children be

nor any exclusion of

them from college preparatory courses be
effected on any basis directly related to
language
• That

skills;

"remedial tracking"

of such children be

permitted on a temporary basis only;
• That,

where necessary,

the parents

skills

notices be

in the parent's native

and

issued to
language.
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This

legislation mandate made

constitutional questions where

it unnecessary to reach

special

language

instruction

for a national origin minority group is denied in a
federally-assisted institution.
The Act provides that
adopted"
tion of

"compliance with any requirement

to carry out Title VI may be affected by termina¬
funding or other means authorized by law,

that an attempt to secure voluntary compliance
first

[42

Adams v.
banc.),
636

U.S.C.

Section 2000d-l

Richardson

[480

F.2d

(1970)].

1159

(D.C.

provided

is made

In the case of
Cir.

1973,

modifying in part and aff g per curiam 351

(D.D.C.

1972)

Court of Appeals

and

356

F.

Supp.

92

(D.D.C.

en
F.

1973)],

Supp.
the

for the District of Columbia Circuit held

that an attempt to secure voluntary compliance does not
relieve H.E.W.

of responsibility to enforce the

voluntary acquiescence
sistent

is not

forthcoming,

failure to enforce that statute

statute

if

and that con¬

is a dereliction

of duty that could be redressed by the courts

[480 F.2d at

1163].

a complainant

still

In effect,
has redress

This decision,

where H.E.W.
to the

therefore,

federal courts as a recourse.
allows private

compel enforcement of Title VI
the Department.

fails to act,

litigants to

and its regulations by suing

Previous attempts to

sue H.E.W.

or the

offending school districts had achieved only limited suc¬
cess.
619,

Prior to Adams,
620-21

(E.D.L.A.

in Hicks v.
1969)],

Weaver

[302

F.

Supp.

it had been held that private
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litigants might challenge
tinue or to terminate
had been made
With the
ing the

the decisions of H.E.W.

funding,

to con¬

but only when a decision

following a hearing.
future of Lau so unsettled,

lawyers protect¬

interests of language-minority public

school

children have come to rely on the Equal Educational
Opportunity Act
decision.

(EEOA)

of

1974.

Shortly after the Lau

Congress codified the Supreme Court's holding by

enacting Section

1703(f)

of the EEOA.

This

Section requires

school districts

to take appropriae action to overcome

language barriers that impede equal participation by its
students
(Supp.

in its

instructional programs

[20 U.S.C.

1703(f),

V 1975)] .

As early as
Morales v.
that the

1975,

Shannon

[516

the Fifth Circuit held,
F.2d 411,

415

(5th Cir.

funding of a violation of Section

no discriminatory intent on the part of
but could result

in
1975)],

1703(f)

required

school authorities

from failure to take appropriate

action.
In
Court

1978,

prior to the Bakke decision,

for the Eastern District of New York,

Brentwood Union Free
(E.D.N.Y.

1978)],

implemented,

Section

1703(f)
language

School District

[455 F.

in Cintron v.
Supp.

57,

63

recognized that where a bilingual pro¬

gram is

native

the District

an appropriate program under

must include
in academic

instruction in the child's
subject areas

such as

social
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studies,
that

mathematics,

same year,

Organization,
No.

3

science,

During

the Ninth Circuit Court in Guadelupe

Inc.

v.

[587 F.2d 1022

to the Bakke case,

Temple Elementary School District
(9th Cir.

1978)],

without referring

held that an appropriate program for

Limited English Proficient

(LEP)

English as a Second Language
Arizona

and language arts.

children could be an

(ESL)

program proposed by an

school district rather than the bilingual/bicultural

program asked
In 1981,
dissected,
Prickard

for by the plaintiffs
with the Davis

in the case.

and Bakke decisions thoroughly

the Fifth Circuit in the case of Castaneda v.

[648 F.2d 989

Section 1703(f)

(5th Cir.

of the EEOA of

Court determined that the

1981)]

1974.

finally interpreted

In this case,

the

legislative history and language

of the Section indicated that it was not necessary that a
school district intentionally discriminate
plaintiff to invoke Section
Castaneda that Title VI

requires a

tory intent was rejected,
v.

1703(f).

in order

The holding in

showing of discrimina¬

in part in Guardians Association

Civil Service Commission

[463

U.S.

582

(1983)].

a majority of the Court did agree that Title VI
[42 U.S.C.
intent

[Id.

Section 2000]
at

584,

n.2

608,

n.l];

however,

100.3(b)

Regulations creates a

"discriminatory effect"

There

statutes

requires proof of discriminatory

majority held that Section
Title VI

for a

claim

(2)

[34 C.F.R.]

"disparate
[Id.].

a different

impact"

Thereafter,

of the

or
three
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Courts of appeals held that Section
a disparate

100.3(b)

(2)

creates

impact claim similar to a Title VII disparate

impact claim similar to a Title VII disparate impact claim
[Center

for Law and Education,

1990,

p.

21].

Then the

Court recognized the apparent dormancy of the Lau interpre¬
tation of Title VI,

but held that Congress had legislated

the essential holding of Lau in Section

1703(f)

pursuant

to its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment
1008] .

Next,

[Id.

at

the Court held that Congress must have

intended to ensure that schools make a genuine and good
faith effort,
resources,
students

consistent with local circumstances and

to remedy the

[Id.

the policy of

at

1009] .

language deficiencies of their
Then,

the Castaneda court rejected

judicial deference to

local school boards,

holding that Congress deliberately placed on

federal courts

the difficult responsibility of determining whether that
obligation to remedy language deficiencies had been set.
However,

the Fifth Circuit recognized the dilemma which is

at the heart of remedial education
Proficient children:

Should these children be

learn English quickly,

thereby

mates

in other subject areas?

major

subject areas

ing Engilsh at a

Or should they learn the

in their native

slower pace?

intended to

leave

forced to

falling behind their class¬

language,

thereby learn¬

This difficult decision of

equity and educational development,
Congress

for Limited English

the Court

in the hands of the

indicated.
state and
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local educational authorities.

The appropriate action

contemplated by Section

leaves

1703(f)

schools

free to

determine whether they wish to discharge this obligation
to effectively teach the English language and other subject
areas

simultaneously through a bilingual program or in

sequence through an ESL program.

The Castaneda court

outlined a three-pronged test to be used by federal courts
in determining the appropriateness of a

school

system's

language remediation program challenged under Section
1703(f):
• Is the

school

system pursuing a program

informed by an educational theory recognized
as

sound by some experts

least,

deemed a

in the

field or,

at

legitimate experimental

strategy?
• Are the programs used by the
reasonably calculated to

school

system

implement effec¬

tively the educational theory adopted by the
school?
• Does the program produce results
that the

indicating

language barriers confronting stu¬

dents are actually being overcome?
The Fifth Circuit indicated that if a
program failed on any of the
would no
1703(f).

three prongs,

school

system's

the program

longer constitute appropriate action under Section
In Castaneda,

a Texas

school district had
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implemented a bilingual program deemed ineffective by the
plaintiffs.
the

The courts held that the program had

second prong of the test,

failed

since the

failed on

school district had

in its responsibility to provide teachers who were

able to teach competently in such a program.
about half of the teachers
certified

following a

In the case,

in the bilingual program had been

100-hour course designed to give them

a Spanish vocabulary of 700 words.

The court

found these

teachers unqualified in that they operated in the classroom,
in addition to

failing to use under their own remedy,

language disabilities.

In addition to

failing to use

instructors who could speak Spanish adequately,
trict had also

failed to provide

the dis¬

standardized tests that

adequately determined the progress of Limited English
Proficient children vis-a-vis
English-speaking counterparts.
important because

that of their native
The Castaneda case is

it established a well-reasoned,

three-

prong test which can be applied to any school district's
program while

leaving the choice of which type of remedial

language program to be employed in the hands of the
and local

school authorities.

state

It also represents the only

detailed analysis by a circuit court of appeals of the
primary statutory basis

for requiring bilingual education

for minority linguistic

students.

Minorities have a right

to be registered in a program that can assist them to
overcome

linguistic barriers.
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In addition to
there

federal

is a wealth of

concerning the
education.

legal material

and

judicial cases,

in every state code

state's obligations with respect to public

Since

1968,

specifically permitting
bilingual

statutes

instruction,

eleven states have passed laws
school districts
but only one

to provide

state,

Massachusetts,

has required school districts to do so.
Chapter 71-A of the Massachusetts General Laws
Annotated provides that wherever twenty or more children
of limited English speaking ability,
native

language,

reside

district must provide

in a

local

who

speak a common

school district,

full-time bilingual programs

each such language group.

According to this

law,

that
for

a student

may stay in the bilingual program for three years or until
the child is deemed ready

(as

long as necessary)

to

leave

the program completely proficient in English.
The Bilingual Education

federal

statutory provisions

are not expressly intended to carry out Fourteenth
Amendment constitutional obligations,

but their enactment

demonstrates the congressional determination that the
of necessary language

lack

instruction is a crippling problem

for children of certain ethnic and cultural backgrounds.
This

finding,

and the congressional and H.E.W.

pursuant thereto,

suggest that bilingual

actions

instruction

is a

sufficiently important component of equal opportunity and
due process and that the Constitution requires

it.
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In addition to the
educational barriers,

importance of relinquishing the

bilingual educational programs

and uphold the development of the

foster

identity and personality

of Hispanic children.
As

stated by sociologists Berger and Luckmann

language

is a

as well as

formative part of developing social reality

influencing the understanding of a person.

Without appropriate educational
viduals

[1966],

are

of society.

language development,

impaired in their overall
Thus the

legal mandate

indi¬

function as members

is not only to provide

an educational opportunity but to ensure that individuals
can achieve their

fullest potential.

Constitutional Rights

Current

legislation has defused the discussion of

constitutional repercussions and implications.
States Constitution does not make education a
right

The United
fundamental

for any person within the United States.

students,
per se,
States

on the other hand,

have no constitutional rights,

to bilingual/bicultural education.
Supreme Court,

provides education
for all of its

however,

for its

The United

has held that where a

students,

it must do

state

so equally

school-age children.

There are two constitutional bases
relied on to

Bilingual

that have been

further the needs of bilingual/bicultural
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students—the

Due

Clause

Fourteenth Amendment

of

the

Process

Clause

and

the

to

Equal

the

Protection

United

States

Constitution.

Due

Process
The

Due

Amendments
mental
If

Clause
Process

protects

or

legislation

limits

equal

reviewed.

standard
a

Grubbs
her

review which

[1974]

acquire

of

overriding

Her

useful

particular

Hispanics,
their
The

right

the

to
the

to

learn

the

Fourteenth

Fifth Amendment,

strict

necessary

Due

and

Process

because

is

the

judicial

system.
found

lack

the

as

the

part

of

of

liberty

liberty

of useful

students,

academically,
in

Clause

tangible

it

promote

education,

two-pronged:
the

to

government.

of bilingual

acquire

Court

the

property.

scrutiny

a

or

Supreme

or

govern¬

employ

acquisition

succeed

improper

of persons may

bilingual

from achieving

recognized by
[1923],

keep

of

Fourteenth

between classes

the

interest

failure

Clause

problems

The

and

liberty,

interest of

knowledge

to

from

life,

approach was

confinement.

which continues

in

the

Fifth

law must be

focused on

analysis.

the

protection under

Process

A court will

discussing

physical
is

to

Due

her

distinction

compelling or
In

to

the

of

individual

of his

governmental

be

an

seizure

Amendment or
a

Clause

from

knowledge
knowledge

especially

thereby

resulting

job market.
knowledge

has

long

been

In Meyer v.

Nebraska

proficiency

in

a

foreign
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language was not injurious

to the health,

understanding of the ordinary child.

morale,

and

The Court struck down

a Nebraska statute which prohibited the teaching of foreign
languages to elementary school children.
note that McFadden

[1983]

decision in Meyer v.

It is

believed that the

Nebraska

[262

U.S.

390

important to

Supreme Court
(1923)]

acted

to stem the tide of state-mandated language chauvinism.
Many of the English-only statutes were repealed or ignored
in the decades

following Meyer,

but the

failure of English

language classroom to educate non-English speaking children
did not attract national attention until the

late

1960s

with Congressional Hearings which resulted in the enactment
of the Bilingual Education Act.

In New York City,

Puerto Rican students constituted 23 percent of the
population,

however,

they received less

the academic high school diplomas

in

1963,

school

than two percent of

[Hearings Before the

Senate Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity,
2d Section,

pt.

8

at 3686

An analysis by Grubbs

(1970)].
[1974]

further maintained the

Supreme court decision held in Meyer v.

Nebraska

[1923]

that schools violated linguistic minority student rights
under the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Court stated the

following:
While the Court has not attempted to define
with exactness the liberty thus guaranteed (by
the Due Process Clause), the term ('liberty')
has received much consideration, and some of the
included things have been definitely stated.
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Without doubt, it denotes not only freedom
from bodily restraint, but also the right of
individuals to contract, to engage in any of
the occupations of life, to acquire useful
knowledge . . . and, generally, to enjoy those
privileges long recognized at common law as
essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness
by free men.
Thus, the emphasis of Meyer, as
it relates to bilingual/bicultural education,
is on the phrase 'to acquire useful knowledge.'
As long as bilingual students remain in educa¬
tional environments where they cannot
effectively understand what is being taught
because of the language barrier, they are
being denied the liberty to acquire knowledge
which would make them functional in American
society.
In

addition,

school-based
academic
social
the

and

functional
and

While

ings

fall

courts

a

that

that

instruction

is

different

from the

shared with peers

in

that

education

ranks

of

government,

the

a

right

to
had

to

be

educated by

construed due
acquire
to

hold¬

process

knowledge,

provide

the

but

it

the wherewithal

knowledge.

right

[1923]

as

community.

[1923]

states

termed cognitive

learning

functions

such board holding

process

Nebraska

of

liberty

the

(CALP),

recognized

Nebraska

encompass

rule

acquire

due

have

research distinguishes

knowledge,

short of providing

liberty to

No

type

important

Meyer v.

did not

of

schoolyard or

the most

state.

to

acquisition

[1989]

learning proficiency

street

among

Cummins'

is

to

is

necessary,

bilingual

sufficient.

provided,

but

however,

education;
Arguably,

students

are

to

support

Meyer v.

where

no

such

nonetheless
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compelled
educate
home,

to

them.

The

at work,

compulsory
of

attend

Grubbs

minority

or

classes,

opportunity
at

school

the

it

linguistic

can

be

classes

given

knowledge
in

a

for

In

is

can

is

that

argue

being

he

only

to

an

the

at

analysis

attorney

that

denied

she

to

curtailed by

a

liberty

to

cannot

for

child who

the

compelled

or

failed

education

addition

by being

language

has

informal

stated

children

cannot understand English
useful

state

neighborhood

attendance.

[1974],

acquire

the

to

attend

under¬

stand .
The

second prong

of

monolingual

educational

presence

school

in

confinement.
school

Almost

until

they

Wisconsin v.
Court

In

all

short,

Grubbs

stand

language

for

attend

a

educational

but yet

school

health patients
argument

a

on

and

three

school
It

they

treatment.

a monolingual

213

In

not

laws

juveniles.

case

attend

of

the

Supreme

are

consti¬

that by keeping
not under¬

tantamount
that

receiving

to

holding

students
adequate

compared bilingual

system to

cases:

is

the

they do

is mandatory
are

She

day

children

(1972)],

argues

where

that

from physical

that

age.

[1974]

classrooms

penitentiary.

school

freedom

require

205,

is

students whose

that mandatory attendance

in

in

of

certain

U.S.

analysis

deprive

states
a

[406

students

them

[1974]

compulsory

bilingual
the

systems

reach

Yoder

indicated

tutional.

is

Grubbs'

students

institutionalized mental
Grubbs

Wyatt v.

[1974]

Stickney

based

[1971];

her

in
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Martarella v.
School

v.

Kelly

Afflect

In Wyatt v.
1971)],

the

officials

plaintiffs

involved

appeared

that

gram treatments
involuntary
right
of

or

ment

inmates

tiary where

one

of

F.
a

Supp.

Boys'

class

781

Training

had been

The

court
a

to

be

held

and pro¬
that

as

cured

will

or

to

give

required because

without
"into

indefinitely

each

improve

and effective

transformed

the

constitutional

treatment

Adequate

held

institution

cut

opportunity

is

an

state

budget

individual

hospital

against

patients.

unquestionably have

could be

of

Ala.

confined mental

inadequate.

condition.

(M.D.

action

administration

hospital

constitutionally
the

Inmates

brought
the

such

realistic

treatment

[325

involuntary

were

her mental

is

in

the

receive

them a

his

of

to

and

[1972],
Stickney

for voluntary and
It

[1972];

treat¬

this

kind

a peniten¬

for

no

convicted

offense."
Wyatt v.
to

substitute

language

the

adequate
Two

have

grounds

right

treatment.

(S.D.N.Y.
detention

1972)]
of

is

in

is

correct,

the word

education

transformation of

treatment

cases

for

Adequate

criminal
to

[1971]

"education"

quoted.

preventing
as

Stickney

is

juveniles

state

institutions

involved

"Persons

a

v.

as

logical
in

important

into

detained
having

Kelly

challenge

In Need of

is

the
for

penitentiaries

hospitals.

found

Martarella

it

"treatment"

schools

in mental

and

to

[349

on
a
F.

non¬
similar
Supp.

575

New York's

Supervision"

(PINS),

a
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class of juveniles who were neither delinquent nor
"neglected" but rather confined for such problems as uncon¬
trollable behavior and truancy.

The court canvassed a

recent Supreme Court case that "indicated markedly
increased solicitude for the right of children" and held
that "where the state,
detention,

as parents patriae,

imposes such

it can meet the Constitution's due process and

prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment if,
if,

and only

it furnishes adequate treatment to the detainee."

Similarly,

the Court,

in the case of Inmates of Boys'

Training School v. Afflect
1972)],

[346 F.

Supp.

1354

(D.R.I.

granted injunctive relief against certain practices

of a juvenile corrections institution and ordered an
increase in remedial services.
"Rehabilitation,

then,

The Court stated:

is the interest that the state has

defined as being the purpose of confinement of juveniles.
.

.

.

Thus,

due process in the juvenile justice system

requires that the post-adjudicative stage of constitu¬
tionalization furthers this goal of rehabilitation."
Children in schools are deprived of physical liberty
in much the same way mental patients and unruly juveniles
are confined in other institutions.

It is true that their

confinement is of less sustained and more defined duration,
but due process should still demand that they be given the
education which justifies their compelled attendance.
paraphrase Wyatt v.

Stickney

[1971],

To

"To deprive any person
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of his or her liberty upon the alturistic theory that the
confinement is for humane
fail to provide adequate

(educational)
(education)

fundamentals of due process."

reasons and then

violates the very

In short,

non-English-

speaking children in schools which do not offer bilingual
education are not receiving an education which justifies
their confinement or attendance.
In addition to the above, McFadden

[1983]

further

states that almost all states require that children attend
school until they reach a certain age.
Yoder

[406 U.S.

205,

213

(1972)]

In Wisconsin v.

and other cases,

the

Supreme Court has indicated that mandatory attendance is
constitutional.
other cases,

Based on Wisconsin v.

Yoder

[1972]

and

it can be argued that the physical confine¬

ment of language minority children in classes given in a
language they do not understand can be perceived as a
deprivation of liberty.

On the other hand,

an opposing

party could argue that because there is a substantial
legitimate state interest in continuing to infringe these
liberties,

there is a state interest in seeing that all

its citizens speak English.

An attorney representing

minority linguistic children can argue that statistics
show that these children

(and ultimately the state)

harmed more than helped by English-only classes.

It

is more likely that they will stay in school longer,

are
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learn subject areas other than English better,
tually learn English also
It is apparent

and even¬

in bilingual programs.

from McFadden's

[1983]

discussion that

many of the English-only statutes were repealed or ignored
in the decades
decision.

following the Meyer v.

It appears that the

Nebraska

[1923]

last invocation of an

English-only statute occurred in October of 1970,
Texas high school teacher was
class

in Spanish

[U.

S.

indicted

when a

for conducting his

Commission in Civil Rights,

1972] .
A 1967

study revealed that the

longer a Puerto Rican

child remained in the New York City schools,
fell behind their peers.

In addition,

the more they

nearly two-thirds of

Puerto Rican eighth graders were more than three years
behind in reading development

[Cordasco,

1967] .

The dropout rate of Mexican-American children in New
Mexico was dramatized by the
one-third of all
were in the

[Anderson & Boyer,

percent of those above the

period,

1970,

1970]

and 55

first grade were more than two

for their grade.

In Texas during the

same

80 percent of all Mexican-American children who

entered the
in

1960s over

Spanish-speaking children in that state

first grade

years over age

fact that in the

first grade were not promoted.

15 percent of the

yet almost

30

In California

school population was Hispanic,

percent of educable mentally retarded

classes consisted of Spanish surname children

(EMR)

[Leary,

1970].
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Significantly,

intelligence tests to determine EMR place¬

ment were administered in English only.

Equal Protection Clause
Under the Equal Protection Clause and the Due Process
Clause,

a government distinction between classes of

persons may be reviewed.

However,

in order to be upheld,

the classification must rationally relate to a
governmental end.
based on race)

When a suspect classification

has been employed by a

court will employ

legitimate
(example,

legislative body,

a

"a strict scrutiny standard review."

Such a classification will be held only if it is necessary
to promote a compelling or overriding governmental
interest.

The

strict scrutiny standard will also be applied

where an identifiable class

is deprived of a

fundamental

right.
Under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments,
improper governmental
and property,

which protects an individual
seizure of his or her life,

a court will uphold a

can arguably be

law so

from

liberty,

long as that

said to rationally relate to a

law

legitimate

governmental goal.
The U.

S.

Supreme Court established a constitutional

mandate of equal educational opportunity when it made the
following declaration
Topeka

[1954]:

in Brown v.

Board of Education of

"The opportunity of an education

.

.

.
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where the

state has undertaken to provide

it

.

.

.

is a

right which must be made available to all on equal
terms."
The Court's decision was based on the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Thus,

in basic terms,

the Equal Protection Clause mandates that the
all

similarly situated persons
In the case of a

state treat

in an evenhanded fashion.

language minority child being

deprived of a bilingual education,

invidious

intentional

discrimination must

first be proven under the rationale of

Washington v.

[426 U.S.

Davis

229,

formidable hurdle has been cleared,
test will be applied to the
class of

as

(1977)].

Once that

the rationale basis

legislation unless a suspect

fundamental right is

Therefore,

240

involved.

long as bilingual children are excluded

from the educational opportunity afforded English-speaking
classmates,

a disparity of public educational treatment

exists.

long as this disparity of treatment continues,

As

bilingual

students can challenge the quality of their

education under the Equal Protection Clause
1974].

Unfortunately,

however,

the U.

S.

[Johnson,

Supreme Court

has yet to decide bilingual education cases on constitu¬
tional grounds.

The major

focus has been on discrimination

based upon race not on the rights guaranteed by the
Constitution and the process

to enact these rights

people of diverse cultures.

Instead,

the Court has

for
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recognized that discrimination based upon an individual's
knowledge of the English

language has the effect and

purpose of discriminating on the basis of race and national
origin.
The

interpretation of the Constitutional Law has been

one that has been

focused

from a document on Anglo European

conceptualization of how to enact the rights
European.

for an Anglo

If these constitutional rights were upheld,

can they be enacted in a

how

fashion that upholds and empowers

people of diverse cultures by ensuring that they are
appropriated in a diverse manner?
The
(1925)]

case of Yu Cong Eng v.

Trinidad

[271

U.S.

500

cited state-imposed restrictions on the use of

non-English languages.

It significantly related,

first time albeit without discussion,
tion to national origin.

for the

language discrimina¬

In this case,

the Court was

asked to review an Act of the Philippines Legislation
(commonly referred to as
which prohibited anyone
in any

from keeping business account books

language other than English,

dialect.
until

the Chinese Bookkeeping Act),

Spanish,

thus explaining the parity accorded English and

Spanish in the Chinese Bookkeeping Act.)
number of Chinese

prevent

local

(The Philippines were under Spain's control

1889,

Chinese,

or a

in the Philippine

Given the

Islands who wrote only

the Court decided that the Act was
"Chinese"

merchants

large

intended to

from conducting business

in the
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Philippines.

Thus the effect was to discriminate on the

basis of race and national origin in violation of the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The same is true where bilingual educational programs
are not provided in schools where multiethnic and multi¬
cultural student populations are in attendance.
Teitelbaum and Hiller

[1977]

outline that whether a

court accepts language as a characteristic of national
origin will determine whether it regards differences in
treatment based on language as inherently suspect and
subject to strict constitutional review.

Classifications

made based on the basis of national origin cannot satisfy
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
unless there is a compelling governmental interest
Yick Wo v.

Hopkins,

some rational basis
485

(1970)].

118 U.S.

356

(1885)]

[e.g.,

and not merely

[Dandridge v. Williams,

397 U.S.

471,

Courts have not been consistent in correlat¬

ing language and national origin.
In summary,

Teitelbaum and Hiller

[1977]

emphasized

that the legacies of Meyer v. Nebraska

[1923]

and Yu Cong

Eng v.

Trinidad

[1925]

to those seeking to establish

bilingual education in the public schools are limited.
They maintain that at best they stand for the propositions
that under certain circumstances states cannot prohibit the
use of a foreign language,

and that language can be con¬

strued as a characteristic of national origin.

Both cases,
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however,

stress that the United States is an English-

speaking nation and indicate that public bodies,
schools and taxing authorities,

such as

can require the use of

English.
Forty years after the Yu Cong Eng v.
decision,
U.S.

672

the Supreme Court,
(1966)],

Trinidad

in Cardona v.

Power

[1925]

[384

again considered the constitutionality

of discrimination based on language and national origin—
this time in the context of voting rights.
At issue in Cardona v.

Power

[1966]

was the use of

literacy tests for Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans in New
York City.

The case reached the Supreme Court after

passage of Section 4(e)
[42 U.S.C.

of the Voting Rights Act of 1965

Sections 1973 et seq.

(1965)].

That Act banned

the use of literacy tests for persons educated in Puerto
Rican schools through the sixth grade.

Dissenting from

the majority's determination that the case was moot.
Justice Douglas,
United States'

joined by Justice Fortas,

declared that

citizens literate in Spanish should be

permitted to vote upon demonstrating such literacy.
New York registers those who have completed six years
of school in the classroom where English is the medium of
instruction and those who pass an English literacy test.
There is no rational basis—considering the importance of
the right at stake--for denying those with equivalent
qualifications except that the language is Spanish.

Thus,
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the appellant has,

quite apart from any federal legislation,

a constitutional right to vote in New York on parity with
an English-speaking citizen—either by passing a Spanish
literacy test or through a certificate showing completion
of the sixth grade in a Puerto Rican school where Spanish
was the classroom language.

In no other way can he or she

be placed on a constitutional parity with English-speaking
electors
140

[see Camacho v.

(1959)];

Camacho v.

Doe,

7 N.Y.

Rogers,

2nd 762,

199 F.

Supp.

163 N.W.
155

2nd

(S.D.N.Y.

1961)].
Perhaps the most important recent case for the Boston
Public School System

(Massachusetts)

which demonstrates the

pitfalls of deciding a case on statutory rather than
constitutional ground is Lau v.

Nichols

[1974].

In 1970,

the California District Court ruled that minority language
children did not comprise an identifiable class
or otherwise)

(suspect

and were not being denied equal educational

opportunity in English-only classrooms.

Therefore,

their

constitutional rights to equal protection had not been
violated.

In the Yu Cong Eng v.

Trinidad

[1925]

case,

Chinese complainants sought relief under the Equal
Protection Clause and Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
for the alleged unequal educational opportunity their
children received in the San Francisco Public Schools.
the first decision emitted,

In

the Court reasoned that since
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all children were receiving the same curriculum,

the non-

English-speaking students were being treated no differently
from the rest and,
against.

therefore, were not being discriminated

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed

this holding in 1973

[483 F.2d 791

rehearing en banc denied,
412 U.S.

938

(9th Cir.

483 F.2d 809,

Cert,

1973),
granted,

(1973)] .

Interestingly enough,

the Supreme Court held only that

Title VI had been violated without deciding the equal
protection issue.

One of the problems facing the decision

on Title VI of any statutory basis is that the department
or agency in charge of enforcing the statute can only
affect compliance with the statute generally through
procedures for terminating federal funds.
however,

The difficulty,

is that the state provides for elaborate adminis¬

trative remedies, which must be exhausted before funds
may be cut off.

However,

case law has limited the extent

to which the termination of funds sanctioned may be applied
to non-complying school districts and,
injury to innocent pupils,

requires that termination of

funds be only as a last resort
v.

Finch,

414 F.2d 1068

in order to prevent

[Board of Public Instruction

(5th Cir.

1969)].

Thus,

the best

proven way of insuring equal educational opportunity for
bilingual students with minimum complications is through
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to
the United States Constitution.

It can be interpreted that
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funds

from the

hassles

school

system can be obtained without the

involved in the

statutory procedure.

Major Legal/Judicial Cases

Legal Decisions and Their
at the National Level
Zirkel

[1975]

Impact

postulates that Lau v.

has been hailed as the Brown v.
Topeka

[1954]

Nichols

[1974]

Board of Education of

for the Spanish-speaking and other

linguistically different peoples of the United States.
According to

Zirkel

desegregation.
Nichols

[1974]

[1975],

However,

Lau v.

Nichols

holdings against that of the alternative
especially the equal protection

argument which was adopted in Brown v.
[1954]

Board of Education

and advocated for in Lau v.

one must analyze the history of education
back to the United States
Plessy v.
v.

Ferguson

Ferguson

1890

[1896],

requiring

required

in order to weigh the Lau v.

theories open to the court,

of Topeka

[1974]

[1603

Nichols

law,

[1974],

which dates

Supreme Court decision of
U.S.

537,

551

(1896)].

In Plessy

the court sustained a Louisiana Law of

"separate but equal accommodations"

White and Black railroad passengers.

for

Although the case

dealt with transportation or railroad accommodations,
Justice Brown,
state

writing

for the majority,

law requiring the establishment of

reaffirmed the
separate

schools
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for White

and Black children as

the police power of the
Moreover,

state.

the modern

mandated segregation,

a reasonable exercise of

legal attack on officially

led by the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People
efforts to
Plessy v.

show that the
Ferguson

and professional

Carolene Products

[304 U.S.

144

sought redress via the Fourteenth

The concept of minority may be

mean minority within the particular
profession,

seeking graduate

school education.

the petitioners

Amendment.

doctrine of

was vulnerable when it came to

for Black students

In United States v.
(1938)],

began with

"separate but equal"

[1896]

the education provided

(NAACP),

or institution,

interpreted to

sphere of activity,

rather than solely a minority

in actual number within a given political community.
The
cases
Topeka

first in the

sequence of modern education law

that culminated in Brown v.
[1954]

(1896)].

was

Gaines,

Gaines v.

Canada

Board of Education of
[163 U.S.

a Black applicant,

537,

551

had been refused

admission to the University of Missouri Law School because
of his race.
was

that,

in the
state

suit

for admission

pending the establishment of a Black

state,
school.

that the

Missouri's defense to his

it would pay Gaines'

its borders,

tuition in an out-of-

Chief Justice Hughes'

state was obligated to
facilities

for

law school

opinion concluded

furnish Gaines,

"within

legal education substantially

equal

to those which the

the White race,

state

there offered to persons of

whether or not other Negroes

same opportunity."

sought the

In the absence of such facilities,

Gaines was entitled to be admitted to the University of
Missouri Law School,
In a

1947

the existing state

California case predating Brown v.

of Education of Topeka

[1954] ,

District of Orange County

[161

Mendez v.
F.

federal court prohibited racial
education.

The

twenty-six years

774

later.

(9th Cir.

1947)],

a

segregation in public

In this case,

Nichols

[1974]

officials of the

in derogation of California laws,

systematically carried out a plan,

replete with rules and

for uniform enforcement,

of the petition

Board

Westminster School

same Circuit ruled in Lau v.

State Board of Education,

regulations,

law school.

for relief:

whereby,

in the words

"Petitioners and all others of

Mexican and Latin descent are barred,

precluded,

and denied

attending and using and receiving the benefits and education
furnished to other children,

and are

segregated in schools

attended solely by children of Mexican and Latin descent"
[Id.

at

776].

In

1951,

the District Court of Arizona was presented

with a situation

similar to that of Mendez v.

School District of Orange County
Gonzalez v.

Sheely

[96

F.

Supp.

further addressed itself to the

[1947].
1004

(D.

Westminster

The Court,
Ariz.

in

1951)],

linguistic problems,

find¬

ing that the only tenable ground upon which segregation
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practices can be defended lies
deficiencies of
However,
on ancestry.

some of the children

this

fact did not

Tests used

and not conducive
rights.

in the English language
[Id.

at

1007].

justify segregation based

for evaluation were called illusory

to the

inculcation and enjoyment of civil

While holding segregation by descent to be uncon¬

stitutional,

separate treatment in separate classrooms was

held lawful only after credible examination of each child
based wholly upon indiscriminative
ments

in the

individual child,

ethnic traits of ancestry
In one of the most

[Id.

foreign

at

1009] .

[347

U.S.

plaintiffs

successfully challenged the

doctrine.

Brown v.

and Delaware.

from Kansas,

tion and relates
this case

483,

493

[1954]

(1954)],

the

"equal but separate"
[1954]

was

South Carolina,

Although the

Board of Education of Topeka
of Black children,

in Brown v.

Board of Education of Topeka

a combination of cases

impedi¬

regardless of his or her

imposing decisions

Board of Education of Topeka

Virginia,

language

facts

in Brown v.

involved segregation

the application surpasses

to other minorities.

such a

limita¬

The plaintiffs

in

sought the aid of the court in obtaining

admission to the

schools of their respective community on

a nonsegregated basis.
denied admission to

In each instance,

they had been

schools attended by White children under

law requiring or permitting segregation according to race.
This

segregation was alleged to deprive the plaintiff of

76

equal protection under the
Fourteenth Amendment.
schools were not

law guaranteed by the

The plaintiff contended that public

"equal,"

and could not be made

"equal,"

and that hence they were deprived of the equal protection
of the

law.

The Court,

in

finding that

inherently suspect,
siderations.

For

"To separate them

"equal but separate" were

based its decision on intangible con¬

instance.

Chief Justice Warren

(referring to the Black students)

others of similar age and qualifications
their race generates a
status
minds

feeling of inferiority as

to their

in the community that may affect their hearts and

Board of Education of Topeka,

347

U.S.

the Court concluded that in the

education,
place,

from

solely because of

in a way unlikely ever to be undone"

Hence,

stated,

the doctrine of

therefore,

protection under the

493

(1954)].

field of public

"separate but equal"

that separate education

unequal and,

483,

[Brown v.

facilities were

had no
inherently

deprived Black children of equal

law guaranteed by the Fourteenth

Amendment.
Brown v.
its obvious
tion.
is

Board of Education of Topeka

importance

reveals

for proponents of bilingual educa¬

These points may be

inconclusive as

[1954]

to the

summarized as

follows:

History

intended effect of the Fourteenth

Amendment on public education.

Therefore,

the Court

looked to the effect of segregation on public education

77

and make

its consideration

"in

ment and its present place
Nation"
492,

[Brown v.

493

school,
terms,

(1954)],

light of its

in American life throughout the

Board of Education of Topeka,
where

the

state provides

that opportunity must be
and equal

opportunity,

full develop¬

347 U.S.

for public

available to all on equal

facilities do not constitute equal

there being many additional

implications of inferiority,

factors,

such as

that have a bearing on the

total educational experience.
The

segregation issue was allayed at least

in Brown v.

Board of Education of Topeka

controversies arose,

judicially,

[1954],

but other

such as that of the extent of school

district discretion in program development and implementa¬
tion .
Whereas Brown v.
clearly

forbids

facilities

Board of Education of Topeka

the maintenance of separate educational

for minority children,

their very nature tend to
dents during a

[1954]

bilingual programs by

segregate

large part of the

language minority stu¬

school day.

This

inherent

contradiction is reflected in the Constitution of the
State of New Mexico
Sections

8

and

10].

remedial education
another

[New Mexico Constitution,
One

Article XII,

section of Article XII mandates

for Spanish-speaking children,

section of the

same article prohibits the

tion of Hispanic children.

while
segrega¬
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Fourteen years after Brown v.
Topeka

[1954]

County

[391

in the Green v.

U.S.

struck down a

430

(1968)]

Board of Education of

School Board of New Kent
segregation case,

"freedom of choice"

desegregation plan as

failing to break down the existing dual

system.

for proponents of bilingual education is

Important

the Court's

ment that good efforts with genuine prospect
the dual

the Court

state¬

for dismantling

system at the earliest date may be acceptable,

admonished the

school district that

but

"the availability to

the Board of other more promising courses of action may
indicate a

lack of good

faith;

and at

least it places a

heavy burden upon the Board to explain its preference
apparently less effective method"
Court warned against

County,

391 U.S.

[Green v.
430

Thus,

the

to deprive others of

School Board of New Kent

(1968)].

The Court decision in Swann v.
Board of Education

439],

for affirmative action to correct

systematic abuse which works

equal protection"

at

"foot-dragging and attempts at circum¬

vention of the mandate
current

[Id.

for an

[402

U.S.

1

Charlotte-Mecklenburg

(1971)]

mandated to come

forward with an immediate plan to remedy deprivation of
equal protection.
County
[1954] ,

[1968]

Citing Green v.

and Brown v.

School Board of New Kent

Board of Education of Topeka

the Court declared that not only may the

federal

courts under Brown's authority demand desegregation of
public

schools,

but also

fashion their own remedies by way
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of their equity powers whenever
the courts'

schools

fail to reform to

satisfaction.

Once a right and a violation have been shown,

the

scope of a district court's equitable powers to remedy
past wrongs
inherent

is broad,

for breadth and

flexibility are

in equitable remedies.

This declaration of the court's

intent to exercise

unhesitatingly its equitable powers places considerable
pressure on school districts to comply,
federal guidelines
of Health,

such as those

usually with

issued by the Department

Education and Welfare and the Office of Civil

Rights.
In the previously cited cases,
opportunity and access are upheld.
lence of the mandates

equal educational
In addition,

is encountered when

Constitutional Charter of the

faced with

State of New Mexico.

prompts a question which shall be pursued later;
the constitutional right of bilingual
inconsistency

faced by

ambiva¬

This

that is,

students and the

statutory enactments.

The various courts'

rulings differed according to

whether the basis of the right was viewed as constitutional,
statutory,

precedential,

Occasionally,
situation.

or a combination thereof.

courts have

For instance,

in the case of Keyes v.

District No.

1

Cir.

the Tenth Circuit

1975)],

of Denver,

seen this as an either/or

Colorado

[521

F.2d 465

School
(10th

felt itself obliged to
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eliminate a bilingual program which would have
Denver

schools with large minority enrollments.

court's words,

Such instruction must be

plan of school desegregation.
1

four

In the

bilingual education is not a substitute

desegregation.

No.

left

of Denver,

Colorado

subordinate to a

In Keyes v.

[1975],

for

School District

the petitioners argued

that the Equal Protection Clause required the Denver
School Board to provide a more extensive bilingual educa¬
tion program.

The petitioners claimed that an intensive

bilingual program was needed to
scholastic environment

"establish a respective

for minority students

eradicate the very evil at which Brown v.
Education of Topeka
directed,

.

.

.

[1954]

for

Board of

and subsequent cases have been

isolation of minority students

essentially alien school
1975)].

in order to

system"

[521

F.2d 465

The proposed program was ambitious,

"specific educational principles,

in an
(10th Cir.

providing

provision of early

childhood education beginning at age three and adult
education
clothing

for minorities,

and provisions

for poor minority school children"

(10th Cir.

(521

F.2d 465

1975) ] .

It is apparent that the
convince

for adequate

the

school district

failed to

Supreme Court that the District Court's order

was an unwarranted intrusion into matters of educational
policy and curriculum.
the petitioner's

As

a result,

argument in Keyes v.

the Court rejected
School District

81

No.
that

1

of Denver,

Colorado

[1975] .

"bilingual education

segregation"

[521

F.2d

the school had a plan
required by Lau v.

...

465

The Court indicated

is not a substitute

(10th Cir.

1975)].

As

for

long as

for teaching bilingual children,

Nichols

[1974] ,

held no constitutional authority

as

the Court found that it

for requiring the

school

board to provide the extensive program requested by the
petitioners.
On the other hand,
from Lau v.
Schools

Nichols

[1974]

the Court

[1974]

found this case different

and Serna v.

Portales Municipal

in that the Denver school authorities made

an effort to identify students with language difficulties
and direct several programs

to their needs.

Therefore,

there was no discriminatory effect and no violation of
Title VI.

Moreover,

the Court indicated that even if

there had been such a violation,
"Cardenas Plan"

the

imposition of the

(a bilingual/bicultural program rather

than a transitional one)

would over-step the

remedy properly directed to the violation.
Circuit Court deferred to

the

than to the District Court
operating the
[Keyes v.
321

schools

is

the

(10th Cir.

Colorado

[1975]

1

the

"the task of

school authorities"

of Denver,

Colorado,

1975)].

What made the Keyes v.
Denver,

local

Thus,

school board rather

saying that

School District No.

F.2d 465

local

scope of the

School District No.

case different

1 of

from previous

82

bilingual education cases was the

fact that the bilingual

instruction remedy was part of the
plan.

larger desegregation

In order to keep the bilingual program intact,

it

would have been necessary to maintain elementary schools
with larger minority enrollments.

Faced with what it saw

as a choice between bilingual education and desegregation,
the Keyes v.
[1975]

School District No.

1

of Denver,

court decided that bilingual

Colorado

instruction must be

subordinate to planned school desegregation.
The Keyes v.
Colorado

[1975]

School District No.

1

of Denver,

decision did not result in the

trict of Denver,

Colorado,

focusing on bilingual programs

to the exclusion of desegregation.
in effect was that the
a twofold victory.
for desegregating

its

Rather,

School District No.

The

school dis¬

school

what happened
1

decision was

system had to develop plans

schools as well as develop plans

for effecting bilingual/bicultural programs

for its non-

English-speaking students.
In
F.

Supp.

1972)],

1971,
24

in United States v.

(E.D.

Tex.

1971),

State of Texas

aff'd 466

a totally opposite approach was

Texas District Court

finding de

jure

F.2d 518

[342
(5th Cir.

taken by the

segregation in the

San Felipe Del Rio Consolidated School District.
Court utilized bilingual/bicultural education as
desegregation tool,
tion

for all

The
a

mandating bilingual/bicultural

students,

instruc¬

whatever their dominant language.
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In

addition

to

system,

the

ticular

school

the mandate

Court,

comprehensive

after

system,

create

examining

found

educational

new plan would

to

that

a

needed.

the

of

linguistically/culturally different

"badges
of

and

indicia

inferiority

clearly

[Id.

avoid.

The

prohibition
of

slavery"

at

28]

court,

of New Kent County

[1968]

Board

[1971],

of

Education

assertion
two

classes
In

plan

that

its

school

Swann v.

rejected

the

required

including,

and bicultural
the

plan

Professional

programs.

as

a

treatment

that

but not

system must
School

Board

board's

the

and

to,

elements

assignment,

all

levels,

career

the

level

and

team teaching

teaching

staff

that
and

personnel
combines

staff

at

that upgrades
where
the

only

new school

limited

The major

development

of

stigma

contemplates

recruitment of minority

counterparts.

imposition

school

encouraging

of minority

The

include:

staff

of

needs

Charlotte-Mecklenburg

order,

safeguards

the

citing Green v.

Court

par¬

formation

special

was mentioned

Thirteentn Amendment

the

this

The

the

against

which a

and

of

children.

and Black.

commentary of
•

account

of people—White

contain

bilingual

the

needs

school

completely new

of

Thirteenth Amendment

into

unitary

the

plan was

take

a

needed,

efforts

their non-minority

and

84

•

Curriculum design
methodology
towards

that

cultural

positive

the

orientation
secondary

and

reflect

primary

during

the

language.

towards

cultural

and
a

instructional

positive

attitude

pluralism and encourage

self-concepts,

developing

be made

content

thus

reinforcing

language

the

and cultural

acquisition

Special
removal

stereotyping

and

of

the

efforts were
of

to

historical

aspects

from the

curriculum.
•

Student
that
the

assignment

further

classroom,

grade

level.

Spanish
move
•

the

as

and

heterogeneous

with plans
Anglo

a

and

including

second

language

community
the

experiences
the

school

according

as

to

taught

part of

the

involvement—innovations

reflection

and

in

of

community

development

and

the

their

students'

daily educational

involvement permeat¬

implementation of

program through multiethnic

community

councils.

Continued

evaluation with

flexibility
with

varied

children were

community background

•

composition of

toward homogeneity.

Parent

ing

classroom organization

the

and

aid of

school-

a view towards

responsiveness

carried out

an

consultant

educational

the

85

team which would
as
In

this

they

way,

the

District

saw a mandate

reality

[Id.

faced by
ments

at

develop

imply or

bilingual

further

force

in

indicate
the

pursuit

of

Bilingaul

inconsistencies

expectations

of

vulnerability
cate,

bilingual
While
[1896],
were,

services

state

Plessy v.

the

on

into

a

statutory enact¬

implications

lack of

to

problem

appropriateness

Education

the

Ferguson

and Brown v.

as

Thus,
Laws

that

programmatic

the

subject
as

as well

actions

or

a

is

clarity

students,

to
as

can eradi¬

development of

example

is

Roberts

a

court upheld
of

an

have

of

the

the

v.

City of

was

Boston

segregation
state
in

of

[347

against

Boston

[1954]

in

law

important cases

U.S.
attack

Law.
483
as

guarantee

Public

legally eliminated

Canada

Topeka

Education

constitutional
the

v.

early education

been other

impact on Bilingual

Segregation

(Massachusetts)

Gaines

Board of Education

there

had

in violation

[1896],

the most notable

nonetheless

equality.

focus

legislative

or minimize

which have

state

school

programs.

perhaps,

cases,

abstraction

Education Law.

in programs,

and

to

curtail,

the

a potential

constitutional

statutory guiding of Bilingual
to

together with

from an

programs:

validity of possible
guiding

Court,

29].

cases

without

deal with problems

arose.

system,

These

also

(1954)],
being
of

Schools

1955.

An

The

86

Roberts v.
precedent

City of boston

decision became a major

in nineteenth century school

state courts,
adopted,

[1954]

litigation.

Many

even after the Civil War amendments were

found that classification based on race was not

an abridgement of rights protected by the Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Amendments.
Ward v.

Flood

[48

Cal.

36

(1874)],

however,

racial classification was only reasonable where
schools were provided

for Blacks.

[State ex rel Pierce v.

Trustees

(46 NJ

76

separate

Where only one public

school was maintained in a district.
excluded

held that

Blacks could not be

Union District School

(1884)].

It could be argued that Gonglum v.
have been the predecessor to Lau v.

Rice

Nichols

[1927]

may

[1974].

Although the court decided the case on the basis of segre¬
gation

(i.e.,

race),

it also could have been decided on

the basis of language.

In Gonglum v.

(1927)],

a child of Chinese descent,

the plaintiff,

Rice

[272 U.S.

78
con¬

tended only that state authorities had misapplied the
doctrine of

"separate but equal"

by classifying him with

Black children and requiring him to attend a Black school.
Nonetheless,
Mississippi

the U.

and

Supreme Court affirmed the

Supreme Court's holding that the exclusion of

a Chinese child
Mississippi

S.

from a White

school on the grounds that

law required separate

"Colored"

schools

for the

races was valid because the word

"White"

"Colored"
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could be

interpreted to include

all but the

"White"

race.
Most courts,

however,

have taken measures

that

fall

between the two extremes.

In the Boston desegregation

case of Morgan v.

[401

aff'd,
935

Kerrigan

530 F.2d 401

(1976)],

(1st Cir.

1976),

216

cert,

(D.

Mass.

denied,

1975),

426 U.S.

A plan similar to the one

rejected by the Tenth Circuit
1

Supp.

efforts were made by Black parents and students

to achieve desegregation.

No.

F.

of Denver,

Colorado

in Keyes v.

[1979] ,

School District

was ordered by the

Massachusetts Federal District Court in

1975.

The plan

permitted the clustering of Hispanic and Chinese children
in designated schools

in order to permit the continuation

of already established bilingual programs,
meant higher minority enrollments.
District Court found that the
tutionally segregated.

even where this

In this case,

school

the

system was unconsti¬

The court-ordered desegregation

plan included an outline and special consideration of
bilingual/bicultural education programs
minorities,
One

such as Hispanics,

special

students

to

students

in order

grams.
provided
the

The

plan

Portuguese,

consideration of

bilingual
to
also

programs
allow

for

required

for

any

twenty

program;

and

information

for non-Black

the

plan was

before

about

in

assign

bilingual

bilingual

Kindergarten

to

assigning monolingual

clustering
that

and Italians.

students

the

plan

be

pro¬

education
in

be

need of

printed

in
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Spanish,

English,

Chinese,

Greek,

Italian,

and

Portuguese.
The District Court clarified its powers to prescribe
such a detailed remedy by explaining that once a court has
discovered unconstitutional

segregation,

immediate and appropriate relief.
the responsibility of
belongs to the
of the

local

The court explained that

fashioning such a plan ordinarily
school authorities;

school district's

relief,

it must order

failure

to

however,

in light

fashion appropriate

the Court had to assume responsibility for the

school district,

thereby appointing experts to develop the

plan.
Education is a matter entrusted initially to elected
local authorities and appointed state authorities.
after unlawful

segregation has been found,

for remedying the effects of this
tially on the

local

Education of Topeka,
99 L.

Ed.

1083

("Brown

Board of Education,
1267].

1955,

349 U.S.

II");

1971,

Only the default of the

402

falls

[Brown v.

294,

Swann v.

Supra,

responsibility

segregation

school authorities

Even

299,

75

ini¬

Board of
S.

Ct.

753,

Charlotte-Mecklenburg
U.S.

at

16,

school committee

91

S.

Ct.

in this

case has obliged the Court to employ the help of appointed
experts and masters and to draw up an adequate plan
[Morales v.

Shannon,

aff'd in part,
1975)].

366

F.

Supp.

rev'd in part,

516

813

(W.D.

F.2d 411

Tex.

1973),

(5th Cir.
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The Court encouraged the cooperative
colleges and universities,

businesses,

involvement of

and community groups

in implementing a community school concept.
sought the remain of the District Court's
order;

implementation

the Appellate Court denied the motion

Kerrigan,

523 F.2d 917

(1st Cir.

The defendants

[Morgan v.

1975)].

In reviewing the above cases,

one cannot but concur

that there is a higher ethnic density,

which could be under¬

stood as a segregated community.

one must consider

Yet,

that one cannot overlap segregation and bilingual/bicultural
education and delineate guidelines using segregative

legis¬

lation per se as parameters of bilingual education programs,
because within bilingual education,
(for example,

Asians,

Cape Verdians).

Hispanics,

there

Whites,

is diversity
Blacks,

Haitians,

Because Hispanics are a mixed people and

have been categorized as White/Black,

the

importance of the

educational need of the Hispanic and other Limited English
Proficient
place,

(LEP)

student has been relegated to a secondary

positioning segregation or desegregation as of

primary importance rather than the bilingual educational
need.
1983]

Secondly,

the uniqueness of the mestizo

has been obscured in the

thus causing a
Hispanic ethnic
legislation.

legal court enactments,

lack of clarity as to the
identity as

[Elizondo,

it relates

importance of

to desegregational
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The more recent cases

that pertain specifically to

Hispanic bilingual education
State of Texas

[1971];

include:

Aspira of New York v.

Education of the City of New York
District No.
Wright

1

United States v.

of Denver,

[1973];

Colorado

Board of

Keyes v.

[1975];

School

and Tasby v.

[1982].

While Colorado courts
in a very narrow fashion.

interpret Lau v.

Nichols

[1974]

New York courts were expanding

on that case's

reasoning.

Nichols

decision was handed down during the trial

[1974]

of Aspira of New York v.
of New York

[1973],

When the Supreme Court's Lau v.

Board of Education of the City

the plaintiffs

(Hispanic

seeking a meaningful bilingual program)

immediately moved

from summary judgment based upon the Lau v.
holding.

The defendant then

Nichols

joined the plaintiffs

formulating a consent degree providing
bilingual program.

students

[1974]
in

for an extensive

(Aspira of New York v.

Board of

Education of the City of New York has no official cite,
since the case ended in a consent decree.)
School Board subsequently
consent decree,
attorney

When the

failed to comply with the

it was held in contempt and made to pay

fees.

Aspira of New York v.
of New York

[58

F.R.E.

of a consent decree

62

Board of Education of the City
(S.D.N.Y.

1973)]

was a portion

identifying the plaintiff class as

"Hispanic children whose English

language deficiency
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prevented them from effectively participating in the
learning process and who can more effectively participate
in Spanish language

instruction."

The Court ruled that

"Hispanic-surnamed students who scored below the
percentile on the Language Assessment Battery

(L.A.B.)

English will take the Language Assessment Batter
Spanish.

Those whose

scores on the

(L.A.B.)

latter exceed their

former are to be plaintiff class"

of New York v.
York,

scores on the

20th

[Aspira

Board of Education of the City of New

58 F.R.E.

62

(S.D.N.Y.

1973)].

A case which closely mirrors the evolution of litiga¬
tion in the area of bilingual education is United States v.
State of Texas

[523 F.

Supp.

1043

(E.D.

Tex.

1981)].

The

reality that Federal Court intervention can be extensive
is evident in this case.
tuted in March of

1970

The case was originally insti¬

and again appealed to the Fifth

Circuit Court twelve years
ing,

later.

In the original proceed¬

the State and the Texas Educational Agency

(TEA)

were

found to be in violation of the Constitution and Federal
Law and the TEA was required to desegregate all Black
school districts

and to

submit a comprehensive enforcement

plan ensuring equal educational opportunity
dents.

In 1971,

(E.D.

order,

Tex.

stu¬

an order was entered mandating that TEA

implement a comprehensive enforcement plan
235

for all

1971)].

[330

F.

Supp.

The Fifth Circuit affirmed the

and certiorari was

denied by the Supreme Court in
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1972

[404

U.S.

proceeding
or as

1016

(1972)].

(Certiorari

is an appellate

for reexamination of motion of inferior tribunal

auxiliary process

to enable appellate court to obtain

further information in pending cause.)

Section G of the

order required TEA to recommend curriculum offerings and
programs,

including specific educational programs designed

to meet the

special educational needs of students whose

primary language
409].

As

is other than English

a result of the case,

Court ordered relief

for the

[506 F.

Supp.

a Texas Federal District

statewide class of Mexican-

American pupils who were Limited English Proficient
The decision established standards

to a significant extent,

entered by counsel

for the

(LEP).

for a program of

bilingual/bicultural education in Texas
court relied,

at

schools.

The trial

on stipulation

state concerning historic dis¬

crimination against Mexican-Americans.

During the trial,

the plaintiff's experts presented abundant testimony
supportive of the Court's

finding that the

1973 Texas

bilingual program was pedagogically unsound,
unimplemented,
tion,

and unproductive

the plaintiff's experts

largely

in its results.

further testified that:

one hour of intensive English per day
through twelve was not adequate;

the

for grades

State's overall proficiency score of 23
standardized test did not

four

first educational

experience of these children had to be bilingual;

written

In addi¬

and the

percent on a

justify entry into an
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English-only classroom.

The evidence was even more

overwhelming concerning the Texas Educational Agency's
lack of implementation of the existing,
grams.

Despite evidence

underfunded pro¬

that bilingual programs were not

actually bilingual in many school districts,
not being imposed because the State
monitoring instrument.

sanctions were

lacked an adequate

Limited English-speaking students

actually were not being adequately identified.
to counter these allegations,

the

person to testify on the witness

In order

State provided only one
stand.

The

finding shows

that undoubtedly there was adequate evidentiary support
a conclusion that in some areas
ing the educational handicaps of

local programs

for

for remedy¬

limited English-speaking

students were deficient.
On July 2,

1982,

the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals

reversed the District Court's holding in United States v.
State of Texas

[680 F.2d 356

(1982)],

decision which admonished the trial

handing down a

judge

for abasing his

discretion in denying stipulations that had been agreed to
by an inexperienced assistant attorney general.
primary ground
the

for reversal,

injunctive remedy in the

enactment of the
Programs Act.

1981

however,

was

The

the mootness of

face of the Texas

legislature's

Bilingual and Special Language

The District Court had rejected the State's

post-trial mootness argument on the grounds that the new
stature did not increase

significantly the resources
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allocated by the 1973 Act to carry out that approach.
Limited English as a Second Language

(ESL)

instruction is

still authorized in school districts following a specified
numerical threshold and in all grades after elementary
school.

Remedial or compensatory programs for children

who fall behind in academic areas while becoming proficient
in English are not mandated.
if any,

Lastly,

there exists little,

practical or logical justification for attempting

to deal on a statewide basis with the problems presented
by this case.

The Fifth Circuit ruled that no local dis¬

trict may be subjected to remedial orders based on past
segregation or other constitutionally arduous local prac¬
tices, without first having the opportunity to be heard
individually.

This aspect of the decision may prove to be

the most damaging to plaintiff cases in bilingual actions
in Texas.

Now,

each of the hundreds of Texas school dis¬

tricts must be joined in individual actions before the
Court can order a remedial language program in the district.
It is important to note that the Fifth Circuit did not
throw out the constitutional issues but found that the
factual underpinnings of the proceedings were too severely
flawed to serve as the basis for finding statewide de jure
discrimination.

Since the Appellate Court reversed the

District Court on factual and procedural rather than sub¬
stantive grounds,

the constitutional and statutory argu¬

ments remain viable in the Fifth Circuit.
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In Tasby v.
Dallas

Wright

[542

F.

Supp.

school desegregation case,

134

(1982)],

a

the Court provided a

detailed remedial order with respect to bilingual educa¬
tion.

The order provided

decision that the Dallas
continue to provide a

for implementation of the Court's
Independent School District

special

instructional program for

all Limited English Proficient
trict.

In Grades K-6,

(LEP)

a Second Language

tailored to the needs of individual
7-12,

in the dis¬

(ESL)

programs

students and schools.

this program included ESL instruction,

the High Intensity Learning Center
High School,

students

this program consisted of bilingual

education and English as

In Grades

(DISD)

(HILC)

at Skyline

and the High Intensity Learning Center now

being set up at Spence Middle School.

Curriculum

transfer would be available to permit students
such programs to take advantage of them.
instructional programs

included the

These

in need of
special

following compo¬

nents :
• Identification of potential Limited English
Proficient

(LEP)

students

through the PHLOTE

(Primary-Home-Language-Other-Than-English)
survey
• Language proficiency assessment
identified by the PHLOTE
• Classification of
assessment

for students

survey

students based upon this
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• Notification to parents of LEP students of
this classification and documentation of
classification
• Student placement and instruction
• Reclassification and follow-up
• Staff development
• Parental

involvement

• Continued high level of recruiting of
bilingual teachers
• Program evaluation

(The Dallas

Independent

School District was mandated to operate the
instructional program for Limited English
Proficient students

in accord with the

mandates of all relevant and state
regulations,
In sum,

statutes,

and controlling law precedents.)

while education has not been declared a right

in the United States,

a great deal of emphasis has been

placed on education and

learning

for the young.

It is a

generally accepted fact that a child without an education
has no
cases

future.
is

Thus,

that the courts,

all recognize the
gone

the

to great

significance of all of these
the

legislators,

and educators

importance of a good education and have

lengths

to create

laws which provide all

sectors of society with an adequate education.
while

the need

years ago,

However,

for bilingual education was recognized

it is only recently that

it has begun to
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materialize on both the national and the

local

levels.

The Focus on Student Needs
While Blacks
as the vehicle
schools,

focused on integration or desegregation

for bringing educational quality in the

other minorities have been

rely on desegregation

far

less willing to

for bringing about the educational

quality to which their children are entitled.
focus of other minority groups changed
of children

from one

Hence,

the

from the movement

location to another to achieve quality

of education to one of meeting the needs of students
wherever they are already enrolled.
Plaintiffs
Rodriguez

[411

in San Antonio Independent Schools v.
U.S.

1

(1973)]

failed to establish that poor

people are a suspect class and were therefore unable to
have the Texas
judicial

school

scrutiny.

financing system subjected to

The Supreme Court

found it sufficient

that Texas provided a basic education
great deference to the principles of
Court asked only whether the Texas
ing bore
purposes.

When one realizes

question was

90

for all.
federalism,

school

some rational relationships

strict

Giving
the

system of

to legitimate

that the

financ¬
state

school district

percent Mexican-American,

in

one wonders why

plaintiffs chose not to avail themselves of arguments which
had proven

successful

in cases

such as

those above—for the
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implementation of bilingual programs,

for example,

would

surely have worked to bring substantial new funds with it.
At any rate,

it is clear that this was an attack on the

highly complex taxing and spending program of a
the

state,

and

fact that plaintiffs were poor and Mexican was

secondary.
The case of Lau v.
this changing trend.
tioner

(Chinese

Nichols

In Lau v.

students)

relief alleged that the

[1974]

best represented

Nichols

[1974],

the peti¬

seeking injunctive and declaratory

failure to provide bilingual educa¬

tion instruction to all non-English-speaking children who
needed it violated their rights

to an education and to

equal education opportunity under the equal protection,
process,

and

"unenumerated rights"

of common school.

provision

due

for a system

They also claimed that the

San Francisco

School District denied them a meaningful opportunity to
participate
district,

in the educational program of the

thereby violating Title VI of the

school

1964

Civil

Rights Act and the California Education Code.
When the

Supreme Court granted certiorari

review the Ninth Circuit's decisions
relied solely on the

in

in the case,

statutory ground

(i.e..

1974

to

the Court

Title VI held

that the non-English-speaking children were denied their
rights under Title VI where the
vision

for their

school

system made no pro¬

lack of English proficiency in the

teaching program).

The

Supreme Court,

however,

was
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influenced by their decision one year earlier
School District v.

Rodriguez,

411

they had held that there was no
education.
issue.

The Justices

In Lau v.

in the negative;
Municipal School

1

(1973)]

fundamental right to an

[1974],

the question was answered

in the case of Serna v.

[1974],

in which

totally avoided the constitutional

Nichols
while

U.S.

[San Antonio

Portales

it was answered in the positive.

Many interested observers hope that one of the two con¬
tradictory constitutional
Lau v.

Nichols

School

[1974]

[1974]

interpretations offered in the

and Serna v.

Portales Municipal

cases would be adopted as precedent when the

Supreme Court granted certiorari

in

1974

to review the

Ninth Circuit's decision in Lau while the Serna case was
still

in appeal

in the Tenth Circuit.

Shortly after the Lau v.
Spanish-speaking students
sued the city

for

Nichols

[1974]

in the Portales

decision,

School District

failure to provide bilingual education

for Spanish-speaking students.

Like Lau,

the

suit was

brought on an equal protection right to bilingual educa¬
tion.

Relying on Lau,

the Tenth Circuit affirmed the

District Court's decision to recognize an equal protection
right to bilingual education.
Schools

[351

F.

Supp.

leading case to date

1279

Serna v.

(D.N.M.

Portales Municipal

1972)],

which is the

in the aftermath of Lau,

school board to adopt and implement a more

ordered the

intensive pro¬

gram of bilingual education to better serve the

large

100

percentage of Spanish-surnamed students
The Court's reason was

in the

system.

that Mexican-American children were

being treated differently when they receive the
curriculum given to other

students and that,

same

therefore,

a

violation of their constitutional right to equal protection
had occurred.

The Court cited as evidence the

scores and higher dropout rates
the Portales

lower test

for Hispanic children in

schools.

The high dropout rate was demonstrated by the
that whereas

fact

34 percent of Portales elementary school

children were Hispanic,

the

junior and senior high school

enrollment dropped 29 percent and 21 percent respectively.
As

in Lau v.

Nichols

[1974],

the Circuit Court chose not

to rule on the constitutional

issue:

"While the trial

court reached the correct result on equal protection
grounds,

we choose to

Supreme Court in Lau;

follow the approach adopted by the
that is,

appellees were deprived of

their statutory rights under Title VI of the
Rights Act"
F.

Supp.

[Serna v.

1279

(D.N.M.

Portales Municipal

1964 Civil

Schools,

351

1972)].

The appellants argued that even if unintentional
discrimination had occurred,

the program which the

school

district had proposed to comply with the Court's memorandum
opinion should be
dent needs.

sufficient to meet Mexican-American stu¬

However,

the Circuit Court upheld the trial

court's decision and ruled that the court had not
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overstepped its bounds

and interfered with the

operation of the Portales

School District:

ing the entire record,

we are

court's decision.

record reflects a

The

into consideration the

surname children"

[Serna v.

351

(D.N.M.

F.

Supp.

1279

"After review¬

in agreement with the trial

educational policy by the Portales
take

internal

long-standing

Schools that

failed to

specific needs of SpanishPortales Municipal Schools,

1972)].

The Circuit Court based its assessment of the trial
court's decision to improve an expanded bilingual/
bicultural program to meet the educational needs of
Mexican-American students of

limited English speakers on

the Supreme Court ruling in Swann v.
Board of Education
28

L.

Ed.

2d 554

[402

U.S.

(1971)].

1,

15;

Charlotte-Mecklenburg
91

S.

Ct.

1267;

The Circuit Court Judge quoted

the Supreme Court decision as:
. . . (O)nce a right and a violation have been
shown, the scope of a district court's
equitable powers to remedy past wrongs is broad,
for breadth and flexibility are inherent in
equitable remedies.
Accordingly, the Circuit Court stated that
appellees had a right to bilingual/bicultural
education based on the Civil Rights Act of 1964;
and the trial court was within its jurisdiction
to order a bilingual/bicultural educational
program.
Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
appellees have a right to bilingual education.
And in following the spirit of Swann, we believe
the trial court, under its inherent equitable
power, can properly fashion a bilingual/bicultural
program which will assure that Spanish-surnamed
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children receive a meaningful education.
. . . We believe the trial court has formulated
a just, equitable, and feasible plan; accord¬
ingly, we will not alter it on appeal.
[Id.]
The appellants argued that this decision would result
in requiring every school district in New Mexico to provide
bilingual/bicultural education whether a

student is

determined to be of limited English-speaking ability.
Circuit Court disagreed,

The

repeating Justice Blackman's

concurring opinion in Lau v.

Nichols

[1974]:

. . . Numbers are at the heart of this case and
only when a substantial group is being deprived
of a meaningful education will a Title VI viola¬
tion exist.
[Id.]

The Bilingual Education Act
The response of Congress
bicultural

students was

Though it has

the Bilingual Education Act of 1968.

since been amended,

Act was that it provides
districts

to the needs of bilingual/

the

supplemental

significance of the
funding

for school

interested in establishing programs to meet the

special educational needs of

large numbers of children of

limited English-speaking ability in the United States.
1968,

By

large numbers of non-English-speaking immigrants had

taken up residency in this country.
estimated

80 percent)

from the Antilles,
and Spain.

Thus,

were

Most of these

(an

Spanish-speaking immigrants

South America,

Central America,

Mexico,

while Puerto Ricans and other non-

European Spanish-speaking groups

living

in the United States
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had been receiving an inferior education because of the
language barrier

for years,

it was not until other non-

English-speaking immigrants came to this country in
proportions that the need
recognized.

In response

Bilingual Education Act

for bilingual education was
to this need,

(BEA)

of

The BEA provided support
parental
ships,
of

1978,

the Act was

Congress passed the

1974.

for bilingual programs,

involvement activities,

program planning,

large

training programs,

fellow¬

and technical assistance.

funding

As

518 bilingual programs,

percent of which were Spanish.

However,

80

despite the

national attempt at eradicating the problems that came with
the

lack of education,

level

little has been done on the

local

to alleviate the problems of an inadequate educa¬

tion .
One of the most dramatic effects of the Lau v.
[1974]

decision was a

"proliferation of state

mandating bilingual education programs.
after the Lau holding,
Massachusetts,
bilingual
Sarmiento,

eight states,

Schember,

1971,

Within one year

among them

form"

[Geffert,

Harper,

1975] .

Legal Decisions and Their
in Massachusetts
In

statutes

had mandated that school districts provide

instruction in some
&

Nichols

Impact

the Massachusetts Legislature passed the

Transitional Bilingual Education Act.

This Act,

referred
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to as Chapter 71-A

[Mass.

1978-79)]

for the establishment and implementation

provided

Ann.

Laws Ch.

71-A

(West Supp.

of Transitional Bilingual Education Programs

in the public

schools of the

state with reimbursement by the

cities,

and school districts

towns,

educational cost of such programs.
State

for

financing the

The

formula utilized in

law for reimbursement is any additional cost beyond

what it costs monolingual

students will be reimbursed.

programs of Transitional Bilingual Education,
instruction of all required courses was
native

language

initially,

amount of English used.
to

state to

segregate the

with a gradual

The

the medium of
student's

increase in the

intent of the

statute was not

students of limited English-speaking

ability but to meet their needs
tings;

in the

in the regular school

bilingual education classes therefore were

in the regular public

schools where

non-English-speaking students
speaking students

feasible.

set¬

located

This allows

to participate with English-

in classes which do not require a great

deal of verbalization,
education.

In

such as art,

In addition,

music,

and physical

the non-English-speaking children

are given the opportunity to participate

in extracurricular

activities.
One of the

interesting

features of Chapter 71-A is

that English-speaking children could enroll
tional bilingual
In effect.

in the transi¬

classes along with their regular classes.

Chapter 71-A gave all

students

the right to
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participate

in the bilingual transitional classes.

However,

the primary

focus of the program was the non-English-

speaking students who had difficulty performing ordinary
classwork in English.

Therefore,

the Act explicitly pro¬

vided for three components necessary for the

successful

implementation of the Act:
(1)

Specific criteria

for those who were to

teach the bilingual classes;
(2)

Designated annual reimbursable amounts
school districts

to

for the cost of implement¬

ing the bilingual education programs;
(3)

The obligation of the Department of
Education in developing and implementing
the program.

The

legislators were particularly attuned to the quali¬

fications necessary for bilingual teachers.
those persons

(i.e.,

parents,

educators,

Apparently,

etc.)

instrumental

in persuading the Legislators to enact Chapter 71-A knew
the necessity of having qualified teachers

if the mandate

embodied by the Act was to succeed.

Therefore,

teachers must be certified as

Section

such.

Chapter 71-A specifically prohibited local

bilingual

6 of

school committees

from hiring bilingual teachers without Board of Education
approval.

The Board may even approve programs at colleges

or universities devoted to the preparation of such teachers.
Among other criteria,

bilingual teachers:
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(1)

Must

possess

in

language

a

a

multilingual

other

Must meet
courses
ence,
the

It

is

skills

such

of

and

also

enrolled

in

study,

the

in

the

required"

"may be

"may"

qualifications

does

for

not mean

This

by

fact,
the

enrollment

of

here

as

the

a

children

assigned.
inferred

weakens
"must"

possess

the

from the

impact

of

and therefore

As will

be

the

these

discussed

including Boston
to

teachers

fail

for

failure may be
the

to

the

provide

bilingual

attributed

use

of

to

the

the word

above).

parental

notify

aides

are

inferred by

outstanding

In

perhaps

certified

language

stated

Another

dent's

experi¬

required

they

failed and continue

Board

discretionary

"shall"

be

language

used

districts,

education programs.

programs.

and

to

teacher

not mandatory.

school

qualified or

provided

as

"may"

that

language

are

(Massachusetts),

(as

offered with

English,

program to which

phrase

"may"

as

primary

the

some

in

ability

in which

semester hours,

training

Unfortunately,

later,

is

requirements

recommended

ability

because

reading

Board.

speaking

Act

and

than English

education

communicative
(2)

speaking

feature

participation

the Act
parents

in

of Chapter

the

stated
or

legal

program no

in
that

71-A

is

that

it

the multicultural
the

school

guardians
later

than

of

committee

the

ten

stu¬

days
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after the

student is enrolled in the multilingual education

program.

In addition,

in the native
Finally,

such notices must be

in English and

language of the parents or guardians.

the notices must include the

following informa¬

tion :
(1)

A clear statement of the purpose,

method,

and content of the program.
(2)

A statement of parental rights,

which shall

include:
(a)

Visits to the classes;

(b)

Conferences with school personnel;

(c)

Right to withdraw the

student at any

time upon written notification to
the

school authorities.

In addition,
progress reports

the

school districts are required to send

to parents of children enrolled in the

Transitional Bilingual Education Programs.
done

in the same manner and with the same

progress
in the

reports

This was to be
frequency as

sent to parents of other children enrolled

school district.

The progress reports

written in English and in the native

"shall"

be

language of the

parents or guardians of children enrolled in the program.
Other

features of the Act which provide

for parental

participation include:
(1)

Establishing parent advisory committees
(PACs)

for the Transitional Bilingual
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Education
selected
sents
the
(2)

Program.
in

the

PACs

a manner which

view of

parents

right

with

of

the

to withdraw their

programs

repre¬

children

in

of

their

end or

at

date

enrollment.

may exercise
the

from the

any

from the
time

they

beginning
of

a

up

receive

Thereafter,

right

or with permission

absolute

children

unconditionally

one month

notice

at

fairly

program.

Empowering parents

to

should be

they

to withdraw only
of

a

semester,

teacher

of

the

program.
(3)

Giving parents
the

of

program access

individual

school

to visit

the

in which

their

Parents

also

receive

a

tion

on

71-A,

school

their

records

children

had

the

conference

with a

Chapter

discretionary

participation

rather

than by

officials

is

"may."

from making

are

in

children's

and

right

the

right
classes

enrolled.
to

request

and

program teacher

71-A.

language

certifying multilingual

parent

"shall"

the

to

enrolled

bilingual/bicultural

qualified under
Unlike

children

of

teachers

included,
This

"may"
under

it

is

language

decisions

about

in

the

Chapter
noted,

by

prevents
children's

sec¬
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lives
have

without
access

receive

to

their

periodic

parents'
thus

parental

their

parent

involvement,

parent

training.

Further,

of

The

departments
before
quite

that

they are

the

the

teachers

exceptions
districts

For

need

plans

its

lacking

have

it

provided

Massachusetts

a

duties

and

committees

for

boards

or
to

The

for

pro¬
first

committees
implement

the

successfully completed

Legislature,

it

it made
set

the

however,

was

provisions

for

qualifications

bilingual

programs,

qualifications

were made

to

important

for

the

the

board

in

in

less mandated

programs.

been

The

how suc¬

inform education

guidelines;

certified

programs with non-qualified
The more

or

how they plan

participate

those

school

while

discretionary,

determine

the

and

boards must

example,

to

for

on

reimbursed.

flexible with

exceptions.

boards

"shall"

appropriate monies

in bilingual

for

school

to

71-A delineates

submit detailed plans

programs.

than

by participating

failed

school

is

be

they

"shall"

language makes

legislature more

they

participating

of business

rather
to

parents

and

This

opportunity

the

Chapter

responsibilities

to

reports.

children will

But while

viding or

the

because

records

participation mandatory

program.

order

children's

progress

giving parents

cessful

knowledge,

teachers

to

allow

staff

their

teachers.

aspect

of

the

series

of

checks

and

Department

of

Education

Legislation was
balances.
had

the

that

While

ultimate

the
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responsibility
bilingual

programs,

Transitional
bilingual
Education,
school
each
its

for

the

Education

programs.
the

boards,

individual

development

and

Legislature
to

Thus,

and parent

implementation of

created

directly oversee
by having

the

Bureau of Transitional

hopefully

the
the

Bureau of
State's

Department of

Education,

organizations

group would be more

responsibility,

program.

the

working

inspired

resulting

in

a

to

the

local

together,
carry out

successful

CHAPTER
CREATION AND

III

IMPLEMENTATION PATTERNS

OF BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL EDUCATION
IN THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Historical Perspective

Review of Legislative and Legal Documents
Pertaining to the Boston Public Schools'
Historical Framework
Over the past years,

there has been a growing interest

in redesigning ways of educating poor inner-city youths
general and minorities

in particular.

education of minorities
area of major concern
This discussion

As

a result,

in

the

in the United States has become an

for the

1990s.

focuses on the

availabiilty of economic resources,
funds among these diverse groups,

issues concerning the
the distribution of

and the

lack of appropri¬

ate curriculum reflecting the needs of poor inner-city
minorities.

Scholars have different hypotheses about this

occurrence.

Cummins

failure tends

[1986]

indicates

that:

"School

to occur among minority groups that have

experienced persistent racism and who have been denied
opportunities to validate
traditions"

[p.

9].

their cultural and linguistic

The researcher has

found that imple¬

mentation of the definition of minority in the United
States has not necessarily included linguistic minority
111
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groups.

According to Webster's Third New International

Dictionary

[1986]:

"A minority group is categorized by a

sense of a separate identity and awareness of status apart
from a usually larger group of which it forms or is held to
form a part."

Furthermore,

according to the Federal

Guidelines, minorities include African-Americans, Asians,
Hispanics,

and Native Americans.

In the United States

when people refer to minorities, most of the time they only
include issues affecting African-Americans,

blatantly

disregarding issues affecting cultural and linguistic
minorities.
Although the researcher acknowledges that all
minorities are deprived of equal education,

it is clear

that the opportunities needed to remedy the deprivation of
linguistic minorities are completely different and should
be addressed as such.

The distinction between minority,

linguistic minority groups,

and ethnic minorities does not

appear to be more than a semantic discourse in relation to
this research,

especially when the educational needs of

these groups are very similar.

Several investigators

have argued that status and power relations between
majority and minority groups constitute the source of
minority students'

underachievement, with linguistic and

other factors playing an important but secondary or inter¬
vening role.

In defining minority groups,

between dominated and dominant is implied.

a relation
Cummins

[1986]
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states:

"The dominated group,

regarded as inherently

inferior by the dominant group,
status positions,

is denied access to high

and language minority students are dis-

empowered in very much the same way that their communities
are disempowered by institutions"

[p.

9].

Despite the researcher's interest in this topic,

and

the desire to further delve into the issues relating to
the numerous definitions of minorities and the perceptions
people have pertaining to them,
sertation,

the time constraints,

the purpose of this dis¬
and the bibliography

limitations dictate that the researcher focus on
bilingualism and the primary issues affecting linguistic
minorities in the Boston Public Schools'

Bilingual

Education Program.
School absenteeism,

illiteracy,

and the dropout rate

affect all children in the United States,

leading educators

and researchers to conclude that these issues are also
present among all minority groups,
minorities.

According to Glenn

particularly linguistic

[1988] ,

"A shocking propor¬

tion of this generation of Hispanic young people is being
wasted because their educational needs are neither under¬
stood nor met,

their aspirations are unrecognized,

promising potential is stunted"

[p.

1].

their

Other researchers

add to these findings by relating the perception people
have about the definition of minorities to the role
teachers play in working objectively with these students.
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Cummins

[1986]

reiterates that,

"School failure requires

educators to redefine their role in order to empower rather
than disable students.

Educators must become advocates for

the promotion of language minority students'
talents.

linguistic

They must actively involve the parents in their

children's education and institute assessment procedures
that view the student's present academic performance as a
function of the educational and social context in which
the child has developed"

[p.

10].

The purpose of this dissertation is to focus on the
history of bilingualism, which cannot be divorced from
linguistic minorities and their cultural needs.
Nationally,

educational researchers are looking for

answers to the problem of how to educate poor inner-city
minorities.

These efforts have produced solid documenta¬

tion and some new approaches to teaching.

In addition,

more effective ways of training educators have been
developed.

The contributions of educational research

pertaining to bilingual issues has helped to resolve the
educational needs of the linguistic minority students.
Bilingual researchers are still looking for appropriate
methodologies and adequate curriculum that effectively
match the educational needs of the linguistic minorities.
Other minority groups are doing the same.
problems extend from the social,
cultural reality.

Educational

to the economic,

According to Comer

[1988],

to

"The failure
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to educate these children makes even harder the task of
rectifying economic and social inequalities.

Job opportuni¬

ties increasingly reside in service and technology
industries,

but poor minority youths are the least likely

to have the social and academic skills these jobs demand.
Unless schools can find a way to educate them and bring
them into the mainstream,

all the problems associated with

unemployment and alienation will escalate"

[p.

5].

this problem is not peculiar to a specific region,
find statements calling for national remedies.
case of the State of Massachusetts,

one can

In the

it implemented what is

referred to as the Massachusetts Bilingual Act
71-A)

Since

(Chapter

which was thoroughly discussed in Chapter II.

essence,

In

this Act is an enactment utilized by its educa¬

tional system to provide services to linguistic minority
students in the Boston Public Schools.
the minority community in the State,
Boston,

The struggle of

but particularly in

has resulted in the development and implementation

of the law.

The law has served as a tool which provides

the linguistic minority population with a document that
has forced the Boston Public School System to respond
concretely to its shortcomings,
tion,

its history of discrimina¬

and the extent to which its linguistic population

has endured these inequities.

Moreover,

the signing of

the law attempted to eradicate these injustices by per¬
mitting the school system to develop clear pedagogical
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solutions not contemplated by the Boston Public Schools
until the voluntary implementation of this law.
Bilingual education detractors have continually
attempted to undermine and sabotage the rights of linguis¬
tic minority students to receive bilingual education.

An

argument utilized to undermine the law is that use of
other languages within the educational system is antiAmerican and,

as such,

is an indication that children

living in this country are at a disadvantage if they are
taught in a language other than English.
argument,

Nieto

[1986]

states that,

education are so heated,

in fact,

In light of this

"Arguments on bilingual

that it has been diffi¬

cult to separate reality from myth in the debates.
the flames are newspaper editorials,
and other media events.

Fanning

popular talk shows,

Scare tactics to convince the

public about the evils of bilingual education include
charges of anti-Americanism and ethnic chauvinism and are
grounded more in ideology than in fact.

The result is that

the prevalent notion of bilingual education bears little
resemblance to reality"

[p.

4].

The ill feelings about

bilingual education made Chapter 71-A an accomplishment
of importance not only educationally but politically.
Chapter 71-A forced the State educational system to put
pressure on the local educational system to fund only
those programs that comply with this law and are designed
to work with linguistic minority students.

The formula
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provided by this law gave the cities and towns the
opportunity to receive monies for any additional cost
beyond monolingual education.

Chapter 71-A "provided for

the establishment and implementation of Transitional
Bilingual Education Programs in the public schools of the
state with reimbursement by the state to cities,

towns,

and school districts for financing the educational cost of
such programs"
Chapter 71-A

[Massachusetts General Laws Annotated,

(West Supp.

1978-1979)].

fostered enthusiasm among parents,

The law's enactment

bilingual students,

and

bilingual administrators and teachers within the educa¬
tional system.

This law not only provides the transitional

bilingual program with a formula to finance itself through
the states,

but also provides it with a medium of

instruction whereby all required courses are to be taught
in the student's native language until he or she is able
to compete using the English language.

Finally,

the

educational system came to understand that segregation and
minority linguistic students'
educational issues.

education were two separate

For the latter group,

it is essential

that cultural and linguistic differences be taken into
consideration.

To accomplish the above,

it took community

involvement as well as political savvy to make headway in
the legislature in order to obtain the ultimate goal:
law on Transitional Bilingual Education Programs.
[1986]

indicates that,

"

.

.

a

Nieto

the history of bilingual
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education has been one of struggle on the part of people
who have been disenfranchised and experienced discrimina¬
tion.

It should come as no surprise that these groups—

especially Native Americans,

Latinos,

and others—have been

in the vanguard of the movement for bilingual education.
This is further reinforced by the fact that the seeds of
bilingual education were planted by parents and teachers
concerned not only with pedagogy but also with civil
rights.

That is to say,

bilingual education did not come

about because national or state legislators decided that
it made sense;

rather,

it was advocates of bilingual educa¬

tion who pressured lawmakers to take a stand"

[p.

6].

Other scholars disagree with the notion that programs
for minorities are achieved because of the good intention
of politicians,
community.

and not the active participation of the

Banks

[1977],

"Multiethnic Education:
that,

in his celebrated article on
Practice and Promises,"

states

"Blacks demanded more control over the institutions

in their communities and fuller representation of their
ethnic cultures in all institutions,

including the schools.

They demanded more Black teachers and administrators for
their youths,

textbooks that reflected Black culture,

and

cafeteria foods more like those which their children ate at
home.

Educational institutions at all levels began to

respond,

and the apparent success of the Black revolt

caused other alienated ethnic groups of color,

such as
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Mexican-Americans, Asian-Americans,
Americans,

and Puerto Rican-

to make similar demands for political,

and educational equality."

economic,

The struggle of the linguistic

minority to obtain Chapter 71-A is indicative of what
Isais

[1978]

stated as a way for us to survive as a cultural

minority group:

"Ethnic or cultural minority communities

in these countries tend to be closed communities in open
conflict for cultural survival against a dominant national
culture"
Tyack

[p.

[1974],

3].

It is not by appearance,

that,

according to

"the history of American public

education is a history of cultural community and school
conflict."
In the city of Boston, Massachusetts,

the initiative

to obtain Chapter 71-A was a pure grassroots movement.
For the past twenty years.

Limited English Proficient

(LEP)

students in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts have been
entitled to a program on Transitional Bilingual Education
under the above-mentioned law.

The State of Massachusetts

was the first to promulgate a State Law on Transitional
Educational Bilingual Programs.

This law acknowledged the

right to bilingual education and it allowed the school
districts to create bilingual programs.
Crawford
Politics,

[1989],
Theory,

In this regard,

in his book Bilingual Education:
and Practice,

History,

supported this fact:

"While several states had statutes permitting instruction
in languages other than English,

in November,

1971,
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Massachusetts became

the

first to enact a

bilingual education"

[p.

33].

This

years after President Lyndon B.

law promoting

suggests

that three

Johnson signed a

commitment to offer some kind of attention to the needs
of

linguistic minority students attending school

United States,

the Legislature of Massachusetts

in the
signed

Chapter 71-A.
Chapter

71-A was

a very important

linguistic minority advocates.
carried out in Massachusetts,
Johnson's

went

law,

United States.

Crawford

1968,

signaled its

far beyond President

[1989]

indicated that,

when President Lyndon B.
law,

thirty states have
instruction.

"On

Johnson signed

the U.

S.

Government

first commitment to addressing the needs of

students with limited English skills"

[p.

32].

statutes allowing native

Nine of these

certain situations,

states require

while twenty-one

Presently,

language
it under

states provide

some

financial reimbursement to school districts with

bilingual programs.

All of the programs

states require certification
ing

approved and

attending school in the

the Bilingual Education Act into

type of

for

signed commitment to offer attention to

linguistic minority students

January 2,

The

law nationwide

for teaching.

feature of Chapter 71-A is

children could enroll
Education classes

in the target
One

interest¬

that English-speaking

in the Transitional Bilingual

along with their regular classes.

In
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effect.
pate

Chapter

71-A gave all

students

the right to partici¬

in the bilingual transitional classes.

primary

focus of the program was

However,

the

the non-English-speaking

students who had difficulty competing in the classroom with
their English-speaking peers.
sary

for the
(1)

successful

Three components are neces¬

implementation of the Act:

Specific criteria

for those who were to

teach the bilingual classes;
(2)

Designated annual amounts reimbursable to
school districts

for the cost of implement¬

ing the bilingual education programs;
(3)

and

A firm commitment by the Department of
Education to develop and implement the
program.

Furthermore,

Chapter 71-A delineates

and responsibilities of

specific duties

school boards/committees

ing or participating in bilingual programs.
order of business

is

for the

The

the

first

school boards/committees to

submit detailed plans of program implementation.
to be reimbursed,

in provid¬

In order

school board/committee must inform

the Department of Education that the plans have been
successfully completed.
quite

The Legislature,

nonetheless,

flexible with its guidelines making provisions

exceptions.

In addition.

Chapter

71-A also provides

flexibility in the area of personnel which allows
districts

to

was

for
some

school

fulfill their commitment to the Law while
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identifying appropriately certified personnel as
became available
Chapter

to

fill bilingual program positions.

71-A describes this aspect as

sets out the qualifications
in the bilingual programs,
qualifications,

allowing

certified teachers to
qualified teachers"
71-A,

they

follows:

"While

it

teachers need to participate
it made exceptions

for those

for those districts without board

staff their programs with non¬

[Massachusetts General Laws,

Chapter

Section 2].
After analyzing information pertaining to Chapter 71-A

and Lau v.

Nichols

[1974] ,

the researcher understood

factually that Massachusetts
decision,

provides

achieve competence

law,

unlike the Lau v.

specific educational
in English.

strategies to

According to Chapter 71-A,

"Students of limited English-speaking ability,
in numbers of twenty or more,
multicultural education
until

General Laws,

whichever

when present

are entitled to bilingual/

for a period of three years or

such time as he or she achieves

proficiency,

Nichols

shall

Chapter

71-A,

statute also provides

that:

a

level of English

first occur"
Section 2].

[Massachusetts
In addition,

the

"A child of limited English-

speaking ability enrolled in a program of transitional
bilingual education may,

at the discretion of the

school

committee and subject to the approval of the child's
parent or

legal guardian,

continue

period longer than three years"

in that program for a

[Massachusetts General Laws,
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Chapter 71-A,

Section 2],

This

is a prescription argued

vehemently by both attackers and defenders of Bilingual
Education.

Parent Involvement

Chapter 71-A provides guidelines

for the

inclusion of

parent participation in the bilingual/bicultural programs.
This participation grants parents

the

right to be notified

before their child is to be transferred into or out of a
bilingual/bicultural program.
the

school committee

"shall"

In

fact,

the Act

states that

notify the parents or

guardians no later than ten days

after the

legal

student is

enrolled in the bilingual/bicultural education program.
The notices must be

in English and in the native

of the parents or guardians.
should be
content)

stated,

along with the purpose

of the program.

officials

A clear reason

should sign a

In addition,

for placement

(method and

parents

and school

letter of agreement specifying the

parent's right to visit student classes,
ferences with school personnel,

to attend con¬

and to withdraw the

at any time upon written notification to the
authorities.

language

Keeping parents of

students

student

school

in the bilingual/

bicultural program informed by sending student progress
reports

is another responsibility of the

The progress reports

"shall"

school districts.

be written in English and in
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the native language of the parents of children enrolled in
the program.
Parent participation should not be limited to provid¬
ing parents with information on their children.

Parents

should get involved in the actual administration of the
schools.

This is done by establishing and participating

in parent advisory councils
Bilingual Programs.

(PACs)

on Transitional

Parent organization members should be

selected to represent the views of parents in the programs.
The organization should advise other parents of their
right to withdraw their children from the programs uncondi¬
tionally at any time up to one month from the date they
receive notice of enrollment.

If obstacles accrue,

the

parents have the right to a choice during the grace period.
Therefore,

they can withdraw their children from the pro¬

gram at the end or beginning of a semester,

or otherwise

request permission of a teacher in the program.

Parents

should always have access to their individual children's
school records,

and be allowed to visit classes.

Moreover,

parents should have access to teachers in the programs.
Parent participation in the bilingual/bicultural
program is mandatory not discretionary.

Therefore,

parents,

by participating in the implementation of the

program,

have the opportunity to determine how successful

the program is and how their children progress.

It is

interesting to point out that though Chapter 71-A mandated
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parent involvement,

it

failed to appropriate monies

for

parent training.

Changes

to Chapter

As an aftermath to deliberations

71-A

in

1989,

the State

Department of Education decided to amend Chapter 71-A.
These changes

(which will be referred to)

received neither

the approval nor the endorsement of the entire bilingual
community since many understood this

stance as another way

of undermining and aborting the effort towards providing
linguistic minorities with bilingual/bicultural programs
that made

sense

from a political,

riculum point of view.

instructional,

and cur¬

Among the changes was the renaming

of the Transitional Bilingual Education Bureau as the
Office of Disadvantaged Minority Students.

Though the

focus of servicing minority linguistic children remained
the

same,

this apparent miniscule change resulted in the

broadening of the
this change,
no

longer

scope of the term minority.

the Office of Disadvantaged Minority Students

focuses on Transitional Bilingual Education as

it is defined in Chapter
of view,

Because of

71-A.

From the researcher's point

this has caused the Office:

to abandon a concept

without providing a mechanism that would enable Bilingual
Transitional Programs
concept which,

to

succeed;

although broader

and to adopt another

in scope,

does not address
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the educational needs of linguistic minority children and
is not what is needed educationally.

These changes appear

to be philosophically sound but in reality are geared to
address

the needs of Anglo-monolingual

needs of

factory workers,
ladder.

enhance

the

the

for two-way bilingual programs which are

include disenfranchised welfare recipients,
and others who are at the end of the
Rather,

from these

students who

linguistic programs which cur¬

linguistic minority population.

The concept called
unable

the programs are designed to

status of White middle-class

further benefit
tail

the new Office of Disadvantaged Minority

advocates

not designed to

social

not the

linguistic minority students.

Furthermore,
Students

students,

"Two-Way Bilingual Program"

is

to provide what underprivileged minority students

need educationally.

What this program does provide

system with a vehicle

to attract middle-class children.

Within the Boston Public
Arthur Garrity's

Schools and as a result of Judge

intervention in the Tallulah Morgan

Desegregation Case
programs

is a

[1975] ,

two-way bilingual educational

allow White parents to place their children in two-

way programs,

thereby not having to deal with the

assignment process

student

imposed by Judge Arthur Garrity and

ill viewed by many White parents as counterproductive.
Most of the pedagogical concept that this new approach
advocates will not resolve the problem facing inner-city
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youths

(the majority of whom in the State of Massachusetts

consists of linguistic minority students).

This new Office

of Disadvantaged Minority Students advocates for two-way
bilingual programs which,

from the researcher's analysis,

are not meant to disenfranchise welfare recipients,
factory workers,
of the ladder.

and others who are socially at the bottom
It is clear that it is intended to benefit

White middle-class students.

The researcher's understand¬

ing of this program makes her conclude that when one looks
around the educational system and analyzes the effective¬
ness of the two-way bilingual program,

it does not show

great accomplishment among minorities;

its success can

only be measured among affluent middle-class America and
Whites.

Poor Blacks and poor minority linguistic groups

seldom participate as equal partners.

The main reason for

this has to do with politics and not a pure educational
concept.
Hispanics are the largest linguistic minority group
in the United States and according to demographic experts
soon will be the largest minority group within the general
population.

From the researcher's viewpoint,

learning

Spanish would serve economic purposes beyond communication.
Employment,

political power,

cultural control,

play very important roles in this decision.

and more

It is a well

thought-out concept favoring White America and the upper
middle-class segment of the student population in the public
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educational system.

The concept is detrimental to the

values and opportunities of people of color,
minorities,

and,

in particular,

linguistic

Hispanics trying to learn

and compete in the mainstream.
For some time,

the Massachusetts State Department of

Education has been documenting the publicized nationwide
dilemma with bilingual education.
the Department of Education,

One can comprehend why

an office responsible for

failed practices in education at the state level,

has

become involved in the particulars of the bilingual pro¬
gram.

The Department's involvement includes the produc¬

tion of reports and research that discuss the particulars
of minority linguistic programs,

especially when it affects

a great deal of students in the state as well as nation¬
wide .
In collecting information and educational/instructional
strategies and positions pertaining to instructional
approaches utilized within the bilingual programs,
Office of Educational Equity,

headed by Dr.

the

Charles Glenn,

presented three main positions on bilingualism around the
nation in a memorandum sent to the Massachusetts State
Commissioner of Education.

A three-sided debate was his

vehicle for developing an in-house position paper,
entitled "Educating Linguistic Minority Students."

Among

the alleged positions found in his documented experiences
from around the nation,

Glenn

[1988]

states that,

"The
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first group assumed that linguistic minority children have
difficulty learning and should therefore not be distracted
by use of their home language:
is the only solution.

'Time on task'

in English

The second group starts from the

same assumption but reaches the opposite conclusion:
Shelter the children from English for as long as possible,
and avoid assessing their proficiency in English lest that
discourage them"

[p.

1],

These two positions are narrow¬

minded and lead to abandonment of the native language and
alienation along with the loss of pride and a sense of
belonging.
These two positions advocate for the melting pot
concept which we all know does not work culturally.

Since

the beginning of the bilingual renaissance during the
1960s,

parent groups and community activists advocated for

a bilingual program where the transition to English was one
that allowed for the use and maintenance of the native
language.

This is a point rarely brought to any debate

about bilingualism.

Advocates for bilingual education do

not propose to alienate or segregate our children.
contrary,

Nieto

[1986]

To the

puts this statement in its proper

perspective when she states that,

"When parents,

teachers,

and community activists demanded bilingual programs in the
late 1960s,

they generally did so in the belief that using

the child's native language and culture would benefit the
child both cognitively and emotionally.

These advocates
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envisioned the native
child's

schooling,

learning the
areas.

while English was also used,

language

(ESL)

first in

and then increasingly in content

Most proponents of bilingual education,

those closest to the
still

language being used throughout a

learners

particularly

such as parents and teachers,

support this maintenance approach to bilingual edu¬

cation"

[p.

6].

What is

[1988],

in his adverse position against Transitional

Bilingual Education,

interesting here

such as the one advocating

program.

Nieto

[1986],

maintenance programs:
limit;

native

for a maintenance

in her cited article,

defines

"In maintenance programs,

students continue

language as well as

Another of Glenn's

that Glenn

deliberately did not include other

positions

no

is

[1988]

there

is

learning content through their
through English"

[p.

6].

positions deals with the

political reality within the bilingual programs around the
nation:

There are programs being abandoned to their own

fortunes,

others being led by inept educators,

that do not believe
its

success.

and Anglos

in the program and are uninterested in

Moreover,

there are bilingual programs

plagued with inept educators where
sonnel

is decided by political

in the

system instead of knowledge,

the

selection of per¬

identification and seniority
experience,

and cre¬

dentials .
Implementing a
more

than

successful bilingual program requires

just revising textbook supplements and hiring
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bilingual

teachers,

action

date.

to

which has

Installation of

training evaluators
order
ing

to

the

select

an

to

and

identify

appropriate

principal's

evaluation,

task

these

bilingual
tional

program,

tasks

and within
The
states,
paper

children

as

in

are

tasks

the

in
to

with ample

learners,

and

is
to

curriculum"

position

sounds

to

expect
[p.

but

on

in different ways
p.

1].

it

this

is

reflected

in

of many outstanding
linguistic minority
taught
They

language

to

sensitively
can,
and

achieve

At

first

if

one

become
in

glance,

analyzes

as

a

in English

instructional

cooperate

them to

them to

educa¬

emphasis

in

speak English natively.

67].

good;

place

and purposeful

challenge

important

[1988]

that

opportunity

participate

presented by Glenn

their home

with children who

to

sheltered.

rich

teacher

implementing a

1988,

supported,

but not

to

in

coordinat¬

and

is very

tasks

[Glenn,

practice

indeed be

exposed

responsibility

design,

comprehensive

staff members

perform these

rapidly

and

any other

in Massachusetts—is

learn

they

team concept

of

education means

development

Planning

with

course

program goals

evaluation

third position—and

should

programs,

the

to

intelligently,

group,
if

as

require

and

as well

bilingual

staff

a new structure"

"The

common

important

last position which was

educators

and

The

essentials.

program,

certain

in

the

training paraprofessionals

in program activities.
"beyond

been

Our

active

all

areas

this
the

learning

third

social

of
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economic
our

realities

schools,

be

true.

to

be

one

The

has

centric

the
to

in

researcher's
because

students

linguistic minorities

agree

third position

ethnocentric

From the

of

it was

of Anglo

caters

the White middle

a viable
terms

bilingual

with

its

from Glenn's
his

students.

It

too

good

class.

it

A basic

to

is

not

of minority

serves

the
it

condition

survive

on

more

for

sound

only distance

but,

tends

ethno¬

elitist because

education program to
is

[1988]

interests

rather

to

in principle.

statement

the

is

fundamental message

itself

specifically,

third position—ethnocentrism and elitism.
to Valverde

"Supervision of

centric

philosophy has

educational
divest

behavior

themselves

nurturing

a

the

emphasize

education

schools

[p.

their

in

turn

have

Hispanic

identity.

69].

of millions

to
of

in

identity

Bilingual
to

live

up

to

of

an ethno¬

the

rather

and

to

the

here

learn

is

to

than

education

counteract

the

"The

forced Latinos

The main point

responsibility

programs

on

Programs":

grounded

need of Anglo-Americans
the

article

produced program activities

program designed

movement"

reinforce

tions

of

in his

in Bilingual

by

that

bicultural

instructional

centric

[1978],

Instruction

socialization of Latinos

to

the

serve

constituency

According

an

sounds

elitist

created,

interests
to

and

viewpoint,
not

it

presented by Glenn

concept

it does

for whom

that

attending

is

ethno¬
not

to

Spanish but

bilingual/bicultural

pedagogical

linguistic minority parents.

expecta¬
In order
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to

have

a

bilingual

tional

needs

has

put

to

mission

goals

the

is

to

a

become

would

foresaw:

team of
agents

become

ferences

institutions

"From an

grams

that

cultural

students

promote

democracy"

a

in

their book

Bilingual

In

this

classical

state:

"The

context.

these

to

populations
desirable"
ring

to

on

the

standardized

be

holding
xi].

by

feel

in

on

what

a

of

(a)

that

making

by developing pro¬

the

and

different
Anderson

Anderson

understanding

the

a

[1970] ,

and

bilingual

Boyer

education

and unilingual
schooling

and measures which
population.

unfair

and Boyer

not

States.

of bilingual

criteria

students

is

Boyer

United

to

tests

are

dif¬

educational

dominant unilingual

they

the

philosophy,

unilingual

the

Ramirez

cultural

a unicultural
failure

their

program,

third position

attributed

results

teaching minority

intelligently

diversity

The

the

advantageous,

[p.

assuring

Schooling

framed within

tests measure

siders

the

defended by Anderson

Conclusions

been

to

are

educa¬

program

viewpoint,

study on bilingualism,

often based on

have

(b)

12].

disadvantages

generally

programs

sensitive
and

[p.

It was

The

organizational

the

The

that

change.

new educational

new concept.

are

for

cultural

implement

question.

to

administratively what

institutions

among

in

respond

educators

of bilingual/bicultural

educational

are

one must

population

together

therefore,
[1976]

of

program,

Since

group con¬

to bilingual

for what
[1970]

sensitively
objective

is
are

refer¬

and

condition

in
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which

they

different

are

framed

from the

and

providing

traditional

them with an

one within

approach

the monolingual

system.
The

researcher

bilingual

scholars

minorities
approach
it

is

the

after

is

standing of
this

done

that

this

regard,

for

for

of

the

sometimes
and

is

the

and

education

saving

has

the

norms
the

the

teaching

effect of

of

caught

the
been

an

For example,
saving

inference

on

horns

and

designed"
[1988]

Anderson's

and

the
[p.

It

the

child

is

this

is

precisely

language

Boyer's

educators

that

on

not

dilemma,
for

researcher
the

[1970]

are

language
any

to

let

which
the

time
language
the

on

is

for

themselves
based on

saving of both

schooling has

believes

third position

notion

the

It would be wise

that bilingual

The

statement

the way

the

In

"Much

from achieving

education

of

xi].

reality.

economically unproductive

of bilingual

the

misunder¬

indicate,

caused by

between

The

keeping

dichotomy.

child

Glenn's

in

[1970]

reasons;

researcher's

[1988]

population's

been

linguistic

enhancement of

From the

the majority of Americans.

proponents

false

child.

of

several

two-way bilingual

Glenn's

Boyer

choice

of

than altruistic

the

been presented.
the

interests

educational

part of

segment of

Anderson

given

wasted on

be

the

the

less

the misunderstanding has

problem has

a

fashioning
design

done

that

linguistic minority population.

point of view,

of

in

the

being

not being

believes

the

that

and

need of
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understanding
pedagogical
It
us

is

reality of

important

a warning when

appear

to

reality
tion

in

respond

(middle

are

The
this

designed,

prepared

favor
to

add that

indicated

are

of

the

class)

control.

to

he

class

be

innovative

bilingualism goes

the

to

take

that

of

assumption
how many

that

can be,
laws

help would

schools
with

a

begin

Illich

the

educational

same

versation

and

different

sense

them,

student will

a poor

Even

if

age,

poor

child.

books
of

both

in

they

which
These

the

and

generally

with

the model

not matter how

skillfully programs
for

the

rights

of

in whatever

The

is

truth

all

the

condition of being

home

out

fall

book Deschooling

be

obvious

child

and
of

can

are

schools

lack most of

and

the

casually available

advantages

range

to vacation
apply,

to

school.

behind

that even with

seldom catch up

attend equal

children

oneself,
in

transi¬

education

the

in his

should

opportunities

the middle-class

enjoys

"It

quality

rich one.

an

in

in

situation.

[1971],

that,

of equal

receive

alleviate

disadvantaged

states

at

not

how

provide

positive

Society,

group

it does

environment.

cultural

D.

this

whom identify themselves
is

intellec¬

underprivileged but

and

Ivan

the

gave

that

language

a

of

[1974]

positions

to

in

Freire

that most

interests

reality

or

Paulo

linguistic minorities

poor

beyond mere

argument.

tual middle

of

the

so

So

long

from con¬

travel

the

and

a

child who

the
as

to

he

poorer
depends
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on

school

for advancement or

statement by Illich

[1971]

learning."

Knowing this

twenty years ago,

with the educational realities of today,
agree

that without a doubt problems

system are greater and solutions
ago.

if confronted

everyone would

in the educational

lesser than twenty years

Teachers and administrators cannot be blamed for the

educational disaster going on in the United States.
the

last

students and parents,

they are victims

As

for

involved in a

process of control by conditioning and domination as rule.
The blame resides with the government,
educational

system as a vehicle of the model of domination,

setting up the educational
equal

to

who creates the

system for

lack of opportunity.

"Nowhere else

As

failure.

Illich

[1971]

nowhere else

reiterates:

is poverty treated at greater cost.

else does the treatment of poverty produce
dependence,

Poverty is

anger,

frustration,

should it be

and

Nowhere

so much

further demands.

And

so evident that poverty—once

it

has become modernized—has become resistant to treatment
with dollars alone and requires
tion."

In many ways,

educational
viding

an institutional revolu¬

the presence of Chapter 71-A in the

system of Massachusetts was a blessing,

support

for the poor

linguistic minority population

with a bilingual transitional program.
learners

pro¬

These aspiring

could not obtain a well-rounded education.

After twenty years of ups and downs,
very difficult to keep the

law intact,

it has become

let alone the
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program.

The

struggle continues,

making

Illich's

[1971]

assertions on the powerlessness of the poor a clear and
assertive reality.
powerless.

The

"The poor have always been socially

increasing reliance on institutional care

adds a new dimension to their helplessness:
impotence,

the

inability to

fend

psychological

for themselves."

The researcher observed that in Massachusetts every
year constituents try to tamper with Chapter
situation can be compared,
view,

71-A.

This

from the researcher's point of

to the Japanese who every Spring come out to see the

cherry blossoms.

The equivalent to the cherry blossoms

in education is the hearings on Bilingual Education which
take place every year at the Massachusetts
of Education.
there

State Department

The assumption is based on the

is a bias against bilingual education.

clearly be perceived from the

fact that
This can

fact that every year the

Association of School Superintendents presents a bill to
make bilingual education optional.
Spring,

the

In addition,

School Committee of Boston,

annual meeting in the month of March,

every

during their

presents a bill to

do away completely with bilingual education and conduct
hearings to that effect.
in

In the

Spring of

1990,

advocates

favor of bilingual/bicultural education testified in

favor of bilingual education.

During this hearing,

opponents to bilingual education did not bother to testify
to the contrary.

Every year,

the

same exact bills appear
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and,
tinue

from the researcher's point of view,
to appear with the hope

there will be a

that one of these years

lack of vigilance

from advocates

of bilingual education that will enable
finally go through and result

they will con¬

in

favor

the bill to

in the elimination of

bilingual education.

Lau v.

Lau v.
moments
case,

Nichols

[1974]

Nichols

was one of the most memorable

in the history of bilingualism.

the

In this renowned

Supreme Court decided in favor of Lau.

lawsuit was brought by Chinese public

school

The

students

against the San Francisco Unified School District in
It is

1970.

important to indicate that in no way did the parties'

disputed facts relate to the non-existence of services
designed to meet the

linguistic needs of the Chinese

students who suffered educationally.

The dispute only

revolved around whether non-English-speaking students
received an equal educational opportunity when instructed
in a

language they could not understand.

According to

Attorneys Herbert Teitelbaum and Richard J.

Hiller

[1977]:

"The plaintiffs claimed that the absence of programs
designed to meet the

linguistic needs of

violated both Title VI

such students

and the Equal Protection Clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution.

They urged
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that equality in education goes beyond providing the
buildings and books to all
factors"

[p.

142] .

students and includes

The Chinese

same

intangible

students claimed they had

been deprived of an adequate education due to the
that they could not understand the

fact

language of instruction

in the classroom in addition to being denied an education
equal to other children in the

system.

They based their

claim on educational exclusion in which the
responsibility since
addition,
and its

state had full

school attendance was compulsory.

In

the English language was mandated by the state,

fluency a prerequisite to high school graduation.

The plaintiffs contended the difference

in treatment

amounted to insidious discrimination affecting the national
origin group.
claims.

The Federal District Court rejected all

The Court ruled that the

students'

rights to an

equal educational opportunity had been satisfied by their
receipt of
terms

"the

same education made available on the

same

and conditions to the other tens of thousands of

students

in the

San Francisco Unified School District"

[Teitelbaum & Hiller,

1977,

p.

142],

The Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals affirmed with one dissent:

"The Court

ruled that the uniform use of English does not constitute
unlawful discrimination and declared that English language
instruction must be paramount in the
[Teitelbaum & Hiller,

1977].

schooling process"

These two rulings

forced the

Chinese plaintiffs to take the case to the Supreme Court.
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The Department of Health,

Education and Welfare

representing the United States,
Lau petitioners

impact of the

The action of HEW was

students.

questioned the validity of Lau,
the

requested to support the

as amicus curiae.

in support of the Chinese

It was clear they

but HEW was concerned with

lower court decisions on its policies

toward non-English-speaking students.

Most important,

HEW wanted to maintain its authority to control
bilingual education.
The government
a

One

for

joined forces with the plaintiffs to obtain

[1977]

it was that:

funding

interesting situation happened:

judgment against a governmental

and Hiller

(HEW),

institution.

explain that the

"Although the

Teitelbaum

factual reason behind

federal government raised the

same constitutional arguments as the plaintiffs,

its

presentation rested largely on Title VI guidelines and on
its right to place reasonable conditions on the receipt of
federal monies."

Lawyers representing the United States

government developed a well-orchestrated plan that was
based on maintaining control of the

funding expenditure

of any educational program that might develop

from this

procedure and their intention of becoming an imposing
force

in the design and implementation of any innovative

program the court might subject.

Therefore,

"the

government reasoned that the Ninth Circuit had erred in
dismissing the
as

federal

statutory claim based on Title VI

if it were no different

from the claim of Fourteenth
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Amendment rights.

It stressed that the HEW regulation and

guidelines construing Title VI were entitled to great
weight according to prior Supreme Court decisions.

No

matter how the Supreme Court might construe the principles
of the Equal Protection Clause as applied to Lau,
government argued,

HEW's

interpretation of Title VI out¬

lawed the actions of the

San Francisco School District.

The Supreme Court unanimously agreed,
tutional

avoiding the consti¬

issue and relying solely on Title VI"

& Hiller,

1977,

p.

Nichols decision of January,

decision,

[Teitelbaum

143].

Strategy and momentum increased with the
Lau v.

the

the Supreme Court

educational programs

1974.

landmark

In that

found that providing identical

for both English and non-English-

speaking students did not constitute equal educational
opportunity,

and that special

language

instruction was

necessary to allow non-English speakers real access to the
content of the educational
Court ruling in essence

services.

This

1974

states that students who do not

understand English are effectively foreclosed
meaningful education.

that the

educational approaches
minority groups.
corrected,

from any

Basic English skills are at the

very core of what these public
of the matter is

Supreme

schools

teach.

The truth

Supreme Court did not rule on

to resolve the problem of

linguistic

The Court only demanded the problem be

thereby allowing the educational

system to

142

design those prescribed programs they felt were educa¬
tionally sound.
urged upon us.

The Court stated:

"No specific remedy

Teaching English to students of Chinese

ancestry who do not speak the language is one choice.
Giving instructions to this group in Chinese is another.
There may be others.

Petitioners ask only that the Board

of Education be directed to apply its expertise to the
problem and rectify the situation"
1977,

p.

145].

Furthermore,

[Teitelbaum & Hiller,

"the Supreme Court emphasized

that neither the Constitution nor federal law should or
does convert courts into school boards"
Independent School District v.
Wood v.

Strickland,

420 U.S.

[San Antonio

Rodriguez,

308

411 U.S.

(1975);

(1974)].

The Lau rule had its impact nationally.

This is seen

in legislation at the federal and state levels and in
educational lawsuits across the nation.

This new ruling

was codified by Congress in the Equal Educational
Opportunity Act of 1974,

extending the new federal legisla¬

tion to all public school districts.

Because of Lau,

numerous state legislatures have passed statutes mandating
bilingual education.

After Lau,

two decisions have

resulted in court mandates of bilingual education:
Serna v.
New York,
York

Portales Municipal Schools
Inc.

[1973].

v.

[1972]

and Aspira of

Board of Education of the City of New
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Minority People of Boston v.

In the Federal Desegregation Case
et al.,

McDonough

[Tallulah Morgan

Plaintiffs, Appellees and El Comite de Padres

En Pro de la Defensa de la Educacion Bilingue;
Appellees v.
(1975)] ,

John McDonough et al.,

Intervenors,

Defendants, Appellants

El Comite de Padres En Pro de la Defensa de la

Educacion Bilingue

(Parents Committee in Defense of

Bilingual Education)

requested that the United States

District Court for the State of Massachusetts incorporate
within the mandate that the bilingual program within the
Boston Public Schools teach history and culture.
result,

As a

the Federal District Court granted their request

and mandated that the Boston Public Schools teach history
and culture.

The Court mandated that the bilingual educa¬

tion program in the Boston Public Schools have a component
of the home language and home culture taught within the
program.

As a result,

the Boston Public Schools cannot

have a bilingual program that deals specifically with
English as a Second Language

(ESL)

and ignores the

language and culture of the student.
specific.

The law is very

Language and history must be taught within the

Boston Public Schools

(BPS).

The advocates for bilingual/bicultural education that
struggled to create the program in Massachusetts,
them El Comite de Padres,

among

foresaw that English and United
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States history would be taught to minority linguistic
students in the Boston Public Schools and were concerned
with preserving the home language and culture of their
children.

As a result of this,

they included a provision

stating that the language and history of the child must be
incorporated into the curriculum.
Since that time,

"bilingual education,

numerous language groups,
as federal,
purpose.

serving

has multiplied across the country

state,

and local funds were allocated to this

To date,

nearly one teacher in four has had LEP

students in class"

[Waggoner & O'Malley,

is anticipated that by the year 2000,
Limited English Proficient

(LEP)

1985].

And it

the number of

students aged 5-14 in

the United States will reach approximately 3.4 million.
Moreover,

it is believed that the majority of these students

will lack the necessary English skills for immediate suc¬
cess in the all-English curriculum currently used in
American schools.
In an effort to meet the needs of today's,
well as future, minority linguistic students,
tricts throughout the country,

as

school dis¬

as well as Massachusetts,

have instituted a variety of programs to provide instruc¬
tion in English as a Second Language

(ESL).

Each program,

however,

appears to be as different as the students them¬

selves.

Nevertheless,

regardless of the program design,

the minimum goal of an ESL program,

according to mandates,
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legal decisions,

authorities in the area,

and acts,

should

be to provide each student with the English skills neces¬
sary to function successfully in an all-English academic
setting.
The researcher found that recognizing the need and the
obligation derived from both federal and state legislations,
community pressure,

and the Court order to provide a

bilingual/bicultural education program to their limited
English-speaking students,

the Boston Public Schools opted

to enter the Voluntary Lau Compliance Plan and elaborated
it in November of 1979.

This result came about because the

federal government had been talking about implementing
guidelines for voluntary Lau plans across the United States.
It was stated that if a system wanted federal monies,

they

could file voluntary Lau plans before it was required by
law.

As a result,

the Boston Public Schools created a

task force to put together a voluntary plan that was filed
during the desegregation process.
the agreement,

At the time of entering

"the concept of providing instruction in

their own language to students who came to school speaking
little or not English was given federal sanction in the
1968 Bilingual Education Act"

[Title VII of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1986,
880b

(1970)] .

20 U.S.C.

Section
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The Boston Public Schools
Lau Plan

The Lau Plan is applied nationwide;
law.

For example,

it is a federal

any school system receiving monies from

the federal government can be asked by the federal govern¬
ment to develop a Lau Plan and present it to the Office
of Civil Rights.

In addition,

any city involved in a

desegregation action has to prepare a Lau Plan for sub¬
mission to the Office of Civil Rights.
The Lau Compliance Plan within the Boston Public
Schools was elaborated under the leadership of the
Superintendent of Schools,
committed himself,

Dr.

Robert C. Wood, who

as well as the School Department,

implementation of the Plan

(hereafter referred to as the

Lau Plan).

"The purpose of the plan was to develop,

implement,

and monitor bilingual education within the

school system.

The goals of the plan are:

Limited English Proficient
dominant language,

to the

(LEP)

students,

To identify
determine their

place them in appropriate programs,

review their progress, mainstream them into Englishspeaking classes,
parents,

assess bilingual students,

involve

and monitor the implementation of the plan"

[Boston Lau Plan,
The Plan,

1979] .

an agreement between the minority linguistic

parents with children in the Boston Public Schools

(BPS)

and the BPS School Committee, was created when the Boston
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Public

School System was going into the desegregation

process because the Lau decision had been passed.
general,

though the Lau Plan

In

includes Chapter 71-A,

reality it really goes beyond

in

it by specifying what

services will be provided by the Boston Public Schools
under the Plan to

its Transitional Bilingual Education

(TBE)

population.
The Lau Plan specifies beyond the Massachusetts
Transitional Education Law the partial mainstreaming of
students

as they acquire English skills.

Committee,

when voting the Lau Plan through in

that it was a
ments

living document and as

and changes.

system was

The School

However,

April of 1980

and later in

never been implemented as
first revisions.

1985,

it.

found that no

Consequently,

the Lau Plan,

stipulated,

Fortunately,

(PAC),

which has

during these

first revisions,
Representa¬

from the Bilingual Master Parent Advisory Council
Superintendent Robert Spillane,

Department's
sions.

in

went through its

essential elements of the Plan remained intact.
tives

stated

such was open to amend¬

this researcher

set up on how to change

1979,

School Committee were

According to an April

by Raffael DeGruttola
Programs)

3,

and the School

involved in the revi¬

1985,

(Senior Advisor,

memorandum prepared
Citywide Bilingual

and addressed to William Dandridge

Superintendent,

(Deputy

Office of Curriculum and Instruction)

cerning the Lau Plan revisions,

con¬

the areas of identification.
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placement,
(LEP)

and programs

for Limited English Proficient

students were not changed.

there has been a

job description

Director based on Task 6.1.6,
Plan.

In the area of personnel,
for the Curriculum Program

which has always been in the

The certification requirements

(7.4.12)

for ESL teaching

were written in order to bring them in line with

new state requirements

for ESL teachers

changes reflected the need to update
descriptions

from the

1981

(1986).

The other

job titles and

decentralized system to the

present centralized structure.

In essence,

in addition

to adapting the document to the new Deputy Superintendent
and Central Administration structure,

it put greater

emphasis on bilingual curriculum development and program
evaluation.
In 1987,

under the direction of Superintendent of

Schools Laval Wilson,
sidered for revision.

the Plan was once again being con¬
At the time,

a representative

from

the Superintendent's Office met with the President of the
Master Parent Advisory Council

(PAC)

renegotiate changes to the Plan.
tives did not project or take
repercussions or the potential
a document can create.

in an effort to

The parent representa¬

into consideration the
impact tampering with such

The parent representatives quickly

discovered that the Boston Public Schools did not have a
system set up on how to negotiate changes within the Lau
Plan.

The researcher

found that people not

familiar with
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bilingual

laws

and mandates

felt that they could change the

document.
The researcher

further believes that it is unlikely

that representatives
Council

(PAC)

from the Master Parent Advisory

will be able to

sit down at a negotiating

table with representatives of the

school

system to nego¬

tiate changes to the Lau Plan and emerge victorious.
the researcher's point of view,
a positive manner,

From

this will never be done

in

especially with the present School

Committee members who are biased and narrow-minded in their
decision making.

The researcher contends that the minority

linguistic parents,
Master PAC),

through their representatives

should never touch the Plan until

totally implemented because

(the

it is

the Lau Plan is the only

recourse parents have protecting the rights of their chil¬
dren

from the School Committee.

that the parents'

message to the

The researcher believes
School Committee

should

be:

"You voted this plan this way and you cannot change

it.

You are going to have to implement it and,

Committee,
The

are going to have to

researcher

is an exemplary multilingual/

multicultural education plan
such as that in Boston.

and state

as

live with it."

found that contrary to public belief,

the Lau Plan was and still

of the Plan,

as a

it was

for an urban

Furthermore,
intended,

will

the

school

system,

implementation

satisfy all

federal

law requirements concerning Limited English
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Proficient

(LEP)

students,

as well as extend the benefits

of multicultural education

in other students within the

limits of available resources.

Delivery of Services
Under the Lau Plan
The Boston Lau Plan
services
Schools.
Schools

is going to be
In sum,
structure

implemented in the Boston Public

it refers to how the Boston Public
its delivery of services

bilingual population.
(1)

states how the delivery of

for its

It states:

The Lau Plan in Boston,

Massachusetts,

was created to implement a Transitional
English Bilingual
(2)

(TEB)

law.

The kind of program that should be pro¬
vided at the elementary,
high school

(3)

and

Step 2,

Step 3,

levels.

The program steps,
Step 4,

middle,

i.e..

for the children in partial

mainstreaming.
(4)

The guidelines

for parent participation

(the Master PAC and Sub-PACs).
(5)

The guidelines of the personnel needed
to

implement the program,

zone coordinators,
language
nators,

testers,
guidance

a

i.e.,

language

community
specialist,

a director,

specialist,

field coordi¬
and the
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Special Education
was cut
were

(SPED)

last year).

position

(which

All of the positions

included in the City of Boston Lau

Plan in order to successfully implement
the program.
1990

However,

budget cuts,

with the recent

many of these key posi¬

tions have been eliminated.
are the Lau coordinators,
Lau specialist,
As a result,

Among these

language and

and parent specialist.

there are not many positions

left to adequately implement the
bilingual program.
(6)

Guidelines

for the type of data that should

be collected.

Other Laws Affecting Bilingual
Education

The researcher

found that the State of Massachusetts

(as well as other states)

has additional

affect bilingual/bicultural education.
the Constitution of the

laws
One

that directly

such

State of Massachusetts.

Constitution of Massachusetts and Tennessee have
preambles,
other

Articles XI

states).

and XII

The
similar

(as well as constitutions of

Unlike Massachusetts,

Tennessee authorizes

law is

the Constitution of

racially segregated schools which

makes a direct commitment to the equalization of educational
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opportunity.
states

In essence,

in Chapters

well as virtue,

2

the Massachusetts Constitution

and 5

that

"Wisdom and knowledge,

as

depend on spreading the opportunities and

advantages of Education among the different orders of the
people"

[Massachusetts Constitution,

The researcher believes

2

Are minority linguistic

in the Boston Public Schools being provided with

those English language
participate

skills which will permit them to

fully in all of the

and courses of studies"

"advantages,

offered by the public

privileges,
schools as

stated by Massachusetts General Law Chapter 76,
which
sex,

and 5].

that here the basic equity

issue that must be examined is:
students

Chapters

Section 5,

forbids discrimination on the grounds of race,
religion,

or national origin,

and,

color,

in addition,

guarantees a person's right to conserve their pride and
their entity,

while receiving a quality education?

the Boston Public
those

skills

Schools'

bilingual program provide

in English and Spanish to which,

the Lau decision and the Massachusetts'
are entitled to?

Does

according to

stature,

students

Do these programs open access to the

opportunities available to the Boston Public Schools and
in higher education and employment?
Since the early
movements

1980s,

there have been national

to change bilingual education

form into other
review of the

forms.

On January 15,

from its present
1991,

following a

Superintendent's High School Restructuring
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and Improvement Plan,

the High School Assignment

Subcommittee recommended as part of the

adoption of the

High School Restructuring and Improvement Plan that the
Bilingual Program be restructured as well.
recommendations made was
Lau Plan

the revision and update of the

so that it could be consistent with current

research on bilingual education,
plan,

Among the

school base management,

the new student assignment

and other decentralization

initiatives undertaken in the past few years by the Boston
Public

Schools;

and for the Boston Public Schools to imple¬

ment the Lau Plan so that Limited English Proficient/
Linguistic Minority
mastery of all

(LEP/LM)

students can achieve

full

subject matter as well as mastery of English

as a

second language

in a three-year period

this

recognizes that

students enter with different aptitude

and preparation;
language

and that

for some,

requires more or less

President and Members of the
Joseph M.

McDonough,

As

[Memorandum to

School Committee

Superintendent,

from

"High School
10 January 1991].

researcher disagrees with these recommendations.

stated by Alan Rom,

Committee,

Attorney

for the Civil Rights

"If the Boston Public Schools would implement

the Lau Plan the way that it was
then maybe a
or bad."

mastery of a second

time)"

Restructuring and Improvement Plan,"
The

(stating that

intended to be

judgment could be made on whether

But it should not be changed before

implemented,
it is good

implementation
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has been completed under the present plan.
because of the
and cultural
it is
one

increasing economic,

political,

educational,

interdependence of today's global community,

imperative that everyone

is proficient in at least

language and knowledgeable of at

Moreover,

Furthermore,

because our

least one other.

immediate diverse

tive of the globe's cultural groups,
quality access

society is reflec¬

we must provide

to this knowledge without imposing any one

language or culture on any other member of our society.
To this end,

because the Boston Public Schools opted to

enter the Lau Plan,

it should assure that there

mitment to implement it and guarantee

is a com¬

its minority

linguistic children an equitable education.

Plessy, Gaines, and the
Castaneda Decisions
As

the researcher reviewed the

case discussions,

she

found that major areas of the educa¬

tional development of Hispanic
access

students

involve equal

and equitable educational opportunity as

the Plessy,
this

implications of legal

Gaines,

and Castaneda decisions.

found in

Unfortunately,

important area of educational opportunity in the

Boston Public

Schools has not been incorporated,

examples of this can be
students within the
tional

resources

seen in the

school

system,

(materials),

and,

and

segregation of bilingual
the

inadequate educa¬

until recently

(1988),
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the

lack

of

a

systemwide

Bilingual

Spanish

Language Arts

Curriculum.
In
that

the

Keyes

"Hispanics

poses

of

the

Decision of

constitute

efforts

that

students

Hispanic

have

taken

are

San

29,

Jose

1985,

not

ruling of

Desegregation

Supreme

identifiable

left

class

for

care

to

found
pur¬

educational

Supreme

Case

that

this

this

decision,

Court

that

assure

isolated except

their

the

Court

One may conclude

special

absolutely necessitated by

The April
the

an

the

Fourteenth Amendment."

desegregation

extent

1973,

to

the

needs.

stated

in

remained essen¬

tial .
However,
believes

in

analyzing

that only when

nationality/cultural
truly

be

further
lated

just

because
well
sions

group

equity within
believes

that

because

their

It

is

several

have
for

not

as

race

education.

The

are

not

not

grouping
to

deal

1970
or
with

H.E.W.

tracking
the

can

there

iso¬

learned English or

possible

to

factors

Guidelines

a

researcher

the mainstream has

relevant

reach
are

state

language

skills

not been

such

conclu¬

investigated.

that,

system employed by

special

as

educationally

Department of Health, Education
Welfare (H.E.W.) Guidelines

The

researcher

treated
a

Hispanics

they

are

and not

their

readiness

assessed.
unless

Hispanics

the

the

and

"Any

ability

school

needs

of

system
national
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origin minority
such

language

operate

as

1970].

in

of

researcher

English

equity,

is

a

concern

but

are

that
As

a

believes

significant

educational

available

in

the

Boston

mous

equity.

factor

in

and

Public

it were.

faster

the

English over

contrary

but

education

less

counselors,
to

they

individuals who

the

Charles

the

solid

not

the

enter¬

be
are

are

jobs.

need

Those

will

[1988]

to

of

take

it

who
in

is

not

grow up

synony¬
speaking,

a much better

not.

The

plays

emphasis
into

the

concerned only about

administrators,

Glenn's

learning

opportunities

else

Proficient
there

the

achievement

students

Blacks

everything

Limited English

assimilated,
teachers,

Hispanics,

their

that

from occupying

the

Schools,

than

of

Guidelines,

acquiring

though

career

position

future

them

even

and writing English would

those

not

a

they are

that

reading,

of

are

result,

Hispanic

the

hands

H.E.W.

receiving

they

track"

(H.E.W.)

should not be

not

not

workplace.

of

teaching

1970

which prevents

advantage

on

permanent

the

the

If

end or

to meet

and must

examining

which would permit

with

possible

and Welfare

skills.

within

designed

Education

Boston

education,

key positions
The

in

as

dead

that

English,

necessary basic
ing higher

soon

By

found

students

grounding

as

Health,

researcher

Hispanic

children must be

educational

of

Guidelines,
the

needs

an

[Department

group

who

assume

(LEP)
be

for

etc.

argument,

that

students

the
the

are

Hispanic
Furthermore,
as

stated

in
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the

March,

Citywide
proper
as

"Parents'

Parents'

many

as

then

four
the

to

the

accompanied by

an

a

seven

child had

isn't

Notebook"

Council),

understanding of

schooling
Why

1990,

second
years,

in

his

emphasis
equal

on

within

emphasize

equity with quality?

Schools
the

is

to

give

chance

to

expand

fullest,
taught
content
should

be

teacher,
discuss
the

their

zone

ability

bilingual

education

talents

social
not

be

to

the

coordinator

concern.

As

in

of

English

shall

of

limited

English

Boston

and

bilingual
Public

knowledge
in

participating

the

in

education.

to

prescribed by

and writing
children

Parents

order

reading,

all

from

principal,

oral

to

the

different

classrooms.

contact

and

studies

in

transitional

necessity

of

Public

examination

enrolled

The

should

immediately

Boston

and

and

further

an

annually

the

to

Why not

basic

English-only

and correct matters

speaking,

in

science,

of qualified

researcher

fine

to

English

hiring

the

up

that

language.

programs?

of

a

shown

how much

native

the

abilities

classrooms

in regular

department,

tered

their

encouraged
or

on

the

take

teaching of

The

students

the mathematics,

taught

the

the mission

all

in bilingual

her

non-bilingual

that because

can

depending on
or

by

research has

language

emphasis

Hispanics

contends

the

recent

(prepared

comprehension,

a

This

be

program
is

not

adminis¬
speaking

in
taking place

Schools.

of more

world we

than
live

one
in

language

today.

has

become

Creating close

a
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ties

to

each

made

it

necessary

comprise
or

and every other member of

our

culture

based on

to

understand

society,

on

without

any member

research done

conclusion
regarding

reached by
issues

in

the

school

needs

of

the

Hispanic

Court's

the

Education

of

bilingual

assignment

and bilingual

priate

this

as

a

monitoring.
Board of

the

the

some

students

of

the

system.

Public

Schools

disengage
as

the

such and allow

bilingual

Board of

bilingual
or

Among

15,

it

14
the

regarding

Education

education
percent

the

at

the

problem areas
Hispanic

a

Court

appro¬

State

least
S.

four

District

two-year
provided

programs
of

as

assignment

of

during

the

seemed

1983,

first

programs

After

bilingual

Jr.,

assignments

desegregation monitoring,

1985,

the

cultural

from its

in vocational

of

stu¬

addressed.

reports mandated by U.

Garrity,

cussion of
7,800

being

on July

submitted

Court Judge Arthur
terms,

not

programs

Affairs

and Hispanic

were

in April,

result,

Education

general

Hispanic

Hispanic

to

findings

the main

the

special

process

semi-annual monitoring

In

1984,

education monitoring.

discreet
a

on

in

that

services

approach

As

15,

also

language

Yet,

education

to monitor
and

support

part of vocational
proposed

Commission

decision was

the

part

February

students

over

as

to

has

cultures which

any one

society.

system was

jurisdiction
Board of

up

our

world

different

imposing

of bilingual

dents

The

of

the

the

which

total
found

students

period.
a

dis¬

served

enrollment
in

were:

the

Boston
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•

Support

for

speaking

ability

inadequate,
was

students

found

•

Boston

Public

ing Black
a

efforts;

reviewing

limited English

the

same

was

problem

students

with

ability.

had difficulty

Hispanic

disproportioned

English

programs

special

speaking

Schools

and

limited

in vocational

despite

in

with

students,

suspension

retain¬

as well

rate

for

as

Black

students.
•

Staff

desegregation

general,
have

been met,

limited

Asian

the

requirements
though

staff

progress

and Hispanic

staff

have,

in

reductions

in hiring more
apart

from bilingual

positions.
In

general,

found

that

ments

of

Law.

The

may be

the

the

and

programs

problem areas
In

of

the

researcher

increasing extent,

did not

Transitional

were

one must

bilingual

program who

continue

determine

the

of

by

examine

that

students,

prepared

Charles

Glenn

in

Bilingual

believes

success

the

the

the

Education

in

to

program.

the
of

case

that
that

not

to

they
the
the

Specialist.
of

Hispanic

graduates

college
In

Education

found

Boston was

number
on

in order

Board

reports

require¬

Bilingual

identified

provided

State

these

comply with the

conclusion,

program being

satisfaction
The

an

Massachusetts

addressed.

bilingual

to

of

in order

1984,

from the Massachusetts

a

the
to

report,
Department
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of Education,

found

Spanish bilingual
further
was
be

their

assess

According

the

transitional
that

are

used.
success

or

Executive
ninth
at
a

home

skills
dents
more

data
of

public

school

program)
this

are more
likely
this

objective

to

likely

accounting

Massachusetts.

failed at
(1988) .
to

drop out

chapter,

in

be
of

the
of

in

to

least

one

in
others

curriculum is
level
to

of
the

percent of

speaking
first

school

50,000

According

the

the

the

enrolled

60

intention

number must

1988,

show the

"nearly

students

those

Fall

to

this

some

three
of

in

a

the

Spanish
years

the

of

basic

Linguistic minority

retained

to

the Massachusetts

regular

practice.

above,

in

compared

the

intent

graders

students

available

this

(and excluding

tests

In

no

where

from the

the

Summary of

programs,

programs

ninth

released

28,000

Summary noted

bilingual

Hispanic

Executive

had

that

every case,

significance.

bilingual

is

in

of Education

their

assuming

its

failure

grade

Even

768

the

graduated

indicated

all

State

taking

There

program and

to

Department

system in

students

successfully

compared with

State

48

education.

acted upon

system to

that

grade,

and

stu¬
are

school."
researcher

the

has

history of

tried

to

give

bilingualism

in

an

CHAPTER

IV

NEW YORK CITY AND BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES

It is very difficult to discuss differences and simi¬
larities between two educational
are disproportionate
there

systems that in general

in numbers and size.

On the one hand,

is the New York City Public School System which is

one of the

largest educational

systems

in the United States.

According to the New York Board of Education,
there were
School
was

940,208

System.

students

White,

6.6 percent Asian/Pacific

represented over

population"

Islander,

there were

percent of the total

the Boston Public

57,677

students.

student
1986,

School

During the

stu¬

p.

2].

System is
1990-1991

The racial dis¬

according to the Boston Public Schools'

Department of

Implementation,

12,477 White,

12,183

American.

percent

Black and Hispanic

smallest in the country.

school year,
tribution,

70

21.3 percent

and 0.1

[New York City Board of Education,

On the other hand,
one of the

student population

33.9 percent Hispanic,

American Indian or Alaska Native.
dents

1986,

in the New York City Public

The ethnic makeup of the

38.0 percent Black,

"In

Hispanic,

Yet mere numbers

was

27,652 African-American,

5,140 Asian,

and 222 Native

should not deter the compari¬

son if criteria are viewed in an objective manner.
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The
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purpose of this

study is

to compare the bilingual programs

in the New York City and Boston
School

Systems.

areas as vital

(Massachusetts)

The researcher considers
in the comparison:

historical development;

(2)

trative and instructional

(1)

political

structure;

the

Public

following

bilingual program
impact;

and

(4)

(3)

adminis¬

program

monitoring.
Over the past twenty-five years,

the educational

system in the United States of America has worked with com¬
munity constituencies,
students

parents,

lawyers,

teachers,

and

to provide the non-English-speaking population

in the country with a bilingual education program.
are many success
the

struggle to

stories that could attest to the

There
fact that

insert a bilingual education program can

pay positive dividends

for waves of newcomers.

First

generations of immigrants constitute rapidly growing
communities

in different parts of the country and assume

their roles

in bilingual and regular educational programs.

This trend to bilingual education has created
debates

and has

impacted the political

furious

scene throughout the

country where bilingual education has been implemented.

Historical Development and
Political Impact

The circumstances behind the development of a bilingual
education program in New York and Boston are very similar.
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The

tremendous growth of the Hispanic populations

cities

in both

are clear indicators of Hispanic educational needs.

During the

1960s,

public

school

systems provided this new

wave of immigrants with English as a Second Language
programs.
English,
The

(ESL)

The purpose of these programs was to teach
history,

and the culture of the United States.

intention was to help these new immigrants adapt to a

new environment.

The acculturation process was perceived

as part of maintaining the melting pot concept and keeping
it alive.

Boston and New York educational programs did not

live up to the expectations of the growing non-Englishspeaking communities.

The outcry of parents,

leaders,

forced lawmakers

and educators

community

and politicians to

respond by producing

legislation imperative to closing the

gap between language

learning and factual knowledge

development.

Nieto

[1986]

indicated that

"the history of

bilingual education has been one of struggle on the part of
people who have been disenfranchised and experienced dis¬
crimination.

It should come as no surprise that these

groups—especially Native Americans,

Latinos,

have been in the vanguard of the movement
education.

This

is

and others—

for bilingual

further reinforced by the

fact that the

seeds of bilingual education were planted by parents and
teachers
civil

concerned not only with pedagogic,

rights.

That

is

to

say,

but also with

bilingual education did not

come about because national or state

legislators decided
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that it made

sense;

rather,

it was advocates of bilingual

education who pressured lawmakers to take a stand"

[p.

4].

Bilingual education did not start in this country with
Lau v.

Nichols or Aspira v.

York or with Chapter 71-A.
States has a

long history,

The Board of Education of New
Bilingualism in the United
as noted by Cooperman

author of The Best of Two Worlds:
Education in the United States,

[1983],

Bilingual-Bicultural

in his

Preface,

"I

started

out to write the history of bilingual education in the
United States and discovered in the process that the history
of bilingual education was the history of the United
States."
Today we are confronted with a different
cumstances.

set of cir¬

Linguistic minority groups have grown

tremendously,

the political

shape of communities has

changed,

and the Civil Rights Movement has

impacted com¬

munities

in such a way that its experience has helped to

build coalitions of different segments of the population
to

fight

for what is basically and fundamentally right

the community.
ties

During this

same period,

for

minority communi¬

started to voice their discomfort with the type of

educational

service offered to minority children.

participation of a vanguard of educators,
activists,

parents,

students,

The

community

and other concerned citizens

created an atmosphere where communities needed to apply
political pressure.

Minority community

leaders began to
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challenge

the educational

system responsible

for the

of millions of children to acquire an education.
the

failure

Therefore,

struggle and participation of different constituencies

to obtain educational change was not the accomplishment of
some,

rather it was a victory

for all.

The bilingual education program emerged as a result of
the

struggle of a well-organized community that refused to

relinquish their Fourteenth Amendment constitutional rights.
Bilingualism has moved
tives,

from its original historical objec¬

which were to provide

students with subject matters

in their mother language as well as the
new nation,

to new trends

that can be traced in the develop¬

ment of bilingual educational programs
the present.
Programs,
three

These new trends are:

which allow students to

consecutive years;

which allow students
tion program as

catalyst

for

second

they enter the

language

separating

[1983]

school

system;

which allow students

English and Spanish,

languages at a disadvantage.

their mother tongue.
Betsy Tregar

Transitional Bilingual

Immersion Educational Programs,

to work with both languages,

learning of a

1960s to

to become a part of the regular educa¬

soon as

leaving other

from the

stay in the program for

Two-Way Bilingual Education Programs,

cases

language of the

(English)

in most
The

cannot be the

linguistic minority students

from

In her unpublished dissertattion,
stated:

of bilingual education

is

"The current manifestation

a relatively new educational and
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political phenomenon in this country.
the

late

1960s,

and

judicial

It began growing in

an era when people have

sought legislative

solutions to many problems,

especially those

related to the civil rights of minorities"
This new trend of bilingualism
Program)

[p.

1].

(Bilingual Transitional

manifested itself in the City of Boston and New

York City with the implementation of Chapter 71-A in
Massachusetts and the Aspira Consent Decree
The bilingual program of Boston,
Chapter 71-A,

was the

in New York,

instituted through

first enactment in the country to

offer bilingual programs to
while

as

in New York.

incoming immigrant populations,

the Aspira Consent Decree was used as

the mechanism for providing bilingual programs to the nonEnglish-speaking population.
to amend immigrant educational

Both programs were designed
shortcomings and

familiarity of the English language.
in Boston and New York,
Union,

has

as well as other

so heated,

in

linguistic

"Arguments on bilingual education

fact,

that it has become

difficult to separate reality

shows,

states of the

the educational needs of the

minority population.

Fanning the

Bilingual education

struggled to be accepted as viable programs

that address

are

foster

increasingly

from myth in the debates.

flames are newspaper editorials,

and other media events.

Scare tactics

popular talk
to convince

the public about the evils of bilingual education include
charges of anti-Americanism and ethnic chauvinism and are
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grounded more

in ideology than in

fact.

The result is that

the prevalent notion of bilingual education bears
resemblance to reality"

[Nieto,

Controversial programs

1986,

p.

little

4].

related to bilingual education

and implemented in a particular community or in the
as a whole often create dissension among people.

society

The

discussion on the existence of bilingual education programs
in this nation took place

in a

fragmented way.

Each state

incorporating a bilingual education program has a different
mandate.

Nieto

lation or

judicial ruling differed from the others to a

greater or
same

[1986]

stated that:

lesser degree,

local communities.

challenge to a

yet many of them applied to the
This represented a difficult

school district which was open to

if it violated any of the mandates"
is that

some

education,

"Each piece of legis¬

[p.

4].

The reality

states had legislation regarding bilingual

while others did not.

Where

it existed,

legislation might be mandatory or permissive,
or narrow.
how people

sanctions

The researcher of this

the

comprehensive,

study is astonished by

in government manipulate their powerful political

machinery in order to avoid the creation of a bilingual
education mandate that is uniform and can be applied to
all

states.

The

two

this dissertation.
tive mandates.
mandated

states the

researcher discusses

New York and Massachusetts,

In Boston

(Massachusetts),

for bilingual education;

the

in

have distinc¬
legislature

and in New York,

a Court
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order,

based on the Aspira Consent Decree,

forced public

school authorities to implement a full bilingual education
program.

What was similar between these two educational

systems was the formulation of a Lau Plan to implement and
monitor bilingual education programs.

The reality was

that these legislative and Court orders were controversial
in the field and subject to interpretations.
The bilingual program in the Boston Public Schools is
conducted under the guidance of Chapter 71-A.

In order to

fully understand the implications of Chapter 71-A in the
current status of the bilingual education program and its
comparison with the New York bilingual education program,
the researcher will given an historical framework.

This

framework follows a sequence of events instead of an
historical chronology.
During the decade of 1962 to 1972,
community in Boston

(Massachusetts)

Puerto Rican nationals.

the Hispanic

consisted mainly of

During the early and middle 1960s,

The Boston Globe started to print more than occasional
articles about the Puerto Rican community and its concerns.
Some of these concerns reflected how rapidly the community
was growing.
stated:

The Boston Globe article,

dated July 2,

1962,

"The influx of Puerto Ricans to Boston has only

begun and will sharply increase,

Cardinal Cushing observed

recently at the South End's Spanish Speaking Center.

New

York City has had an influx of some 700,000 Puerto Ricans,
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and a recent special census

there

shows

that

.

.

.

the

number of schools with predominantly Negro and Puerto Rican
pupils
well

is rising

steadily.

start planning

.

for the

.

.

Boston authorities might

future now,

many schools are predominantly Negro."
June

24,

1963,

community in Boston has
1954

there.

and

from about 5,000 persons

8,500."

It did not stop

As time progressed and Puerto Ricans
felt in the city,

emerged documenting racial epithets.
racial attacks can be
The Boston Globe,

found in the

dated August

School Committee prepares
through 30,

to

special note

for

21,

should be

started to

other articles
An example of the

following article of
1963:

"As the Boston

its big push,

lure dropouts back to

August 25

school this Fall,

taken of the Puerto Ricans.

the blunt truth about these
citizens,

on

"The Puerto Rican

increased

to between 7,000

make their presence

decade

Subsequently,

another article appeared in The Boston Globe

about the Puerto Rican community:

in

for already too

For

Spanish-speaking United States

who have been pouring into this city in the past

in increasing numbers,

children are being educated."
Lupo wrote a

four-parge

Globe dealing with the

is

that almost none of their

In October of

series of articles

1966,

in The Boston

These articles were entitled

"On the Puerto Ricans and the Frustration They
1

Alan

frustration most of the Puerto Ricans

find in the city of Boston.

dated October

Mr.

through 5,

1966.

find Here,"

One article comments:
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".

.

.

Puerto Rican children

sitting around in
are

16

the

14

4th and

and 15 years old are

5th grade,

waiting until they

and then they can drop out of school"

Another article

states:

.

[Lupo,

.No adequate attempts are

being made to cure the bilingual

illiteracy of many Puerto

Ricans.

The

teachers

to handle Puerto Rican children,

schools do not have enough Spanish-speaking
nor do they have

any liaison personnel to work with the parents"
1966].
Public

It took more
Schools

than those articles

to realize

that

of the tutors

in a South End

took the

[Lupo,

for the Boston

something had to be done to

respond to this growing problem.

Rostow,

1966] .

In February of

school,

liberty of writing a

named Ms.

1967,

one

Celia

letter to

Superintendent Ohrenberger citing the condition in which
non-English-speaking children were
that students

studying.

received ESL classes twice a week,

referred to night schools,

letter,

Ms.

questioned the

English)

with these children,
funds

and,

in addition,

for the non-English speaking.

Rostow was

organizations

(such as Alianza Hispana,

and others)

non-English

level.

In the

testing methods being used

action by Ms.

Padres,

some were

Rostow recommended all-day ungraded

classes,

unused state

stated

and others were placed two

years below their age-appropriate grade
same

She

(in

identified
This

followed by other community
El Comite de

that protested the manner in which the

speakers were treated by the educational

system.
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These

organizations
.

Ungraded

recommended

classes

should

help non-English-speaking
.

.

.

Testing

either

be

for

in

for

Immigrants

.

.

.

for

drawn

be

assist

.

.

.

to

hired

Committee

should

still

available

prompted
to

the

initiate

Limited
gram

those

English

included:

lives

apply

light

the

ESL program,

surveys

12

years

counselors

into

Puerto

the

account
the

parents.

$45,000

community

community

.

The

.

.

in

This

teachers

remedial

September of

included

counselor,

the

comparing

information
to

note

the

a

non-English-speaking

the

students.

45

It

Puerto
Dr.

aides,

is

pro¬

schools
each

volunteers,

assistant

important,

the

school

.

1967,

The

minutes

research

regarding

of

in nine

bilingual

and

that

number

for

.

directly

worked

classes

.

pressure

student needs.

ESL

School
funds

Proficient
"Ten

should

Rican

Commonwealth."

(LEP)

School

enlarged.

community,

in matching

Schools,

Day

the

teaching

A bilingual

Puerto

to

should

should be

Rican

...

in

and

day

English.

students

take

curriculum materials."

the

learn

full

address

adjustment

of

to

the

first program to

program also

investigate

for

Public

day.

pupil

in

from the

pull-out

a

for

Facilities

over

to work with

providing
The

.

teachers.

Boston
its

.

from the

liaison who

should be

.

adjustment

assistants,
hired

held

youngsters

revised

culture.

Bilingual

be

following:

non-English-speaking

eliminated or

differences

the

to

in

creation of

system conducted

Rican

and other

Betsy Tregar

[1983],
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in her unpublished dissertation,
who states that:
school year

"Two surveys

1966-1967,

cites Mr.

in Boston schools during

in East Boston and the

showed 249 non-English-speaking

students.

percent of these were Puerto Ricans;
identified by origin.
showed 798
schools,

and

99

the others were not

897

students,

[p.

for ESL teachers and began its

Boston schools.

Another

indicated there were

Together with the

they planned a tutorial

survey,

1,127

in four South

in December of

enactment of the Bilingual Education Act,

planning,

developing,

English-speaking
federal monies

This

in

for non-

represented additional

for the participating

should take.

The

Title VII

and implementing programs

schools.

Many people

initiative was crucial to understand¬

ing the direction education
grams

twenty

for principals and schools to begin

students.

understood that this

1968,

Puerto Rican students,

percent over the enrollment six months earlier.

the catalyst

first

first two experi¬

program for non-English-speaking students

was

20].

the Boston Public Schools conducted its

School Volunteers of Boston,

for

fifty-three percent

language assistance"

mental bilingual education classes.

1968,

1967,

Puerto Ricans attending the Day School

Of these

1968,

training

Fifty-two

Another survey in October,

listed as needing
In

South End,

Puerto Ricans enrolled in regular Boston

Immigrants.
were

Teruel

for non-English-speaking pro¬
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In

1969,

the Boston Public

Bilingual Cluster.

Schools

initiated its

According to Manuel Tervel,

a Puerto

Rican psychologist who wrote his dissertation in
the

struggle

several

in Boston

factors

for Bilingual Education,

1970 on
there are

that influenced the decision of the School

Committee when they voted for the Bilingual Cluster.
Paraphrasing Mr.
(1)

Tervel's

factors,

the researcher

states:

The beginning of the Title VII project in September

helped to

introduce change

from within,

by establishing

well-run bilingual classes which included community
aides;

(2)

$60,000

Education Development Center offered to provide

for the bilingual clusters

agreed to

fund the program;

were planned by Mr.

and

(3)

Alex Rodriguez

Federation's Education Committee.
Kozol's

[1967]

book.

if the School Committee
Class action suits
and the

Spanish

At this time,

Death at an Early Age,

Jonathan

was drawing

national attention and condemnation to the conditions
the Boston Public Schools.

In addition,

in

the State Task

Force on Children Out of School was known to be preparing
a report

showing that Boston was excluding many Black and

Hispanic children
School Committee

from school.

left to reduce

regarding desegregation.
School Committee,

established.

the vote of the

for a Bilingual Cluster was the only

political alternative

the

Therefore,

the media pressure

A month after the approval by

the Bilingual Department was

The Bilingual Clusters opened in January with
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seats

for

280

children.

Three programs were

for non-English-speaking students.
Clusters were

Title VII

for Spanish-speaking students,

program included six language groups.

Title

I,

and ESL teachers.

Chapter

learning of the

Boston State College,

(Education Professions Development Act),

trained more bilingual teachers.
of events that

but the ESL

and Summer workshops were offered for

Title VII,

through the EPDA

and the

Monolingual teachers

received in-service training to help in the
Spanish language,

implemented

This

is a brief account

led to the State Legislature Mandate called

71-A.

The above narrative represents only a partial
tion of the historical occurrences that
Public

indica¬

led the Boston

School Committee and the Hispanic Community to

develop a Bilingual Education Program as a vehicle to pro¬
vide educational

leadership and knowledge to the

non-English-speaking community.

The historical perspective

framework cited above clearly shows
community was responsible

for the

that the Puerto Rican

institutional accounta¬

bility of providing non-English-speaking students
system with a sound,

quality education.

in the

The community laid

the groundwork in order that elected officials could

formu¬

late

The

laws to regulate bilingual education programs.

city responded earlier than the

state

by the

Boston had more than sixty

time the

law was passed,

bilingual classes already

functioning.

legislature

so that

The changes brought
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by Chapter 71-A are related mainly to the
(1)

the program site;

approach;

and

(3)

(2)

following:

instructional content and

finance and influence.

This resulted in

new patterns of interaction between the Bilingual Department
and the

larger school

system.

In order to

defined indication of what Chapter
researcher is

Department of Education,
Education
1.

71-A is all about,

listing an overview of the

regulation as they appear

[1981].

in

follow a clearly

"Two Way,"

legislation and
Massachusetts

Bureau of Transitional Bilingual

Major provisions

are as

When there were twenty or more
a language group in a

follows:

students of

school district who

were unable to perform ordinary classwork
in English,

the district was responsible

for providing them with transitional
bilingual education.
2.

Maximum class
was

to be

size in a bilingual program

fifteen students with one teacher,

or twenty students with a teacher and a
teacher's aide,
class
3.

with the age

student was entitled to

receive bilingual instruction
years

span in any

to cover no more than three years.

An eligible

for three

(longer if the School Committee and

parents agree)

the

or until he or

she was able

to perform successfully in all-English
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classes);

however,

a parent had an abso¬

lute right to withdraw a

student

from

the program.
4.

Native

language

provided in:

instruction was

(a)

all courses

either by law or by the
(b)

School Committee;

reading and writing of the native
(c)

English comprehension,

speaking,

reading and writing;

were to be

Students

integrated with English-

speaking students
such as art,

for non-academic

music,

subjects

etc.

A Parent Advisory Council was required to
be established in each district,

and to

participate

develop¬

ment,
6.

and

the history and culture of the native

land and the United States.

5.

required

language;

(d)

to be

in program planning,

and evaluation.

Each district was required to conduct a
yearly in-school and out-school census to
determine the number of students eligible
for bilingual education,
assess

and to annually

the English skills of students

in

the program.
7.

The State Bureau of Teacher Certification
was required to establish a Bilingual
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Teaching Certificate and a process
assessing the native

for

language proficiency

of applicants.
8.

Each district was

to be reimbursed for

costs of the program which exceeded the
district's average per pupil expenditure.
Appropriations were authorized to
gradually reach
1976
9.

$4 million by Fiscal Year

and thereafter.

A forty-five member State Bilingual
Advisory Council was created to advise the
Commissioner on issues related to bilingual
education.

10. A State Bureau of Transitional Bilingual
Education

(TBE)

responsibility
enforcing the

was established with
for:

law,

(a)

administering and

including development

of guidelines and regulations;
ing

(b)

for wide participation in policy

development;

(c)

developing the theory and

practice of bilingual education,
ing information on resources,
encouraging
mendations

innovation;

(d)

testing,

develop¬

and

making recom¬

regarding training,

development,
(e)

provid¬

curriculum

and other areas;

prescribing testing

instruments

for
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the annual English assessments;
(f)

and

reviewing each program annually

for

compliance.
The Aspira Consent Decree/Lau Regulations
different direction than Chapter

71-A.

follow a

In order to develop

and implement a district-wide plan addressing each major
component,
overall

the New York Public

School

System analyzes the

status of the district and individual

order to effectively utilize available
tion

for management decision making.

according to the outline prepared,
districts
schools

review the compliance

to plan and make

schools

in

relevant informa¬
In addition,

it was recommended that

status of each of the

improvements

as needed prior to

official Developmental Office of Minority Multicultural
Education

(DOMME)

compliance review/monitoring.

essential that districts

It was

in cooperation with DOMME pro¬

vide district offices and school personnel with adequate
training and assistance

in the areas of

and Instructional Structure"

as well as

"Administration
"Program

Monitoring."

Administrative and Instructional
Structure
The Bilingual Education Division of the New York City
Board of Education
directors,

and is

includes a director and two deputy
structured as

follows:

(a)

a Multilingual
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Curriculum Unit;

and

(b)

Assistance Center that

a Bilingual Education Technical

includes:

• A Resource Library
• English as a Second Language Unit
• Bilingual Pupil Services
• Career Awareness

Program

• Language Development Support Systems
• Program Planning and Support Services Unit
• Funded Program Services
• Budget/Personnel
• Dissemination Services Unit
• Native American Education Program
• Project Get Set
• Project Master
Each of these units or centers offers

services that are

described below.
Multilingual Curriculum Unit.
ble

This unit is responsi¬

for developing multilingual/multicultural curriculum

in the

five major

achievement.

languages that will

The unit provides

improve

students'

technical assistance on

identification and/or utilization of curriculum materials
to the community school districts,
IHE's community agencies,
parent groups.

high schools,

and the

professional organizations,

In addition,

the

and

IHEs provide bilingual

curriculum materials which have been developed in order
that Limited English Proficient

(LEP)

students receive
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similar

instruction as provided to non-Limited English

Proficient students.

There

is an ongoing evaluation of new

bilingual materials developed by commercial publishers.
Bilingual Resource Library.
for Bilingual Education
main

function is

(OBE)

to provide

The

library of the Office

is a special

services

facility.

to educators,

and parents of the New York City Public Schools.
to meet this objective,
developed:

the

curriculum guides,
publishers'

In order

doctoral

periodicals,

catalogs,

vertical

files,

films,

tions,

and ERIC Microfiche on Bilingual Education.

proposals and evalua¬

Funding and Evaluation Services Unit.
forms

two

functions:

English as

(2)

In the area of

funding,

the

staff is

for monitoring administrative and implementation

activities related to

Unit

This unit per¬

funding and evaluation of the

Bilingual Department.
responsible

students,

following collections have been

books and audiovisual materials,

dissertations,

Its

functions

federal- and state-funded projects.

a Second Language

(ESL)

in three main areas:

curriculum development;

and

(3)

(1)

Unit.

The ESL

staff training;

technical assistance.

Staff training is provided through on-site visitations,
demonstration
and citywide

lessons,
levels.

assisting districts

and workshops at school,
Technical assistance

district,

is provided by

to organize and implement their staff

training programs and materials'

purchases,

clearinghouse

outside agencies.

for parents,

IHEs,

and acts as a
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publishers,
that

look

and

to

It provides
in

CAR

technical
(393)

Staff

is

Programs
Its

as mandated

function

tions,

is

as well

and

for

and
SIG

CAR

Support

training

Services

Consent

on-site

visits

to

schools

in

community

Decree

technical

This

following

comprehensive

unit prepares

and/or

•

School Needs Assessment

and

•

District

Plan

reponsible
and

and
for

Personnel.
the

Office

for

maintains

and

high

selected
data

from the

Status

for

staff

Education

inventory,

processes

in

Reports

this

and management

the

Bilingual

Reports

Reports

The

preparation

budget modifications

through

junior

compiles

• Aspira Consent Decree Compliance
(October, January, July)
Profiles

with regula¬

reports:

Implementation/Compliance

District

Plan.

assistance/training

districts

•

•

Bilingual/ESL

and program operations

school

This

and Lau

compliance

selected elementary

schools.

Second

Unit.

the

requirements

personnel

schools.

by

providing

field.

to

Intensive

implementation of

and

the world

the

the

to

Budget

in

for

related

all

the

determination
as

from around

leadership

assistance

Development

responsible

systems

for

through

Program Planning
unit

school

New York City

school

Language

other

Office

(OBE)

and

unit
of

all

programs.

purchase

orders,

is

the

budget

funded
This
and

unit
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monitors

purchasing.
of

The

is

proper

execution

to

the

employment of pedagogical

of

the

Office.

Dissemination
this

unit

tion

of

is

all

staff

Services

responsible

public

Funds,

the

Office

and

visors.

Sessions

each of

been

for

the

activities

administrative

The

staff

production

for

the

relating
staff

assigned to
and dissemina¬

criterion-referenced

staff

Development.

training

and

and

responsible

tests,

development materials,

and

related materials.
Staff

in

and

Unit.

information,

curriculum materials,
other

functions

also

Bilingual

technical

the

Queens.

for

Through

are

identified

as

conducted

and methodology,

of

reading using

thinking

skills

through

the

The

a

funded projects

of

Funded
tional

Programs.

support

schools,

and

parents

gram has

objectives

approach,

which

by

are

seven

for

and

its

Brooklyn,

that have
techniques

mastery

learning,

critical

and parent

its

goal

through

described below.

to

and

instruc¬

districts,

funded programs.
to

super¬
provided

teaching

of direct

rendered

specific

appropriate mechanisms

are

provides

Bronx,

as

areas,

accomplished

A variety

services

such

Categorical

and

topics

strategies,

content

also

school

on

concern,

ESL

education.
number

Office

an

teachers

after

focus

instructional

teaching

to

(OBE)

of Manhattan,

activities
areas

Bilingual

Education

assistance

four boroughs

These

State

high

Each pro¬

program operation with

conducting

evaluations.
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Objectives

are

development,
parent

directed

pupil

to

staff

achievement,

involvement,

and

and

overall

professional

curriculum development,

education.

The

funded programs

are:
(1)

Chapter

allocation
tion

to

for

the

to

be

enrollment of
states.

Chapter
purpose

low-income

supposed

to

I:

students.

their
I

support basic

the

Bilingual

linguistic

and

and mathematics
English
and

are

school

supplementary programs
(2)

of

proficiency

to

low-income

funds

Pupil

will

a

of

result

the

seventy-five

schools

in

assignments

bilingual

to

on-site

his

or

her

bilingual

This

will

enable

instruction
methodology

lum materials

funding

This

of

in

and

that will

in

meet

reading

pupils

limited

of

Chinese/English,
Participating
services
schools

The

of

para-

training,

the

teacher

and mathematics

pupils'

as

and demonstration

assist

developing
the

revenue

bilingual

in-service

visitations,

reading

some

program promotes

instructinal

them to

the

intended.

paraprofessionals.

monthly workshops,

to
in

instead of

participating

receive weekly

lessons.

However,

targeted.

professionals will

are

general

Spanish/English,

additional

instruc¬

proportion

as

Eligible

are

federal

a

progress
I.

monies

students.

Services:

Chapter

remedial

I

being used

academic

receive

supplementary,

originally

Haitian-Creole/English

students

a

Chapter

expenses
as

in

is

of providing

distributed

Chapter

I

bilingual
needs.

in

using
curricu¬
Both
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participating
vised
and

by

the

the

Title

Master):

The

mathematics
Limited

to

and

science

schools.

The

training.
the

program provides

courses,

Career Awareness

Awareness

Program

Limited

in-service

(CAP)

English

training

to

Program

provides

parents;

distributes

to

materials

in

diverse

Chinese/ESL;

careers;

Project

program designed

(LEP)

to

in

Title VI

and

and/or

training

and paraprofessionals
training,

and

are

to

The

in

at

Set:

field

provided

intermediate
the

group

skills

Limited
schools

program

and

Set

is

instructional
and

a

the

Title VII

English

English
and

exposure

instruction.

is

in

to

provides

counseling

Get

services

teachers;

school;

small

Project

for

Career

provides

and

resource

develop basic

of

students;

each

provides

approach

focus

The

instructional

and provides

Get

awareness

students

schools.

development

resources

paraprofessionals

training

career

in

(CAP):

Proficient

centers

a

services

training workshops

computer

(5)

(Project

individualized

teachers

establishes

to

is

in-service

Ongoing parental

coordinator,

Science

students

instruction

super¬

parents.

(4)

Chinese

and

language

(LEP)

be

Specialist.

direct pupil

through

participating district

will

bilingual

Instructional

Proficient

The

the

Bilingual Math

through university

for

paraprofessionals

program provides

group.

the

Field

VII

English

eligible

and

classroom teacher,

program's

(3)

small

pupils

through

Proficient

junior

high

reinforcement

of
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students'

language

individualized
career

Students
receive

of

aware

direction

in

a

the

Title

pating

pupils

all

in

culture,

and

tutoring

programs

vided on

an

gram also

system.

academic

to

upgrade

the

year

held on

Students
skills

in

and meetings

Home
of

the

Education

Technical Assistance

a

Part

jurisdiction

(OBE).

The

linguistic
Proficient

Bilingual
154
of

primary
and

reading and
is

pro¬
The

visits

pro¬

are

Parent/Student

the

Office

aim of

the

progess

students.

Program--New York

Education

funded project,

academic

(LEP)

to

a monthly basis.

Bilingual

is

history,

referred

group basis.

component.

partici¬

in

career counseling
small

an

to

are

Categorical

City

and

Program:

Program,

Bilingual

New York

and

that will

instruction

their

and

a parent

needs

courses

State

Center
the

support

of New York City

crafts.

individualized or

throughout

(7)

provides

Educational

are

interests

Education

districts

traditional

includes

Committee

their

skills.

IV—Native American

mathematics.

own

through

appraised of

IV—Native American Education

project,

The

their

Spanish

are

selection of

education

City

Students

them develop marketable
Title

and

counseling

of

Indian

made

English

commensurate with

by means

are made

(6)
The

in

instruction.

opportunities

capabilities

help

skills

for

Technical Assistance
centrally based

Bilingual

project
of

Towards

Center:

is

Limited
the

to

under

Education
promote

the

English

achievement of

this
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goal,

project staff will provide district and high school

personnel with technical assistance and training on laws,
regulations,

and policies that have an impact on the

instructional programs provided to LEP students in New
York City Public Schools.

In addition,

assist Office for Bilingual Education

the Center will

(OBE)

staff in

developing a comprehensive plan in accordance with planning
requirements under Part 154 of the Regulations of the
Commissioner.

It is responsible for revision of existing

Consent Decree regulations;

Spanish Spelling Bee activities;

and parent conferences in Spanish,

Chinese,

Greek,

and

Italian.
(8)

State Incentive Grant—Language Development

Support System:

The Language Development Support System

is funded by a State Incentive Grant and is working with
Districts 6 and 10.

The focus of the program is an inten¬

sive English as a Second Language
computer education.

(ESL)

program through

The System provides Language Learning

Centers equipped with microcomputers,

relevant software,

and other related ESL instructional materials with small
group instruction provided.

The program is unique in that

it services students falling between the 21st to 40th
percentile.
The Bilingual Education Program structure in the
Boston Public Schools is fundamentally different than that
of the New York City Public Schools.

In order to indicate
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those differences,
New York City case,

the researcher will provide,

as in the

information related to the organization

of the program and the services offered.

The bilingual

program in Boston has a Director called the Senior Advisor;
Bilingual Department under the supervision of a Deputy
Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction;
Vocational Education Coordinator;
Heads;

Bilingual Department

Compliance Evaluation/Spanish;

Coordinator;
Assistant;

Bilingual 766

Bilingual Personnel/Spanish; Administrative

Parent Coordinator;

Bilingual Coordinators;
Director;

Bilingual

six

Federal Grants Director; Assistant

Lau Unit Coordinator;

Testing Specialist;

Curriculum Developer;

Language Specialist;

Lau

thirteen Community Field Coordinators;

and Teacher Contacts.

Program Monitoring
The bilingual education programs in Boston
(Massachusetts)

and the New York City Public Schools have

a monitoring process.

The purpose of monitoring in both

school systems is to make sure Lau regulations intended to
fulfill bilingual students'
to the fullest.

educational needs are applied

The State Department of Education,

Board of Education,

the

and the local districts in New York

City implement a three-way monitoring system.

Each of

these is intended in a separate way to comply with the
Aspira Consent Decree mandate that prescribed bilingual
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education for non-English-speaking students.

The monitor¬

ing modus operandi in New York City Public Schools is as
follows:

The Central Board of Education has a Division of

Bilingual Education in charge of monitoring the Aspira
Consent Decree.
records,

Personnel visit schools,

inspect student

and make sure students are properly identified.

The process not only has to do with the identification of
students,

but it manages to monitor ways of assigning stu¬

dents to the program based on the size of enrollment,
testing outcome,

and parent consent.

These monitoring

personnel are responsible for interviewing the bilingual
staff working toward the implementation of the Aspira
Consent Decree in each school district.

These monitors

are responsible for insuring that the following questions
are asked:

What means should or must be used to identify

and classify the students entitled to relief?
of instruction,

if any, must be instituted?

What forms
Have all

parties had an opportunity to provide information and
expertise related to the topic?

How and to what degree

should financial consideration affect the extent of the
responsibilities of the Board of Education?

The monitor

must prescribe ways to correct problems ensuring accordance
with these regulations.

Monitoring in the New York City

Public School System is based on Special Circular No.
of 1977-1978, which states that "Students'

69

records must be

reviewed for any indication of a home language other than
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English or Spanish.

The home

and placed on those

language must be obtained

student record cards not containing

the required information.

Students who may have difficulty

functioning in the English language and whose home
is other than English will be
through observations,
country,
or

identified by school personnel

interviews,

appraisal of records,

informal assessment.

any other

date of arrival to this

discussion with parents,

Such students must be tested with

the Language Assessment Battery
tion,

(English

student whose home

English or Spanish and who performs
grade

language

form).

language

In addi¬

is other than

significantly below

level on standardized reading achievement tests or

for whom there

is no

standardized reading achievement

test scores must be tested with the Language Assessment
Battery

(English

form)"

[New York City Board of Education,

1978] .
Since the criteria
for the

indicated above

selection of students

instruction,
important.

close monitoring

is

so crucial

for bilingual remedial
in this regard is very

A dubious handling of this process represents

a serious damage to the remedial
Consent Decree.
acknowledge that:

intentions of the Aspira

In light of that,

it

is

important to

"The administration of the Language

Assessment Battery Test will take place annually during
the

Spring.

The results of this

the organization of classes

test will be used only

for the

for

following Fall and not
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for the

immediate removal of entitled students currently

participating in the program.
who scores above the

Thus,

an entitled child

20th percentile on a Spring administra¬

tion of the Language Assessment Battery is no longer
required to receive the Lau Program the
year.

However,

further participation

following school

for children in a

bilingual program may be considered as an educational option
for parents wanting a bilingual program for their children"
[New York City Board of Education,
children

1978] .

Furthermore,

any

identified under those criterion indicated above

and placed in the bilingual program would fall under this
basic program.

This program was developed with the inten¬

tion of remedying the educational
students
f^st.

shortcomings of the

identified through the Language Assessment Battery

The description of the Basic Program is as

"Those children who are

follows:

identified as having difficulty

with the English language because they have obtained
scores

at or below the

20th percentile on the Language

Assessment Battery

(English

form)

must be provided the

program having the

following elements:

instruction in English language arts;
substantive
and

(3)

subject areas

(1)
(2)

Intensive

instruction in

in the child's native

language;

reinforcement and development of the native

language arts

skills of the child.

In addition,

for spending maximum time with other pupils
avoid isolation and segregation

opportunity

in order to

from peers will be provided.
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wherever possible.
elements
the

Pupils

in the basic program,

as outlined above,

must receive approximately

same amount of substantive

language as

with the

instruction in their native

is provided for pupils not in the program"

[New York City Board of Education,
State Department of Education,
Education,

does

1978].

The New York

through the Division of

field monitoring of the

department policy dealing with the Limited English
Proficient

(LEP)

students.

This monitoring from the State

Department of Education is used to determine the amount of
funding assigned
and schools.

The

for these

student populations

federal government has different programs

in the New York City School
programs

are

Title VI,
school

System.

independently run.

The monitoring of such

One of these programs,

operates eight-five bilingual programs

system at all

Twelve.

in districts

The

levels

in the

from Kindergarten to Grade

independence of this program is also related

to the high school and district decentralization.
The New York City Public
districts.

Each district is

classrooms and teachers.
or more

in the

eligible to
make

sure

Schools has thirty-two
responsible by law to generate

Any group of students of twenty

same grade or two consecutive grades

form a class.

Monitors

school districts are

regulation.

is

in the bilingual program

in compliance with this

It is almost impossible

for the Central Board

to monitor thirty-two school districts'

bilingual programs
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with a staff of six monitors at this stage.

Not all

districts have bilingual education programs in operation.
Only twenty to twenty-two districts are running a bilingual
program presently.

The New York City educational authori¬

ties understand this problem and are working to correct it.
Since each district functions independently,
monitors come from the district office,

bilingual

and other school

staff are responsible for monitoring individual programs.
School districts understand the value of the monitoring
process.

This mechanism guarantees the monies school

districts receive in exchange for these special programs.
The Boston Public Schools has a more manageable group
of schools with bilingual education programs.

Each

Bilingual Coordinator monitors between nine to twelve
schools.

These Bilingual Coordinators conduct the

monitoring process.

Each school has a cluster leader that,

together with the Language Assessment Team,

are in charge

of all aspects of the individual school monitoring process.
Bilingual Coordinators work closely with principals and
Language Assessment Team leaders in order to comply with all
guidelines and regulations of the program.
Public Schools consist of four school zones:
West,

and High School zone.

Coordinator assigned.

The Boston
East,

North,

Each has one Bilingual

The Boston Public Schools conduct

monitoring internally once per year.

The monitoring results

are used to correct anomalies within the program and to
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provide the necessary reports required by State laws.
addition,

In

the Massachusetts State Department of Education

conducts monitoring on unspecified dates and years to
identify anomalies.

Whenever violations are found by the

State monitoring staff,

a final report concerning the

violations is forwarded to the Boston Superintendent of
Schools who works with the Bilingual Senior Advisor to
satisfy all guidelines.
The New York City School System differs from that of
the Boston Public Schools in the monitoring process/
mechanism.

This process/mechanism is overseen not only by

the Board of Education of New York City,
Office of Civil Rights.

but also by the

Any indication of non-compliance

with the agreement under Lau Remedy Guidelines and the
Aspira Consent Decree is a very serious offense.

The Lau

Remedy Office works with a staff specifically assigned to
monitoring the Lau Guidelines and the Aspira Consent
Decree.

If monitors find districts or schools not to be

in compliance,

they are in danger of losing staff,

and school buildings,

funds,

because the Chancellor and the

Central Board have the power to do so if the laws are
violated.
In Boston,

the Commission on Civil Rights is not a

part of the Lau unit, which is the office under the
Bilingual Department responsible for overseeing the moni¬
toring process.

Therefore,

indications of non-compliance
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from monitors

(Bilingual Coordinator)

same weight as in New York City.

do not carry the

The researcher is not

only talking about authority per se,

but also perception

among school personnel in regard to carrying out the conse¬
quences that non-compliance guidelines dictate.
Boston and New York City likewise have a plan for
monitoring the instructional program.

This plan basically

consists of requiring from the schools and districts an
instructional program plan or schedules which demonstrate
that entitled pupils are receiving all elements of the
program in a planned and systematic way.

The Department

or Center for Bilingual Education established the guide¬
lines and procedures for monitoring this endeavor.
(See Appendices A-G for handbooks and guidelines used in
Boston and New York.)
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Conclusions

After
the

researching

development

sent

decrees,

that

Bilingual

country
become
a way
in

an
is

the

arms

have

to

a

of

society

better

became

place

a

paradigm
country

as

[1974]

stories.

occurrences,

the

to

is

United

the

is

strug¬

and diverse
court

system

the

cultures.

case

but

program guidelines.

tone

success
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These

This

betterment of

needed,

continues

their

constant

children.

where

to

for

an

stories
be

instruction

the

on

in

integration

educational

a

to

This

the world.

the

the

States

positive

focus

around

opened

the

not only

education

While

of

languages

a

success

total

over

linguistic

approach

forth

their

in making

students

of

for

from all

linguistic minority
sets

con¬

concluded

system.

gratefully has

different

the

researcher

legislations

reality because

bilingual

such
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chapters

legislations,

educational

contributes

Nichols

for

so
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Lau v.

the

need

engaged

population

system with
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linguistic minority population

immigrants

communities

student

a
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laws,

Program

the

fundamental

so many
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in
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and educational

integral

host

analyzing

of policies,
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the
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Lau

a
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for
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increasing

number

are widespread
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negatives
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the program and not on the positives.
majority of the

school districts,

grams continue to be doomed for
attitude,

As

a result,

in the

bilingual education pro¬

failure.

This negative

in addition to the news media's negative coverage

towards bilingual education programs and
minority students,

linguistic

has contributed to the creation of an

apathy towards bilingual education programs and any
advocacy in favor of it.

Furthermore,

recession with budget cuts,

in a time of

reductions of programs and

resources are constant,

unemployment is rampant,

petition

conservatives

for jobs high,

control of limited resources.

and com¬

struggle to maintain

They have

focused all their

energies on creating an atmosphere of apathy towards
bilingual education and are directing all efforts towards
the elimination of such programs.
tors,

as well as other public

Many school administra¬

figures,

have

joined

forces

against bilingualism and are creating an environment of
hostility.

Supporters must remain vigilant.

Every aspect of
controversy.
programs
reality.

The

life

in today's world is based on

implementation of bilingual education

in the United States

is no exception to this

The court mandates and

legislative enactments

on bilingual education have not been sufficient to
guarantee

students,

environment

parents,

and educators the right

for acquiring the basic

overcome obstacles

skills needed to

in higher educational and employment
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opportunities.

The philosophical

struggle among educators

on the one hand and the game played by politicians on the
other have maintained bilingual education programs by
constant struggle.

The

factions against bilingualism take

much time attacking the program,
implementation patterns.

its methodology,

Furthermore,

and

they disseminate

questionable data pointing to the non-success rate of
bilingual education programs.
bilingual education as
make the

This

faction only foresees

a menace to their aspirations to

linguistic minority population an important part

of the process of assimilation in

society.

In reality,

bilingual education is part of this country's history.
Before the

1500s,

North America.
Virginia,

more than 500

In the

1700s,

and Pennsylvania,

commonplace;

and,

in 1779,

languages were

in states

bilingual

spoken in

such as Maryland,

schooling was

the Continental Congress

debated as to whether the Constitution should be drafted
in English or German.
established schools

Furthermore,

the government

for Native Americans during the nine¬

teenth century.
Immigrants opened several
German

language

one of the major

school

schools,

in Ohio in

foreign

languages

1840.

including a
Spanish was

always

spoken in North America

even before the annexation of what was Mexico

in

1848.

During the

first part of the twentieth century,

so-called

"Oriental"

schools were established in San Francisco
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because Japanese

children

(like other Asian youngsters)

were prohibited by law from attending other public
In

fact,

California

establishment of
Chinese,

laws,

until

separate

Japanese,

1947,

schools

and other

If bilingual education has

schools.

permitted the

for Native American,

so-called

"Mongolian"

students.

survived through these years

without making a dent in the national culture,

then how can

detractors of bilingualism portray bilingual programs as
a menace.

This

situation can only be explained by compar¬

ing what transpired with bilingual education in the case
of the German language.
tic

"The

isolationism and nationalis¬

fervor which spread throughout the country at that

time had a negative

impact on bilingual education,

larly in the case of German"
the population serving the
as well as parents,

[Nieto,

1986,

p.

5].

particu¬
Today,

linguistic minority students,

are not exempted from a nationalistic

fervor which works today against bilingualism as well.
As a researcher of
bilingual education,
that,

in ways,

the

differed

legislations and enactments on
researcher confronted findings
from personal experience

with bilingual policy applications.
cannot discount the
City as

leaders

education.

in dealing

Nevertheless,

one

importance of California and New York

in the vanguard of establishing bilingual

The recognition that

linguistic minority chil¬

dren were not receiving adequate public

school education

led these

in implementing

states

to take an active role
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bilingualism.
alternative

It was very timely to assume that another

should be utilized besides

education programs approach.
Bilingual Education Act
Congressional Hearings
design pilot projects

in
in

in

the English-only

The emerging of the

1968
1967)

(after a series of
which allowed funding to

local districts,

creation of bilingual programs over the
ing of English as a Second Language

resulted in the

traditional teach¬

(ESL).

The demand that

this type of project generated showed the tremendous needs
of Chicanos,

Puerto Ricans,

and other groups
[1974]

Native Americans,

for bilingual education.

in California,

York City,

Chinese,

Lau v.

the Aspira Consent Decree

Nichols

in New

and the Massachusetts Transitional Bilingual

Education Law of

1971 were responses

to the constant

growth of a population that demanded educational
beyond what was offered by the educational

services

system nation¬

wide .
After weighing all the

factors around what was under¬

stood as bilingual education programs
major

legislation and enactments,

that communities

and authorities

they struggle to offer
alternative that

level of

the researcher believes
act in good

faith when

language minority groups an

fulfills

After twenty years of

and analyzing the

their educational needs.

struggling to maintain the

latitude that an educational program needs,

bilingual/bicultural educational programs are

still
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struggling to overcome the political battle that an initia¬
tive of this nature tends to encounter.
Although the

statistics

accomplishments of bilingual

speak louder on the positive
approaches nationwide,

they

do not convert detractors and as a result the attacks are
more

severe than ever.

One of the positive aspects of

having legislation and enactments on bilingualism is that
it creates barriers that are difficult

for adversaries

destroy in their quest to overturn the program.
researcher

to

This

found that parents and community activists

have taken the educational

system to court in an effort to

defend and clarify their children's right to receive an
equal educational opportunity through bilingual education.
The misconceptions of law do not differ
where the application of the
intention

from other cases

law does not reflect the

for which they were created.

In other words,

even when the right to receive bilingual education has
been reiterated by legislation or has become
forces that control

some

level of power

law,

adverse

in the educational

structure display behavior that

limits the

bilingual

legislation,

laws,

These

feelings go beyond discussions among intellectual

ill

decrees,

or enactments.

groups who are committed to work towards
of each particular

the realization

factional dream.

Bilingual education,
reflections,

leverage of

according to the researcher's

have redeemed the United States educational
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system.

Without bilingual programs,

today's percentage

of dropouts among Limited English Proficient
students would be alarming

for lack of a more critical word.

The design of bilingual programs across
on the Lau Remedy and

follow the

structure nationwide.

However,

implementation of the program.

of effective
Even when

the methodology varies

The

lack of well-trained

school principles of instructional design.

several approaches are used in different cities,
formulate the concept of

bilingual education as mandated by

local

involved in the

contributes to the unfurling implementation

most of them do not identify and

tion.

the nation are based

same approach for its

according to the educational personnel

human resources

(LEP)

Adverse
level

individual

federal and state regula¬

interpretations developed at the

(school and/or districts)

and inconsistent

implementation of regulations were taken by administrators
with the

intent to harm and limit the educational develop¬

ment of Limited English Proficient

(LEP)

students.

Recommendations

The

constitutional rights of bilingual

part have been dealt with by the
mechanisms.

The

students

judiciary and legislative

researcher has discussed these mechanisms

in detail and thoroughly analyzed the major bilingual
policies and

in

laws across

the nation.

In closure,

the
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researcher of this

study makes

the

following recommenda¬

tions :
• Knowledge on Bilingual Education
state

laws,

and court mandates

legislation,

should be

part of personnel training in order

for

school administrators and personnel to have
a knowledge base of the

implementation of

bilingual programs.
• Lau Remedy Plan outlining policy should be
revised according to new educational develop¬
ment research findings and educational

system

restructuring.
• Before creating a policy,
consideration not only the
groups coming
areas,

from the

one must take

into

inclusion of

same geographical

and their cultural development,

but

the variations within these geographical
areas,
format,

such as
speech,

the variation of

language

pattern of behavior,

and

modus vivendi.
• A uniform national policy should be
developed in order to have consistency
nationwide

in regard to bilingual education

programs.

This policy should address

such as curriculum development,
of educational materials,

issues

availability

and an effective

methodological

teaching approach proven to

be effective with bilingual
• Educational
parents,
to make

students.

systems must work with bilingual

school administrators,

and others

sure a replica of positive educa¬

tional models are developed and implemented
across

the nation.

• At all costs,

the establishment of a newcomers

school within the already established school
will
the

fulfill a gap among those that come to
system with a deficient education and

those that have the educational
successful.

skill to be

This would assist in

fully

addressing the problem faced by those that
are

illiterate but are working in the

around the nation to become
• Bilingual programs
by the

should be

federal government.

schools

fully educated.
fully

funded
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OFFICE OF
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT/CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
DR. RUDOLPH F. CREW

No. 87, 1986-1987
September 2, 1986

GUIDELINES FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE PROMOTION POLICY
TO BILINGUAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

TO:

Community Superintendents, Headmasters, Principals and Other
Administrative Heads:

Community Superintendents, Headmasters, Principals and Other Administrative
Heads are requested to keep on file a DATED CHECK LIST signed by all personnel
under their jurisdiction, as evidence that each had read this memorandum.
All students in bilingual education programs will be subject to the provisions
of the Boston Public Schools' Promotion Policy. To ensure that such students
are tested on what they know, rather than their English language proficiency,
the Promotion Policy will be applied in the following manner:
1.

The requirement that a student attain passing end-of-year report card
grades in (English) Reading and Language Arts in order to be promoted
will be satisfied by the attainment of a passing end-of-year report
card grade in English-as-a-Second-Language.

2.

The requirement that a student attain specified scores on the Degrees
of Reading Power (DRP) test in order to be promoted from Grades 5 and
8 and to graduate from Grade 12 will be satisfied as follows:
For Students on Lau Step 2:
a.

For students in Grades 3 through 12 who have been in a
bilingual program for less than two full school years, the
Cloze native language test for reading comprehensive will be
substituted for the DRP test.
To be promoted from Grade 5, such a student must attain a
score of at least 3.5 in either Grade 4 or Grade 5; to be
promoted from Grade 8, a student must attain a score of at
least 5.0 in middle school; and to graduate from Grade 12, a
student must attain a score of at least 7.5 in high school.
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b.

For students in Grades 3 through 12 who have been in a
bilingual program for more than two full school years, the
Cloze English language test for comprehension will be substi¬
tuted for the DRP test.
To be promoted from Grade 5, such a student must attain a score
of at least 3.5 in either Grade 4 or Grade 5; to be promoted
from Grade 8, a student must attain a score of at least 5.0 in
middle school; and to graduate from Grade 12, a student must
attain a score of at least 7.5 in high school.

For Students on Lau Steps 3 and 4;
c.

Students must attain the same minimum scores on the DRP test
as are required of students enrolled in regular education pro¬
grams in order to be promoted from Grade 5 and Grade 8 and to
graduate from Grade 12, unless the Language Assessment Teams,
for stated reasons based upon appropriate documentation, decide
to substitute the Cloze English Language Test for reading compre¬
hension for the DRP test.
If such a substitution is made, students must attain the scores
specified in Section 2(b) in order to be promoted or to graduate.
Language Assessment Teams may not modify the DRP requirement for
students by lowering the minimum scores required for promotion
or graduation.

For Students on Lau Step 5:
d.

3.

Students must attain the same minimum scores on the DRP required
of students enrolled in regular education programs to be promoted
from Grades 5 and 8 and to graduate from Grade 12.

If any student enrolled in a Bilingual Education Program fails to attain
the minimum score for his or her grade on the Cloze native language test,
the Cloze English language test or the DRP test, the student shall be
offered remediation. The Language Assessment Team will decide whether the
remediation will be provided in English or in the student's native
language.
The minimum Cloze test scores, by grade, are as follows:
Grade 3-2.5
Grade 4 - 3.0
Grade 5 - 3.5

4.

Grade 6 - 4.0
Grade 7 - 4.5
Grade 8 - 5.0

No student shall take the Botel Test.

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

9
10
11
12

-

6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
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5.

The application of the Promotion Policy to students enrolled in
Bilingual Special Education programs will be governed by the Special
Education guidelines and reviewed by the Language Assessment Teams.

General Reminders:
All students enrolled in Bilingual Education Programs are to be reviewed by the
Language Assessment Teams in September of each school year to ensure accurate
Lau step placement.
All Bilingual Education students who are in a fully mainstreamed program for the
first year will be reviewed by the Language Assessment Teams or, in schools
without Bilingual Education programs, the Individual Review Teams to monitor
academic progress.
All "Non-English Language Background Students" who are identified as being in
Lau Categories A, B, C, or D, and who are not enrolled in Bilingual Education
Programs will be reviewed by a Language Assessment Team or, in schools without
Bilingual Education programs, an Individual Review Team.
All inquiries concerning this memorandum should be addressed to the Office of
Bilingual Programs, Attention: James O'Connor, 26 Court Street, Boston, MA
02108; Telephone: 726-6200, Ext. 5683.

Rudolph Crew
Deputy Superintendent
Curriculum and Instruction
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Quality instruction of students in bilingual programs
shares a great deal with quality instruction in gen¬
eral.
A well-run bilingual classroom shares the same
characteristics as a quality monolingual classroom.
Among the characteristics they share are a strong
focus on academic work, high allocation of time to
subject matter content, use of active teaching prac¬
tices, expression of high expectations for student
performance, efficient classroom management and con¬
gruence between teacher intent and organization of
instruction.
Beyond these factors, successful bi¬
lingual classrooms use both the native language and
English for instructional purposes without the exclu¬
sion of one or the other.
A final feature of success¬
ful bilingual instruction is the use of cultural infor¬
mation during instruction time.
Massachusetts Law Chapter 71A and the Boston Voluntary
Lau Plan specify certain structures and procedures are
to be in place.
Enclosed is a summary of essential
features of a Bilingual Program.
These features
should be present in every Bilingual program.
Without
these features the programs cannot produce the quality
of instruction that is the BPS obligation to offer all
students and their parents.

BILINGUAL

HIGH

SCHOOL

PROGRAMS

Cluster Size

100 students form a
High school level.

Staffing

The minimum
teachers.

Class size

The student/teacher ratio is 18/1
or 25/1 with a bilingual aide in
the classroom.

for a

cluster at

cluster

is

the

five

Courses to be taught
The following courses are to be
taught.
Depending onthe student's
needs and staffing availability,
other courses beyond these may be
offered:
ESL Level 1-5
Native Language
Native Culture
General Math
Basic Math
Geometry

Curriculum

Program Steps

Earth

Science

Biology
Civics
U.S. History
Algebra I
Health

All courses in a bilingual program
should be taught according to the
curriculum objectives established by
the BPS.
As native language curric¬
ula are completed, such as the
Spanish Language Arts, schools are
obligated to implement them.
and

time

out

of program

The program step of a student
indicates the amount of time a stu¬
dent participates in both the bi¬
lingual and monolingual program.
Based on a 7-period day, bilingual
student's programs are to be con¬
structed on the following:
#

classes
in
bilingual

Step
Step
Step
Step

2
3
4
5

5
4
2
0

periods
periods
periods
periods

#

classes
in
mainstream
2
3
5
7

periods
periods
periods
periods
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Student

Review

Student progress should be re¬
viewed at least once a year and ap¬
propriate step changes take place.
Parents are notified of these changes
using form letters provided in the
the Language Assessment Handbook
and the information is forwarded
to the Lau Unit to be placed on the
Lau computer file.

Language Assessment Team
The Language Assessment Team is the
Individual Review Team for bi¬
lingual students.
It is composed of
the Bilingual Department Head and the
student's teachers and counselor.
Credits

All bilingual program courses receive
the same credit as any academic or
non-academic course offered by the
BPS.

Access to Monolingual

Courses

Bilingual students must have access
to any course offered by the school.
Bilingual students should not com¬
prise more than 75% of a monolingual
class.

Extra

Curricular Activities
Extra curricular activity
coordinators should actively
cruit bilingual students.

Notice

re¬

to parents
It is required to send Warning
Notices, explanations of the Report
Card and Scheduling Blanks in the
native language.
Every attempt
should be made to send letters and
notices to parents in the native
language .

Library

Role

of

Each library should contain refer¬
ences and other books in the native
language of the students in the
Bilingual Program in the school.
Instructional

Aides

The role of the aide is
to support and reinforce the teaching
program under the supervision of the
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bilingual teacher.
Aides are not
be used as substitute teachers or
to be expected to conduct classes
the absence of the teacher.
Promotional

to
in

Policy
The Language Assessment Team is the
Individual Review Team for Bilingual
students.
Promotional standards for
bilingual students have been estab¬
lished by the Office of Curriculum
and Instruction and the Bilingual
Department.
Bilingual students are
expected to meet all standards for
attendance, course credits, and
minimal test scores on the DRP,
English Cloze test or Native Cloze.
The test score required of students
will depend on their Program Step
and the number of years in the pro¬
gram and the Language Assessment
Team's decision.
Program
Step
2

Test

less
more

than
than

2
2

yrs.Native Cloze
yrs.English Cloze

3

English Cloze
or DRP

4

English Cloze
or DRP

5

-

DRP

Language Assessment Team
The team reviews each student's progress
on a yearly basis.
It decides the
appropriate Step placement of the stu¬
dent based on available test scores
and criteria established by the
Bi¬
lingual Department.
Also, the team
is responsible to monitor the progress
of the student who are placed on Step
5 during the first year they are com¬
pletely mainstreamed.
Testing

Bilingual students must be tested
according to the guidelines estab¬
lished by the Bilingual Department
and the Office of Testing.
Specific
results on tests will be given
when information for the whole system
is disseminated.
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Integration

All bilingual students are to be in¬
tegrated in non-academic classes and
activities such as art, music and gym.

Partial Mainstreaming
Because Boston's TBE program is a
transitional program, students at the
appropriate steps are to receive
academic classes in the mainstream
program.
The process of transition
is a gradual process that involves
partial mainstreaming before a student
is exited from the program.

BILINGUAL
SCHOOL

MIDDLE

PROGRAMS

Cluster size

80 students form a cluster
middle school level.

Staffing

The minimum number
a cluster is 4.

Class size

The student/teacher ratio is 18/1
25/1 with a bilingual aide in the
classroom.

of

at

the

teachers

for

or

Courses to be taught
The following
taught:

courses

ESL level 1-5
Native Language
Native Culture
Mathematics

are

to be

Social Studies
Science
Health

Curriculum

All courses with the exception
of ESL and Native Language and
Native History will use the curric¬
ulum objectives established by the
BPS.
The ESL curriculum developed
by the Bilingual Department/BPS must
be implemented in every ESL class¬
room.
As native language curricula
are completed, such as Spanish Lan¬
guage Arts, schools are obligated to
implement them.

Scheduling

In order to insure partial mainstreaming, Bilingual classes are to
be scheduled prior to standard cur¬
riculum classes so that bilingual
students are participating in mono1 ingual classes with standard curric¬
ulum students.
Block scheduling and sister cluster¬
ing are ways in which scheduling can
be implemented with desirable results.
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Program steps

and

the

process

of mainstreaming

The program step of a student in¬
dicates the amount of time a stu¬
dent participates in both the bi¬
lingual and monolingual program.
Based on a 7-period day, bilingual
student's programs are to be con¬
structed on the following:
classes
in
bilingual

classes
in
mainstream

5
4
2
0

2
3
5
7

#

Step
Step
Step
Step

Student Review

2
3
4
5

periods
periods
periods
period

#

periods
periods
periods
periods

Student progress is reviewed at least
once a year and appropriate updating
takes place.
Parents are notified
of these changes and the information
is forwarded to the Lau Unit to be
placed on the Lau file.

Language Assessment Team
The Language Assessment Team is the
Individual Review Team for bilingual
students.
It is composed of the
Teacher Liason and the student's
teachers and counselor.
Credits

Access

All bilingual program courses receive
the same credit as any academic or
non-academic course offered by the
BPS .
to Monolingual

Courses

Bilingual students should have
access to any course offered by the
school.
Bilingual students should
not comprise more than 75% of a monol ingual class.
Extra Curricular

Activities
Extra curricular activity coor¬
dinators should actively recruit bi¬
lingual students.
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Promotional

Policy
The Language Assessment Team is the
Individual Review Team for Bilingual
students.
Promotional standards for
bilingual students have been estab¬
lished by the Office of Curriculum
and Instruction and the Bilingual
Department.
Bilingual students are
expected to meet all standards for
attendance, course credits, and
minimal test scores on the DRP,
English Cloze test or Native Cloze.
The test score required of students
will depend on their Program Step
and the number of years in the pro¬
gram and the Language Assessment
Team's decision.
Program
Step
2

Test

less
more

than
than

2
2

yrs.
yrs.

Native Cloze
English Cloze

3

English Cloze
or DRP

4

English Cloze
or DRP

5

-

DRP

Language Assessment Team
The team reviews each student's progress
on a yearly basis.
It decides
the appropriate Step placement of the
student based on available test scores
and criteria established by the
Bi¬
lingual Department.
Also, the team
is responsible to monitor the progress
of the students who are placed on Step 5
during the first year they are com¬
pletely mainstreamed.
Testing

Bilingual

students

must

be

tested

according to the guidelines estab¬
lished by the Bilingual Department
and the Office of Testing.
Specific
results on tests will be given
when information for the whole system
is disseminated.
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Integration

All bilingual students are to be in¬
tegrated in non-academic classes and
activities such as art, music and gym.

Partial Mainstreaming
Because Boston's TBE program is a
transitional program, students at the
appropriate steps are to receive
academic classes in the mainstream
program.
The process of transition
is a gradual process that involves
partial mainstreaming before a student
is exited from the program.

Notice to Parents
It

is

essential

to

send warning

notices, explanations of the
report card and scheduling blanks
in the native language.
Every
attempt should be made to send letters
and notices to parents in the native
language.

Library

Each library should contain refer¬
ences and other books in the native
language of the students in the
bilingual program in the school.

Role of the instructional Aides
The role of the aide is to support
and reinforce the teaching program
under the supervision of the bi¬
lingual teacher.
Aides are not
to be used as substitute teachers
or be expected to conduct classes
in the absence of the teacher.
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BILINGUAL
SCHOOL

ELEMENTARY
PROGRAMS

Cluster Size

80 students form a cluster
the elementary level.

Staffing

The miniumum number
teachers is 4.

Class size

For single grade classes, the
student/teacher ratio is 18/1
or 25/1 with an aide in
the classroom.
In multigraded classrooms, the
ratio is 15/1 or 20/1
with an aide in the
classoom.

Courses to be taught

The

Mathematics
Social Studies
Arts and Culture

All programs are to level
students for ESL and if pos¬
sible, in the following
subjects:
ESL and
Native Language

Curriculum

of

following courses are
to be taught:

ESL level 1-5
Science/Health
Native Language

Leveling

at

Arts

All subjects with the excep¬
tion of ESL and Native Language
Arts will use the curriculum objec
tives established by the
BPS .
The ESL curriculum has been
developed by the Bilingual
Program and must be imple¬
mented in every ESL class¬
room.
As Native Language
Arts curricula are completed,
such as Spanish Language
Arts, schools are obligated
to implement them.

Report Cards

Report cards are sent home
in the native language of
the student.
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Program Steps and the

Process of Mainstreaming
The program step of a student
indicates the amount of time
a student participates in
both the bilingual and mono¬
lingual program.
The Elemen¬
tary program for grades one
to five is based on 1550
minutes of instructional time
per week.
Student schedules
should reflect the following:
# minutes
in
bilingual
per week
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Student Review

1008
465
232
0

# minutes
in
mainstream
per week
542
1085
1318
1550

Student progress is reviewed
at least once a year and ap¬
propriate updating takes
place.
Parents are to
be notified of these changes
and the information is for¬
warded to the Lau Unit to be
placed on the Lau Computer File.

Language Assessment Team
The Language Assessment Team
is the Individual Review Team
for bilingual students.
It is
composed of the Principal,
the Lau Liaison and the stu¬
dent's teacher.
Library

Role of

Each library should contain
references and other books in
the native language of the
students in the Bilingual
Program in the school.
the

Instructional

Aides
The role of the aide is to
support and reinforce the
teaching program under the
supervision of the bilingual
teacher.
Aides are not to be
used as substitute teachers
or be expected to conduct
classes in the absence of the
teacher.

Promotional Policy

The Language Assessment Team is the
Individual Review Team for Bilingual
students.
Promotional standards for
bilingual students have been estab¬
lished by the Office of Curriculum
and Instruction and the Bilingual
Department.
Bilingual students are
expected to meet all standards for
attendance, course credits, and
minimal test scores on the DRP,
English Cloze test or Native Cloze.
The test score required of students
will depend on their Program Step
and the number of years in the pro¬
gram and the Language Assessment
Team's decision.
Program
Step
2

Test

less than 2 yrs. Native Cloze
more than 2 yrs. English Cloze

3

-

English Cloze
or DRP

4

-

English Cloze
or DRP

5

-

DRP

Language Assessment Team

The team reviews each student's progress
on a yearly basis.
It decides
the appropriate Step placement of the
student based on available test scores
and criteria established by the
Bi¬
lingual Department.
Also, the team
is responsible to monitor the progress
of the students who are placed on Step 5
during the first year they are com¬
pletely mainstreamed.
Testing

Bilingual students must be tested
according to the guidelines estab¬
lished by the Bilingual Department
and the Office of Testing.
Specific
results on tests will be given
when information for the whole system
is disseminated.

Integration

All bilingual students are to be in¬
tegrated in non-academic classes and
activities such as art, music and gym.

Partial Mainstreaming

Because Boston's TBE program is a
transitional program, students at the
appropriate steps are to receive
academic classes in the mainstream
program.
The process of transition
is a gradual process that involves
partial mainstreaming before a student
is exited from the program.
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INTRODUCTION
Among the responsibilities of the Office of Citywide
Bilingual Programs and the Lau Unit is the monitoring of the
implementation of bilingual programs.
Both the State Law and the
Boston Voluntary Lau Plan specify services and procedures that
are part of program implementation.
It is necessary that these
services and procedures are monitored constantly in order to
assure that they are being implemented and, if not, to
efficiently define and solve the difficulties that may exist.
Monitoring is part of process evaluation.
It is concerned
with program implementation.
It seeks to identify which program
components are functioning and which ones are not being
successfully implemented.
This information provides a base, or
log, of actual progam activities.
It is useful in making program
decisions and for the interpretation of program outcomes.
Key personnel in this monitoring activity are the Bilingual
Coordinators.
Their role is to document program implementation
activities in the individual schools in their districts.
Beyond
documentation, they work toward the solution of any noncompliance issues.
For any issues which cannot be resolved with
a Principal, they must submit a Lau Compliance Log to the
District Superintendent and the Citywide Bilingual Office.
These
offices will pursue the issue to achieve compliance.
The
ultimate goal for all involved is to provide bilingual programs
which are in full compliance with all applicable regulations.
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DESCRIPTION OF MONITORING ACTIVITIES
The monitoring activities of the Bilingual Coordinators can
be divided into two distinct phases.
The first phase looks at
the individual students, their programs and records.
The second
phase focuses on the process of the Language Assessment Team and
the updating of student Program Steps.
PHASE ONE
The objective of this activity is to monitor the
completeness of student records and confirm that students are in
appropriate programs.
The Bilingual Coordinator will review a sample of
Cumulative/Summary records of students in each of the schools in
their district.
They will check the completeness of the
information included in the record.
This information includes
the LAT checklist from the previous year's Step update. Language
Assessment information for new students and, in the future, the
Student Learning Plans for some students.
A list of items to be
checked is found on Form Ml, in this handbook.
Also, the
Coordinator will look at individual student programs in order to
confirm that the Program Step of the student and the actual
schedule that the student has are in agreement.
In case there are documentation or Step/Program
disagreements, the Bilingual Coordinator will notify the
Principal by using Form M2.
This form requests the Principal to
take the appropriate action to rectify the situation and it
informs the school that the Coordinator will return within two
weeks to confirm that the appropriate action has been taken.
On returning to the school, if appropriate action has been
taken, the Coordinator will indicate it on Form M2.
If no action
has been taken the Coordinator will file a Lau Compliance Log
(Form M3) at the District level.
A copy of this form will be
submitted to the Office of Citywide Bilingual Programs.
TIMELINE
This

phase of monitoring will take place during the months
of September and October and will review the records and programs
of students who were in Bilingual programs the previous year.
During the month of January, the records of new students will be
checked.
Copies of all forms are due in the Bilingual Office r.c
later than November 15th and February 15th, respectively.

2
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PHASE TWO
The second phase of monitoring reviews the Step update of
students.
In order to help schools to implement the updates
correctly, the Coordinators will orientate Principals,
Headmasters and Bilingual staff to using the Language Assessment
Team Handbook.
A log of these orientation sessions (Form M4)
will be kept by the Coordinator.
The Coordinator will attend at
least one session of each Language Assessment Team to ensure that
the process is being correctly implemented.
After the Language Assessment Team has
Program Steps, the Bilingual Coordinator will:
- review the updated
District Office.

printouts

as

updated

Student

they arrive at the

- Check the updated Program Steps for completeness and
appropriateness.
%
%

- Return to the Language Assessment Team with any
concerns they have about individual students.
They
may request the Language Assessment Team to
reconsider the Step assignment.
- Sign off on the computer printout with the updated
Step showing their agreement with them, and forward
the information to the Lau Unit to be entered on the
Lau file.
At the end of the monitoring phase, copies of all forms will
be submitted to the Director of Citywide Bilingual Programs.
TIMELINE
Orientation to the Language Assessment Handbook will take
place during the months of March and April.
The Step update
process and the observation of the Language Assessment Teams will
take place during the months of April and May.
All log forms
will be turned into the Office of Citywide Bilingual Programs no
later than June 25th.

3
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FORM Ml
1988
INSTRUCTIONS

October Monitoring
A printout will be provided for all students at each
school in the District
Select a random sample (at least 20% of the total
population) and place a check beside their names.
For
elementary schools stratify the sample across all rooms
so your sample reflects the whole school.
Review each student's records, using the questions
listed below.
If the answer to each of the questions
listed below is yes, place a check in the appropriate
column beside the student name.
Col. A

Is the LAT Checklist from the previous year's Step
Review attached to the Cumulative/Summary record?
(If
yes, check printout.
If no, leave blank.)

Col. B

Is there a signed parent letter attached to
Cumulative/Summary record or evidence of attempts to
communicate with the parent?

Col. C

Do the student's actual class schedule and Program Step
match?

Col. D

Does the student's ESL level match the Program Step?

Col. E

If the student is a SPED student,
receiving all appropriate services?

the

student

Col. F

If the student is a SPED student, was the
reviewed by the LAT at the last Step update?

student

is

J anuary Monitoring
A printout of new students at the middle and high
school levels.
Review all students on the list using
the following questions.
Col. G

Is the student information from the Language Assessment
Center available?

Col.

Do the student's program
assessment of the LAC?

H

and

ESL

level

reflect

the
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APPENDIX:
MONITORING FORMS
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FORM M2
1988
BILINGUAL STUDENTS
PROGRAM ADJUSTMENT
Dear

School:

After reviewing a total of _ student records, I
find that certain data is missing or there are some discrepancies
between assigned Program Steps and actual student programs.
In
accordance with the Bilingual Program Monitoring Plan, I will
return in two weeks, on_to confirm that the
appropriate action has taken place.
At that time, any
outstanding cases must be submitted to the District and Central
Offices.
Please feel free to call upon me for clarification or
assistance.
Thank you for your continued cooperation.

*

Bilingual Coordinator
cc:
STUD #

Date

Community Superintendent
STUD. NAME

Disagreement of
PROGRAM/
STEP/
STEP NO.
ESL

MISSING
DOCUMENTS

OTHER

CHANGE
CONFIRMED
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FORM M3
1988
LAU COMPLIANCE LOG*

Name of Bilingual Coordinator:
Date:
Description of Compliance Issue:

Action Taken:
Date Received: _

Action Taken
District Level:
Date:

Date Received:

Action Taken
Central Bilingual Office:
Date:

Date Received:

Action Taken
Deputy Superintendent's Office
Date:

Date Received:

Action Taken
Superintendent's Office
Date:

* A copy of all logs must be sent to the Citywide Bilingual
Office in order that the process can be monitored.
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BILINGUAL PROGRAM COMPLIANCE MONITORING:
OVERVIEW OF PROCESS AND DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
BASED ON LAU COMPLIANCE PLAN AND ACTION PLAN
1.

The Bilingual Coordinator
reviews a sample of student
records and programs
for discrepancies.
Form M2
is
completed to notify the Principal of the problem.

2.

The Bilingual Coordinator returns in two (2) weeks to check
resolution of issues raised above.
If not
resolved, the
Bilingual Coordinator
files Form M3 (Lau Compliance Log) at
the District
level with a copy to the Office of Citywide
Bilingual Programs.
The District Superintendent attempts
resolution.
Date and type of
resolution
are recorded on
Form M3;
the
form is
retained on file with copy sent to
OCBP.

3.

If Form M3 not received in the Office of Bilingual Programs
within two
(2)
weeks,
the Office of Citywide Bilingual
Programs will
request a written status
report
from the
Bilingual Coordinator.
Within
five
(5) working days of
receipt of this
report,
the Director of the Office of
Citywide Bilingual Programs will meet with those involved
and attempt to informally resolve the problem.

4.

If the problem is resolved within five (5) working days, the
Director will notify all parties in writing and enter this
information in the file.
If the problem is not resolved within five (5) working days,
the Director of the Office of Citywide Bilingual Programs
will prepare a written memorandum to the appropriate Deputy
Superintendent detailing
the nature of the problem, the
Director's position with
the
justification
for this
position, and the positions of the persons involved.

5.

The appropriate Deputy Superintendent
shall attempt
to
informally resolve the problem to the satisfaction of the
persons involved and the Director.
If within
five
(5)
working days
from the date of the
Director's memorandum the appropriate Deputy Superintendent
is able to resolve the problem, the Deputy shall notify all
parties in writing, including the Director.

6.

If after
five
(5)
working days
from the date of
Director's memorandum the problem
is not
resolved,
Deputy Superintendent shall prepare a written memorandum
other
appropriate
Deputy
Superintendents
and
Superintendent detailing:
1)

The Deputy's understanding of the problem.

the
the
for
the
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2)

the positions of the persons involved and the Director,
and

3)

the Deputy's position on how the problem should be
educational
resolved and the specific
and/or legal
rationale for this position.

7.

Copies of said memorandum shall be given to the persons
involved and the Directors and they shall have two (2)
working days to respond to the Superintendent.

8.

Within five
(5) working days of the Deputy Superintendent's
memorandum, the Superintendent shall
resolve the problem,
stating in a written memorandum to the persons involved, the
Director, and the Deputy Superintendent,
the decision and
the specific educational and/or
legal
reasons
for this
decision.

9.

The Director of Citywide Bilingual Programs,
or a designee,
shall compile a status
report each month of all problems
referred.
This report will be provided to the Master PAC in
a timely fashion each month.

FORM M5
1988
Bilingual Coordinator
District _

LAT REVIEW MONITORING LOG

NAME OF SCHOOL

ATTENDING LAT
MEETING (DATE)

REVIEWED
i
STEPS (DATE)

COMMENTS
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FORM M4
1988
Bilingual Coordinator
District _

LAT HANDBOOK ORIENTATION LOG
NAME OF
SCHOOL

DATE ORIENTATION
TO PRINCIPAL

DATE ORIENTATION
TO LAT

11

1

i
•

%

NAMES OF
LAT MEMBERS

APPENDIX D

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT TEAM HANDBOOK—1989-1990
(BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS)
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LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT
TEAM
HANDBOOK

1989-1990

LAU UNIT
BILINGUAL PROGRAM
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INTRODUCTION

During the course of the school year, bilingual teachers should be
working together to review and assess the academic performance of
bilingual students.
In order to facilitate the review process,
bilingual teachers convene as the Language Assessment Team.
0

This Handbook explains the responsibilities of the Language
Assessment Team (LAT), and the type of records which should be
maintained.
It contains copies of the Student Checklist and
Parent Letter.

2
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LAT MEMBERSHIP
The LAT at the high school
level
is chaired by the Bilingual
Assistant Headmaster/Department Head or Teacher Specialist, who
serves as the Headmaster's designee.
Elementary and middle school
LATs
are chaired by
the bilingual
team
leader/liaison.
LAT
membership includes all bilingual teachers and at elementary and
middle schools, the Principal and the Lau Liaison.
In order for a decision about a student to be implemented,
following members of the LAT must be present at the review:
Elementary School
a.
b.
c.
d.

c.
d.

b.
c.

Level:

Principal or Lau Liaison
Student's current bilingual classroom teacher/and ESL
teacher
Teacher preparing to receive student
In the case of students with special needs, the Special
Education teacher, and if possible, the E.T.L.

High School
a.

Level:

Principal or Lau Liaison
Student's current bilingual classroom teacher/and ESL
teacher
Teacher preparing to receive the student
In the case of students with special needs, the Special
Education teacher, and if possible, the E.T.L.

Middle School
a.
b.

the

Level:

Assistant Headmaster or, for small language groups, a
bilingual Teacher Specialist of the language involved
A bilingual teacher of the student for each subject into
which the student is being considered for mainstreaming
In the case of students with special needs, the Special
Education teacher and the E.T.L. should be present.

In order to facilitate the student review process, meetings should
be scheduled on a regular basis and LAT members should be informed
by the Lau Liaison when their presence is required.

LAT RESPONSIBILITIES
In evaluating students and making recommendations, the LAT utilizes
criteria provided by the Lau Unit.
Evaluation and Step placement
should
be
done
in
conjunction/consultation
with
the
Headmaster/Principal and Bilingual Coordinator.

3
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When assessing a bilingual
student
for
partial
mainstreaming,
specific criteria should be carefully considered and maintained in
the student's cumulative
folder/summary
record.
Student test
scores. E.S.L. proficiency level, successful completion of course
work. and teacher feedback should be considered as a indicator of
student progress.
To ensure a thorough evaluation of each student, the LAT should
meet as a group.
All paperwork should have been prepared in
advance of the scheduled meeting, and upon completion of the LAT's
student assessment, the appropriate checklist should be signed by
all the participants in the evaluation process and maintained in
the cumulative folder/summarv record along with the Parent Letter
and SLP.

BILINGUAL STUDENTS WITH

SPECIAL NEEDS

A bilingual special education teacher should be involved in the
LAT process as it applies to his/her students,
along with the
student's bilingual regular education teacher.
The LAT process
does not replace any procedures mandated under Chapter 766 or P.L.
94-142; rather, the LAT's STEP recommendation will be important
information for the 766 Evaluation Team (See Appendix A).
It is
important that the LAT monitor and update the STEP of bilingual
special education students.

PROMOTIONAL POLICY

In light of the Promotional Policy,
minimum requirements for promotion.

all

BPS

students

must

meet

It is important to remember that the LAT should review all students
in
jeopardy
of
not
being
promoted.
The
school
must
offer
remediation.
The type of remediation must be determined by the
Principal/Headmaster and the LAT.

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT CENTER

The Language Assessment Center at the Parkman School, 25 Walk Hill
Street, Jamaica Plain, interviews and test students whose first
language is not English for initial entry into the system.
It
provides a language classification in both languages and an ESL
and Native Language level and initial Step placement for bilingual
students.

4
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Once a student is placed in the bilingual program, the Language
Assessment Team is responsible for the yearly review and Step
placement of students.
New students to the system arriving at your school should have gone
through the Language Assessment Center for testing.
If a newly
enrolled
student has not been to the Language Assessment Center,
contact the Center at 983-5377 or 983-5378.

DOCUMENTATION
The following documents must
Cumulative Record/Summarv Record:

be

kept

a.

the Student Checklist

b.

a copy of letter sent to parent

c.

when appropriate,

in

the

student's

an SLP

Other records or copies of the above may be kept in individual
student file in the middle and high school.
However, they do not
satisfy the requirement that the above document must be with the
Curaulative/Summary Records
for
review by both the Bilingual
District Coordinators and State Department personnel.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT
Prior to the Language Assessment Team's meeting to consider a
student for a Step assignment change or a Student Learning Plan,
the student's parents should be invited to participate in the
process.
The specific, date and time of the meeting should be
communicated in writing to the parents a week prior to the student
review.
If the parents do not respond to the letter written in a week's
time, the Language Assessment Team should meet as planned.
After
the review has been completed, the PARENT LETTER must be forwarded
to the home to apprise the parents of the LAT's decision.
A copy
of
the
letter
should
be
maintained
in
the
student's
cumulative/summary record.

5
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89 -90
snuorr in? iFDATE/mrerT leami* plan
DATE

MANE Of SCHOOL
1.
STUDENT'S NO.
3.
DATE Of IIRTH
5.
LANGUAGE Of NOME

2.
DATE ENROLLED IN TSE

NAM
A.

CURRENT GRAPE

SPED PROTOTYPE

6. EDUCATIONAL HISTORY
a. Nurber of Ktdtalc years anrollad In native country tchoola _
b. Nurtoer of academic year* anrollad In TSE In thla country _(do not count kindergarten)
e. Nurbar of daya atudant haa attandad achool thla yaar _ of _ (to data)
d. Number of daya atudant attandad laat achool yaar _ (of 180 daya)

7.

CURRENT PROGRAN

Please attach a ccpf

of

tha aoat racant report card or fill In tha inforwatlon balow.

LANGUAGE Of INSTRUCTION
English Nativa (chack appropriate language)

(

NARK

Natlva Language Arta/Raadlng _ _____

_

ESL
Englfah Rfading
Nath
Selanca
Social Sclanca
Othtr Elactivaa

_
_ _____
_ _
__
__
_____ _____

_
_
_
_
_
_

Remedial Rfading

_ _____

_

Chaptar I: ESL_
Raading
_ _
Nath_

_
_
_

If a copy of tha report card
la includad circle courses
taught in Engl ish)

8. CURRENT ASSESSNENTS

TITLE Of STANDARDIZES ASSESSMENT
INSTRUOfT AJO DATE Of A0M1IIST.
Listening
IPT/ Oral/ Speaking
Reading
Writing

NETROPOUTAN

Other

DATE
OATE
OATE

/
/
/

/
/
/

OATE
DATE

/
/

/
/

TEST RESULTS
G.E. or NCE

RESULTS
English Cloze
Native Cloze
Other Test

DATE
OATE
OATE
OATE

/
/

/
/

/
/
_/_/_

Present Step _
Present ESL Laval
ESL Laval * Recommendation for Placement

Next Tear's ESL Level
1
2
3
4
5
Mai net reamed

Student Placement
STEP 2
STEP 2
STEP 3
ITV 3 op STEP 4
STEP 4
STEP 9

Liat Recommended Nslmtrmaaad Courmem

DATE

Chack recommended Support Service*
Rfcoaaaandad
Step _

Tutorial
Counsel i ng
Chaptar I

_
_
_

Other (specify)_

Team Ccwta:

K«N Of CPtmtCATlCN WITN PARENT

RESULT

/_/
,/_/.
./_/.
/_/
If a student i* completing the third year or more in bilingual
proceed to number 11.

fill out numbers 9 and 10 at the back of this page. atn»r-fc*»e.
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9. Pleas* explain, by checking all applicable item*, why student is not recommended for exit after three lJ> *ears
in TBE such as (specify for each item checked).
_ poor attendance

_ inadequate native language proficiency

_ Ch. 766 needs

_ inadequate English language proficiency

_ retained in grade

_ other (specify) _;_

_ low academic eiarks

_

10.DESCRIPTION Of STUOEHT LEARNING MAX
Describe the progrm* that will be provided to the student to ensure maxima participation in the monolingual
curriculum. Indicate regular and special instruction in the language used, levels, topics, etc.
(e.g.
mathematic computations, concepts and applications for grade 6 in English and supplemented by Chapter I).

11. LANGUAGE ASSESSSCNT TEAM
PE8SCHS approving the PtM (Signatures)
/_/_

TBE TEACHER

DATE
/

ESI TEACHER

DATE

OTHER LAT TEAM MEMBER

DATE

/

_ _/_/
PARENT(If PRESENT)

OATE

PRINCIPAL

OATE

OTHER TEA* MEMBER

OATE

/
/

/

/

/

!
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PARENT LETTER
ENXEH

Student Name _

School

Student Number _

Date

Dear Parent:
Your child’s teachers have reviewed the progress your child is making in the
Bilingual Program.
They have based their decision on both classroom
performance and test results.
They have agreed that your child be placed on:
STEP 2 Program

Please see reverse side for
explanation of STEP PROGRAM.

STEP 3 Program
STEP 4 Program
STEP 5 Program
If you do not agree with this change, please contact_
Lau Liaison
at _.
If you do not contact the school within ONE WEEK.
Phone Number
the new STEP Program will take effect.
If you agree with this change, please sign below and return this form to the
school.
If you wish to have a meeting to discuss the STEP Program
assignment, please contact the Lau Liaison indicated above.
Parent Signature/Guardian_ Date_

Parent’s Right of Appeal
There is a process which is available to parents who disagree with the
Language Assessment Team's recommendation for a STEP Program assignment.
If you disagree with your child's STEP Program assignment, you should notify
the Language Assessment Team in your child's school.
If after having met
with the LAT you still disagree, please consult with your Bilingual
Coordinator.
The Bilingual Coordinator will consult with the Director for
Citywide Bilingual Programs and the Lau Coordinator for Compliance and
Testing and contact the parent to review the decision.
EAST ZONE
VEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

-

Marc Prou
Norma Soto
Karan Lav
Myriaa Gutiarram

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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STEP PROGRAM EXPLANATION
STEP 2

In the estimation of the Language Assessment Team, it is
best that your child begin to take elective courses in
English.
However, all academic subjects will be taught
in the native language.

STEP 3

In the estimation of the Language Assessment Team, your
child's progress is sufficient so that he/she may begin
to take one or two classes in the English speaking
classroom.
Your child's courses in the monolingual
program will be _ and _.

STEg-A

In the estimation of the Language Assessment Team, your
child has made sufficient progress in English so that
he/she can take the majority of courses in the English
speaking classroom. Your child's courses in the English
speaking classroom will be_,_,

STEP 5

After review of your child's progress (test scores and
classroom performance) the Language Assessment Team is
recommending that your child take all of his/her courses
in English speaking classes. It is important that during
the next year we follow his/her progress. If at the end
of this time the student is sucessful, he/she will no
longer be in need of the services of the Bilingual
Program.

QAE1K&1&9 PAPRg3

SPANISH/Pa rent Letter

Nombre del Estudiante _ Escuela _
Niimero de estudiante

_ Fecha _

Estimados padres:
El progreso acadbmico alcanzado por su hijo(a) en el programa bilingue ha
sido evaluado por los maestros. Tanto el trabajo diario como los resultados
de los exbmenes han sido tornados en consideracibn para determinar el nivel
mas apropiado para su hijo(a).
Los maestros han acordado ubicar a su hijo(a) en:
NIVEL 2

Nota: A1 dorso de este papel encontrara
una descripcibn de cada nivel.

NIVEL 3
NIVEL 4
NIVEL 5
De usted no estar de acuerdo con la decisibn, por favor comuniquese con
__ (persona enlace de la unidad LAU) al telefono
_.
De no tener noticias suyas en una semana. se hara
efectivo el cambio de nivel.
De usted estar da acuerdo con el cambio, por favor firme la parte
correspondiente de esta hoja y devublvala a la escuela.
Si usted desea
acordar una cita para discutir el nivel asignado a su hijo(a) , por favor
comuniquese con la persona enlace de la unidad LAU.
Firma del padre o encargado _ Fecha _
Derecht? de ftpgiasiaa ds 1<?3. Patirea
Existen mecanismos disponibles para los padres que esten en desacuerdo con
la recomendacibn hecha por el Comitb de Evaluacibn Linguistica con relacion
al nivel asignado a su hijo(a).
De usted estar en desacuerdo con el nivel asignado a su hijo(a) debe
notificarselo al Comitb de Evaluacibn Linguistica de la escuela de su
hijo(a). Si ailn despubs de haberse reunido con este comitb usted continuara
en desacuerdo, por favor comuniquese con el Coordinador Bilingue de su zona
escolar.
Este consultarb con el Director del Programa Bilingue y con el
Coordinador de la Unidad LAU y posteriormente se reunirbn con los padres para
discutir la decisibn del comitb.
EAST ZONE
VEST ZONE
NORTE ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

-

Haro Prou
Norma Soto
Karen Lav
Myriam Gutierres

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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DESCRIPCION DE CAPA NIVEL
NIVEL

2

De acuerdo al Comitd de Evaluacibn Linguistica,
seria de beneficio para su hijo(a) que comenzara a
tomar cursos electivos en ingles. No obstante, las
asignaturas basicas
las tomara
en su
idioma
verndculo que es espanol.

NIVEL 3

De acuerdo al Comitd de Evaluacibn Linguistica, su
hijo(a) ha progresado lo suficiente en el idioma
inglds como para que pueda tomar uno o dos cursos
en un salon donde la instruccibn se ofrece en
inglds.
Los cursos a tomar en el programa regular
serlan los siguientes: _ y

NIVEL 4

De acuerdo al Comitd de Evaluacibn Linguistica, su
hijo(a) ha progresado lo suficiente en el idioma
inglds como para que pueda tomar la mayoria de sus
clases en un salon donde la instruccidn se ofrece
en ingles.
La3 clases a tomar en el programa
regular serian las siguientes: _,
f

NIYEL--5

9

Despuds de evaluar el progreso acaddmico de su
hijo(a) (basados en clases diarias y examenes) el
Comitd de Evaluacidn Linguistica recomienda que su
hijo(a) tome todas sus clases en el programa
regular.
Es importante que durante el prdximo ano
escolar sigamos de cerca el progreso acaddmico de
su hijo(a).
Si al finalizar el ano escolar el
progreso acaddmico de su hijo(a) es satisfactorio
entenderemos que su hijo(a) ya no necesita los
servicios del programa bilingue.
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PARENT LETTER
Cape Verdean

Nomi di Studanti _ Skola
Numru di Studanti _ Data

Stimadu Pai:
Prufesoris di bu fi u reve se prugresu na Prugrama Bilingua.
ts bazia ses
disizon na se prugresu na sala di aula ku na razultadus di tesit.
ts diga konkluzon me bu fi u debe podu na:

Programa
Programa
Programa
Programa

PASU
PASU
PASU
PASU

2
3
4
5

Di favor spia ladu di tras pa
splikason di prugrama di PASUS.

Si bu ka konkorda ku es mudansa di favor konakta _ na
_. Si bu ka kontakta skola dentu du Una Sumana. es prugrama
No. Telefoni
resenti ta podu en pr&tika.
Si bu konkorda ku es mudansa, di favor sina es inpresu y bu torna divolvel
pa skola.
Si bu diziza un runion pa diskuti es prugrama, kontakta ligason
di LAU indikadu ri riba.
Sinatura di Pai/Enkaregadu d'Idukason _
Data
Direitu di Pais di Apela:
Ten un prusesu na dispozison di pais ki ka konkorda ku rakomendason di Grupu
di Avaliason di lingua, pa un prugrama di PASU atribuidu.
Si bu ka konkorda ku prugrama di PASU atribuidu, bu debe notifika grupu di
Avaliason di Lingua na skola di bu fi u.
Si dispos di bu kontra ku Gal
(LAT), inda bu ka konkorda, di favor konsulta bu Kordenador (a) Bilingua.
Kordenador Bilingua ta konsulta ku "Director1' di "Citywide Bilingual
Programs" y ku "Lau Coordinator for Compliance and Testing" y kontakta pais
pa reve kel disizon.
EAST ZONE
WEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

-

Maro Prou
Noras 8oto
Karan Lav
Myriaa Gutierrez

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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8PLIKA80N PI PRUGRAMA PI PA8P8
PASU 2

Na opinion di Grupu di Avaliason di Lingua, e miijor pa bu
fi u komensa ta tuma argun disiplina opsional na Ingles.
Kontudu, tudu disiplina akaddmiku ta ser nsinadu na lingua
nativu (kriolu).

PASU 3

Na opinion di Grupu di Avaliason di Lingua, prugresu di bu
fi u sta sufisienti, di manera k'el pode komensa ta tuma un
6 dos disiplina no aula ki ta paiadu sd Ingles. Disiplina di
bu fi u na prugrama monolingua ta ser _
ku _ .

PASU 4

Na opinion di Grupu di Avaliason di Lingua, bu fi u a faze
bastanti prugresu na Ingles, di manera k'el pode kunsa ta tuma
maior parti di disiplina na prugrama monolingua undi ta paiadu
sd Ingles.
Se disiplinas na prugrama monolingua ta ser

PASU 5

Dipo» di reve prugresu di bu fi u (razultadu di testi, ku
prugrasu na sala di aula) Grupu di Avaliason di Lingua ta
rakoaenda ki bu fi u tuma tudu disiplina na prugrama
monolingua.
E inpurtanti ki du sigi se prugresu na prosimu
anu.
Si na fin d'es altura el sta progridi, e ka meste
sirvisu di Prugrama Bilingua.
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FABBMT..LSYIEB
Italian
Nome dello Studente _ Scuola
Matricola dello Studente _ Data

Caro Genitore:
Gli Insegnati di suo figlio/a hanno valutato il miglioramento da lui fatto
nel programma bilingue.
La loro valutazione 6 stata basata sia sul profitto
in classe sia sui risultati degli esarai, di comune accordo hanno assegnato
suo figlio/a al:
2o.
3o.
4o.
5o.

LIVELLO
LIVELLO
LIVELLO
LIVELLO

Vedere a tergo per la spiegazione dei
LIVELLI.

Se voi non siete d'accordo con questo cambiamento mettetevi in contatto con
_ al _■
Addetto Lau
Telefono
SETTIMANA il cambiamento sari affettuato

Se non ci sari risposta entro UNA
(NUOVO LIVELLO).

Se siete d'accordo con il cambiamento, finnate nello spazio sottostante ed
inviate il modulo a scuola.
Se chiedete un colloquio,
per discutere
1'assegnazione al nuovo livello, mettetevi in contatto con 1'addetto Lau
indicato sopra.
Firma del Genitore o chi ne fa le veci _
Data _
Piritto dej genitorl as appellargj
Esiste una procedura specifica da seguire per i genitori che non son
d'accordo con la raccomandazione del GRUPPO LAT all'assegnazione del nuovo
livello.
Se non siete d'accordo con 1'assegnazione di vostro figlio/a al nuovo livello
fatelo presente al GRUPPO LAT dela sua scuola.
Se dopo asservi riuniti non
siete ancora di accordo mettetevi in contatto con il vostro coordinatore
biligue.
Il coordinatore bilingue consulteri il Direttore dei Programmi
Bilingui ed il Coordinatore Lau per accertarsi sulla legalita e gli esami
amministrati e quindi si mettera in conttatto con il genitore per rivalutate
la decisione presa.
EAST ZONE
WEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

-

Karo Prou
Norma 8otO
Karan Law
Myriam Gutierrez

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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gpigqftgiQra PSI LIYBLLI
2o.

LIVELLO

Secondo il Gruppo LAT 6 meglio che suo figlio/a inizi a
seguire alvune materie secondarie in Inglese mentre segue
le principal! nella sua lingua madre.

3o.

LIVELLO

Secondo il Gruppo LAT il progresso di suo figlio/a in
Ingles & tale da permettergli di seguire alcune classi
regolari in Inglese.
Le materie nelle classi regolari
d'Inglese
saranno
_
e

4o.

LIVELLO

Secondo il Gruppo LAT il progresso di suo figlio/a in
Inglese 6 tale da permettergli di seguire la maggior
parte delle materie nelle classi regolari d’Inglese.
Le
materie nelle classi regolari d'Inglese saranno

5o.

LIVELLO

Dopo aver esaminato attentamente il progresso fatto da
suo figlio/a (Risultati d'esami, profitto in classe) il
Gruppo LAT ha raccomandato che lo studente prenda tutte
le
materie
nelle
classi
regolari
di
Inglese.
E
importante che durante il prossimo anno il suo progresso
venga seguito attentamente, e se alia fine dell*anno
scolastico i risultati sono positivi egli non avri piu
bisogno d'istruzione bilingue.
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PARENT LETTER
French

Norn de l'eleve _ Ecole
No. d'identification de l'eleve _ Date

Cher Parent:
Le professeurs ont revu le travail realist par votre enfant et constatent qu
il a fait du progrfcs.
Ceci a ete base sur la performance de l'eleve en
classe et du resultat des examens.
Ils ont decides de placer cotre enfant dans l'6chelon suivant:
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP

1
2
3
4

Program
Program
Program
Program

Voyes le verso de la page, pour plus
d'information sur step program.

Si vous
n'Stes pas d'accord avec ce changement,
veuillez
contacter
_ au _.
Lau Liaison
No. de telephone
Si dans une semaine, vous n'avez pris contact avec l'dcole, le mouveau Step
Program sera dument consid6rd.
Si vous etes d'accordo avec ce changement, veuillez signer et retourner ce
feuillet a l'dcole. Au cas que vous desirez avoir une entrevue pour discuter
de cette affectation du Step Program, cous pouvez en 1'occurence contacter
la personne en charge (Lau liaison) citde, plus haut.
Signature du Parent/Tuteur_ Date _
Droit d'Appel des Pirents

Les parents qui ne sont pas d'accord avec les recommendations de l'Equipe
d'Evaluation, auront toujours 1'opportunity de recourir a autre processus.
Pour cela ils doivent notifier l'Equipe d'Evaluation A 1'ecole de l'eleve.
Si apres avoir rencontr6 l'Equipe d'Evaluation vous n'etes toujours pas
sastifait, contacted votre coordinateur bilinque.
Le coordinateur bilinque
a son tour consultera avec le Directeur bilinque et le coordinateur de Lau
et finalment contactera le parent a fin de revor la decision prise.
EAST ZONE
WEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

-

Marc Prou
Norma Soto
Karen Law
Myriam Gutierrea

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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EXPLICATION DU STEP PROGRAM

STEP 2

Suivant l'opinion de l'equipe d'Evaluation, il est recommande
que votre enfant commence a suivre les cours electifs en
Anglais,
cependent
les
sujets
a
cademiques
lui
seront
enseignes dans sa langue maternelle.

STEP 3

Suivant l'opinion de l'equipe d'evaluation votre enfant a fait
des progres suffisants lui permenttant de suivre une ou
plusieurs cours dans une classe reguliere composee d'eleves
exclusivement parlant Anglais.
Les cours qui lui seront
dispenses dans la classe reguliere sont: _,
et __.

STEP

Suivant l'opinion de l'equipe d'evaluation votre a fait de
progres suffisants en Anglais lui permettant de suivre 1
majeur partie des cours dans une classe reguliere composee
exclusivement d'eleves parlant Anglais.
Le couis que votre
enfant prendra dans cette classe seront: _,

4

•

STEP

5

_• _i

Apres avoir revu le progres realise par votre (comprenand
resultats de examens et performance en classe)
l'Equipe
d'Evaluations a recommande que votre enfant suive tous les
cours dans une classe reguliere.
II est important qu au cours
de l'annee suivante, nous continueront a suivre ses progres
en classe.
Si en dernier lieu ill suit les cours avec succes,
cells signific qu'il
n'aura plus besoin des service du
programme bilingue.
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PARENT LETTER
Portuguese
Nome do aluno/a _ Escola _
Numero do aluno/a _ Data __
Caros Pais:
Os professores do vosso filho/a fizeram uma revisao sobre o progresso escolar
qua o vosso filho/a a tern feito no Programa Bilingue.
Estes professores
basearam a sua decisao em exames e em resultados obtidos nas aulas.
Decidiram que o vosco filho/a seja colocado na:
FASE
FASE
FASE
FASE

2
3
4
5

do
do
do
do

Programa
Programa
Programa
Programa

Favor de ver a esplicagao das FASES
no verso desta.

Se nAo concordais com esta mudanga, por favor contactai
_, pelo tel. No. _.
Se nao contactais
entrarci em vigor.

a

escola

dentro

DUMA

SEMANA.

a

nova

o

FASE

Oficial

do

Lau

Programa

Se concordais com a mudanga, por favor assinai abaixo e devolvei esta forma
& escola.
Se desejareis uma reuniao para discutir a nova FASE do Programa,
por favor contactai o Oficial do departamento Lau acima indicado.
Assinatura de pai/mte/encarregado _
Data

Direito de Aoelo pelos Pais
H& um processo de apelo A disposigao dos pais que nao estejam de acordo com
a decisao da Equipa de Avaliagao de Linguas da escola que vosso filho/a
frequenta.
Se apda uma conferencia com a Equipe de Avaliagao de Linguas
continuais a discordar com a decisao, por favor contactai o vosso Coordenador
Bilingue.
O Coordenador Bilingue em consulta com o Director dos Programas
Bilingues da Cidada e com o Coordenador do Departamento Lau contactara
convosco para fazer uma revis&o sobre a decisao.

EAST ZONE
VEST ZONE
NORTH Z0N1
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

-

Karo Prou
Norma Soto
Karan Lav
Myriam Gutiarras

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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EXPUCACAQ PAg FASEg PQ..PRQ.gRAMA
FASE 2

De acordo com a Equipe de Avaliagdo de Linguas, d melhor que
vosso filho/a comece a tirar algumas matdrias em ingles.
Contudo, todas as matdrias acaddmicas devem ser na lingua
materna.

FASE

De acordo com a Equipe de Avaliagao de Linguas, o progresso
de vosso filho/a d suficiente para que possa tirar uma ou duas
matdrias numa classe de ingles,
as matdrias do voso filho/a
num programa monolingual serao

3

•

**

FASE

4

De acordo com a Equipe de Avaliagao de Linguas, o vosso
filho/a tem feito progresso escolar suficiente de modo a poder
tirar a maior parte das matdrias do vosso filho/a numa classe
de inqlds serdo
#
#
•

FASE

5

Depois duma revisao do progresso escolar do vosso filho/a
(resultados de exames e trabalhor em classe) a Equipe de
Avaliagdo de Linguas recomenda que o vosso filho/a tire todas
as matdrias numa classe ou classes de ingles.
E importante
tomar atengao ao seu progresso escolar durante o proximo ano.
Se ao fim deste periodo o estudante tiver sucesso, ele/ela nao
preclsard mais dos servigos do Programa Bilingue.
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Parent Letter

£

Ch i nese

_

Stt: _

&: _

Bffl: _

*?952;gMet&§}iS Jt?*?£5ISS»Ss*S't>2i*Slit«. tffct&sSS

_m-mmfr
_mBmmm
_mwmm#
_mx.mimiz
»BaT*lB)Stt*»S?. II(1|_ 5PIK75£®ft£ffi*m. 3IS:_

eHT^-awrt^siiis^ss.a. jjrSR»ifitfHF«iwjfi6. »»Tra«wi0»». sif
ittaa#±g«M3ciHi45^» xaattftBia®ia)?$». sstas. assi-tasift
£JSEm£<m*S.
itta
*g/&«ASSS: _

Hffli

*s8^ra.g.!§ssfffi'j'aaa2.a®i«i?'«(*. Bjfssw^a^aaisso

w^ris#, aisjssi»ts£if»‘5 iS£<£®ssw±iftss«nse«RSift

&«B£sgl»*Siff»SS§:
EAST ZONE
WEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

Marc Prou
\orma Soto
Karen Law

Hi&flj

Myriam Gutierrez

282“3440
323—6020
426 — 5552
442—1396

£g@«tra»s§s*S^
ggH.a»i

gE3*88'l
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89-90

PARENT LETTER

KHMER

crajjAwe._

□

rxT|T^^ 'tnSL

_S^S^tlvS*_^ Q^^Ato^TV)?5^.r5'V<l^'fe

TT|CVT^I «£«

x^ctu^) ***virS) j^iW)

\*n

^^cvrv^jiyy^rcro^t
EAST 20NB
VEST 20KB
NORTH 20KB .
HIGH SCHOOLS 20KB

-

Kara Prou
Hor»» Soto
K»r«n L*V
Myria* Outl«rr«»

282-3440
323-6020
426-3532
442-1396
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PARENT LETTER
Vietnamese

Ho tan Hpc-smh

Trudng

S3' k/-danh _

Ngiy _

89-90

Thda Quy Phu-huynh
Quy-vl Cx^o-sJ cua con «m quy-vl da xam-xat trtn-trinh hoc-tip
cu4 tm crong chddng-trinh song-ngu.
•m d’ crong

Dqa vao c*c Xlt-qua nqc-tap c.’a

.dp cung nhJ tcong cac bai thl. Quy-v*. Glao-sJ da dong--/

dt-nghl dda «m ltn hqc d’nhom :

^^

Nfto* 2

L—^

2

/ 7
/—7

Nho'a 4
Nhd* 3

Xin xam raft sau d$* hilu to
nhora L* nhti tha'nao.

siu Quy-vl kh$ng dbng-y va' su thay-ddi ntV» *ih llln-i^c vdl vi«n
dai-diln cua Lau Plan _di|n-thoai_u

Nau Quy-vl khbng lifn-lac vdl nha-trddng trong vohg mot (1)

tuan LiT

thl' st/ thay-doi nay sa co hi^u-li/c.
Nau Qu/-vl d3ng-y, xin vui long ky-tan dvfdi day vl gdi v«T trying con
am quy-vl dang hqc. Niu quy-vi rauon thab-lugn va* vlac an-d^nh .-..-.cm
nay, xin lian-lac vox vian dai-dian Lau Plan ghi trart day.
Chd ky phq-huynh _ NgTy _
CUY$N KHltfr-NAI CUA PHU-HUYNH
Quy-vl Phq-huynh kh3ng dong-y va*dl-nghl cua Languaga Assassraant Taam
(Toan Ldbng-dlnh khA-nang ngon ngvJ)

trong vijc sap-xf£ nhda hoc cho

f

con aa aflih, xin thao thu-tqc sau dfy s
Quy-vl hay th&ng bib cho Languaga Aasaasaant Taaa cua trUOng con am
quy-vl. Sau khi da glp-gd va tftao-Lu^n v3l nhoSi nay, quy-vl van *hong
dong-y, xin thab-lufn vdl vian Bilingual Coordinator (Phol hdp vian
Song-ng3)

tgi qu#n hoc-cnanh cua quy-vl, vian nay sa thao-luan vdl

Cd-van ChU6ng-trInh song-ngJ Toan thanh-phb vi vdl Ph3l-hdp-vlln cua
Lau Plan roi llan-lac vdi quy-vl da’cung tal-xat quyat-dlnh tran.

EAST ZONE
WEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

Marc Prou
Norma Soto
Karan Law
Nyriaa Gutlarrax

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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GIAI-THICH vr'NHOM:

NHOM 2

Thao svj uoc-dinh cut Lingua?* AssassmanC Taam,
chi' cb'c nhtft II da’ con _#m quy-vj, oi'e diu type ca'c
mon hgc phg blng_Ann ngli. fTuy-nhi*n_ti't ca cac^
mdn hoc ehinh dau dviqc glang day bing ciahg Vi*c.
Zm vtn tiifr tgc hoc Anh ngvi thaa (ESL)

NHOM 3

Thao su Jdc-dinh cua Languaga Aasaaaaanc T*a«,
chi' con aa quy-vt di co svi ciin-tnlh va nhii vay
am si bi’t diu hgc m$c hay hail adn hgc ehinh bing
Anh ngvf (Ldp
) . Cac son hoe bing tilng Anh d6
la _, vr_.

NHOM 4

Thao svj ude-d\nh cua Languaga Assassaanc Ta**.
Con^ aa^quy-v* di c6 cian-bd nhiivi trong svi hiau
•*iat va Anh ngti, vl nhvi^ /|y am cd thl'^hoc cia s6'
cafe mon hgc bing Anh nq\J (Trong l3p My)l Cac mon
hgc bing tiang Anh cua *a 11 _,

NH<5m 5

Sau khi khio-sit ciln-trinh hgc*t|pfcua con aa
quy-vi (qua cac bit chi vl »\j hqc d 16p). Languaga
Aaaataaanc Taaa dl-ngh} di*aa hgc tit cac*c mfin,
hqc bing tilfig Anh il3d M?)t. Chung tdl si rat cin
th|n thao l£l s^ hgc t|p cut aa trong nlan hoc
t3i. Niti aa thinh-edng cl’t-dgp trong cudi nifnhoe d6, thT aa si ihdng tcdn tilp-tyc cin dan sv/
giujp dd"(cac d^ch-vu) cua chvidng*tn'hh song nga"“
mil*
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PARENT LETTER

LAOTIAN
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323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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89-90
Greek

PARENT .rtEa
_ IxoAcCo

'Ovoua MaQritfy
■Api9u6c HaentoAovCou

HucpounvCa

'Ayanntt rovta:
OL 5wfi6o*aAoi toO naifiuoG oac txouv OvoScuodoei xdv np6o5o noG <6vci xd nai.5(
oac oxd 6iyAuooi<6 npdvopuua.
‘ h dndtaoCc xouc 0aoCoxn*c oxdv 6i*i65ooiv oxdv
t6Eiv «6C o* 6noxcAtouaxa tScx6ocwv.
' Eouu9<jvnoav v6 xono0cxn9d xd noifit oac ot:

npdyoauua

Bduaxoc 2

npdypauua

Bduaxoc 3

'’odypauua

Bduaxoc 4

npoyoauua

Bduaxoc S

* A v 5 tv ouu9uvctxe u’

naoaKaAoGuc CScxc x6 Bnxodcv utooc xdc
ocaIBoc auxflc vi6 tUnydocic xoG flpoyoduwoxoc bhhatqn

auxi’iv xdv 6AAayd, naoaicaAoOuc C X 8 cxc o’

tnaad ut

_3x6v 6pi9u6_
npdouno OuvStOCUC LAU

'Av 5tv IXQtzt o' tnaad ut x6 oxoAcio dvxdc HIAI EB60HA&0X, xd npiyoauua xo
<ai voGptou BHHATOI 96 t9aouoo0fl.
’Av ouuvuvcixc ut xdv 6AAayd aGxd,
naooxaAoGuc Gnovo6<licxt naoa*6xu cat truoxpt^cxc xdv edoua auxd oxd oxoAcio.
'Av 0tAtxc v6 ouvavxn9Axc yi6 v6 ou<nxdocxc xdv xono9txnoiv ox6 xatvoGo.o Bhma, naoaicaAoGuc EA0exc o' tna9.d ut
x6 npdouno auvStocuc, nou 6va9tocxai napandvu.

' Ynoypa9d rovta/Knficudva_’Hucoounvta__
Yndoxci 5ta5ixaoCa BiaBtoiun otoGc vovcic nou BiaeuvoGv ut xdv npdxaoiv
xdc ‘0u65oc 'AEioAovdocwc rAuoonc vi6 xonoQtxnoiv ot nddypauua Bduaxoc.
'Av 5io9wvcCxou ut xdv xono9txnoiv xou naiSioO oac ox6 npdypauua BMMAT02,
notnci v6 c CBoftotdacxc xdv '0u6fla ' A$t,oAoydocuc rAuoonc xoG oxoAcCou xoG
naiSwoG oac.
*Edv, ucx6 noG ouvavtnQdxaxc ut xdv ’0u65a ’AEcoAoydocwc
rAuoonc, 5 ta»wvcCxai 6«6un, naoa«aAoGuc ouuBouAcu9cCxe xdv ouvxovioxd xou
GiyAuooixoG oac nooypduuaxoc.
3 luvxovioxdc 96 ouo«C90d ut x6v IGuBouAov
xGv GiyAuootxQv npoypauuaxuv r*c "'iAcuc <aC ut xdv luvxovioxd xoG LAU vi6
E^aouovd *aC ’EEtxaoiv *aC 06 tvBn o' tnaadv ut x6v yovta yi6 v6 tnavcCcx6oouv xdv 6n6900tv.

EAST ZONE
WEST ZONE
NORTH ZONE
HIGH SCHOOL ZONE

- Hare Prou
- Norma Soto

- Karen Lav
- Hyriam Gutiarrex

282-3440
323-6020
426-5552
442-1396
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Shma 2

Kard ri\v wuun rflc 'Ouddoc *A$ioAovdoeuc rxuoonc.
dcuocCtac koAutcoov vd doxCoci rd nacdC oac vd na*
dokoAouScC ua0duara dntAoydc ordv dvyAtKd. *0uuc
dAa rd dxadnual'*d ua0duara 0d diddoicovrai ordv unroixd yAuaoa.

8hmA 3

Kard rdv yvuun rflc ‘Ouddoc ’A£toAoYdoeuc rxuoonc,
n nododoc rou nacdiou oac clvat do*crd wore vd
urrooct vd doxCatt vd naCovet tva d duo ua8duara
at dYvAdcpuvn rdEiv.
Td uaQduaia roO nacdioG oac
ordv uovdyAuoan td£t,v 8d etvai_

8HMA A

Kard rdv yvgun rdc 'Ouddac ‘A$ioAoYdoegc rxgoanc,
rd natdt oac txci onucuioct doicerd nododo ordv
dwAued yAuooa gore vd unoocC vd naoaxoAou0doct
rd ncoioodreoa ua0duard rou at dwAdouvn rd£uv.
Td ua0duara rou naidiou oac arte dYYAdogvec r6Celc
9d eCvai

8hma 5

Kardiuv noooei<ri.«dc iEerdoeue rdc nooddou :cu rtaidioO oac (Sa9uoAoYCa tEerdocuv «taC dnddoouc ordv
rdSiv) d 'Oudda *A^ioAovdocuc TA6oonc noorelvei. dnuc
rd naidt oac ndoet dAa rou rd ua0duara at dyvAdvuvn
rdCiv.
Etvac dnaoatrnro vd naoaicoAou9dooue rdv nododd rou xard rdv dtdo*ciav roO fcnoutvou fcrouc. 'Av
xard rd riAoc rdc ncoiddou aurdc d ua0nrdc nooodeuei,
dtv 0d rou xoctaorouv nAdov ol tEunnoerdocic rou
dtyAgootxou ftooyoduuaroc.
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FOREWORD

It is expected that the Principal's Guide will facilitate the identification,
testing and placement of entitled limited English proficient

(LEP)

students in

bilingual and English as a second language (ESL) programs.

As the instructional leaders of schools, principals are in the key positions
to ensure that LEP students receive bilingual/ESL services and therefore equal
educational

opportunities

meaningful school careers.
language

and

cultural

so that

these

youngsters

can

have

rewarding

and

Moreover, leading a school to become aware of the

contributions

of

LEP

students,

a

principal

can

create a rich environment for all students to learn from each other.

also

These

factors, in turn, enable the LEP student to function and complete school and
compete successfully in the future job market.

The

Office

of

Bilingual

Education

continues

to

offer

assistance in

the

various areas of planning and implementation of bilingual/ESL programs.

We look forward to working with you now and in the future in providing
quality instructional programs for our students.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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2. Consent Decree Students Eligible for LAB Testing.3
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INTRODUCTION

This
followed

manual
for

the

provides

a

concise

identification,

description

testing

and

of

placement

the
of

procedures
students

to

be

of limited

English proficiency (LEP) in bilingual and English as a second language (ESL)
programs.

Federal and state regulations.

New

York City Board of Education

directives and court mandates require school districts to provide instructional
programs to meet the needs of these students.

Since this manual only summarizes some of the major pertinent regulations
and procedures, principals are encouraged to consult with their district bilingual/ESL supervisors or the Office of Bilingual Education at (718) 852-2422 for
more detailed information regarding regulations.

LEP

students

are divided into

two

groups,

according to their language

background:

1.

those

who

are

Spanish

surnamed

and/or

come

from

a

home

where

Spanish is spoken come under the jurisdiction of the Aspira Consent
Decree;

2. those who come from a home where a language other than English or
Spanish (i.e.

Greek,

Italian,

Haitian Creole,

Chinese,

etc.) is spoken

follow the guidelines of the Lau Plan.

While the Consent Decree and the Lau Plan are similar in scope, requiring
bilingual and ESL programs for LEP students, there are some important distinc¬
tions, especially in the area of testing.

••

1
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INTRODUCTION - CONT’D

In order to identify students who are entitled to bilingual/ ESL programs,
the Language Assessment Battery (LAB) test was developed to assess language
proficiency in English and Spanish.

The test is administered in the Fall and

Spring of each academic year, and there is a period of continuous testing for
those students who are admitted to a school after the Fall testing period.
LAB

test

Hispanic

is

used

students

for both
taking the

Consent
LAB

Decree

for

the

and

Lau

Plan

first

time

are

version if they score below the 21st percentile in English.
language test requirement for Lau students.

2

eligible

The

students.

given the

Spanish

There is no native
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CONSENT DECREE STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR LAB TESTING

Under the Consent Decree, students eligible for LAB testing include those
who

are

Spanish

surnamed

or

come

from

a

home

where

Spanish

is

spoken.

There must be an English LAB score and as stated above, a Spanish LAB score
on the record cards of all students who are considered eligible.

Hispanic students who score at or below the 20th percentile on the English
version of the LAB test must be administered the Spanish version of the LAB
test during the same testing period to determine language dominance and pro¬
gram

placement.

After this

determination

is

made,

generally when

students

enter the New York City public school system, they will no longer have to be
tested with the Spanish version of the LAB.

For purposes of compliance with

regulations, and entitlement for allocation of funds, students are not considered
fully tested unless there is an available Spanish LAB score for Consent Decree
students who have scored at or below the 20th percentile on the English LAB
test.

In terms of the actual details of test administration, the Office of Testing
disseminates an annual city wide LAB memo which specifies the dates of testing,
scoring,

procedures,

changes

in

regulations,

administered as set forth below.

3

etc.

Generally,

the

LAB

is
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TESTING OF ELIGIBLE CONSENT DECREE STUDENTS

1.

Newly admitted Hispanic students with no LAB

score are to be given

the English LAB test during the fall testing period.
or below the 20th percentile on the English LAB,

If they score at

they must take the

Spanish version of the LAB.

During the Spring testing period of the

same

who had

academic year,

students

scored

at

or

below

the

20th

percentile on the English LAB in the Fall, must retake the English LAB
in

order

year.
LAB

to

determine

program

placement

for

the

following

academic

From this point on, students must be retested with the English
every year,

during the

spring testing period until they

score

above the 20th percentile.

2. —
Newly admitted students with no LAB score who enter the school system
after the Fall testing period or who have transferred from another
school after the Fall testing period and have no LAB

score,

must be

given the English LAB test during the continuous testing period as set
forth in the Office of Testing's LAB memorandum.

If students score at

or below the 20th percentile on the English LAB,

they must take the

Spanish version of the LAB.
same academic year,

During the Spring testing period of the

students

who have

scored

at

or below

the 20th

percentile on the English LAB in the Fall, must retake the English LAB
in

order

year.

to

determine

program

placement

for

the

following

academic

From this point on, students must be retested with the English

LAB test every year, during the Spring testing period until they score
above the 20th percentile.

3. Kindergarten students are to be given the English LAB test during the
Fall testing period.
the English LAB
garten

students

If they score at or below the 20th percentile on

test,
who

they must take the Spanish version.
are

admitted

to

a

school

after

the

Kinder¬

initial

testing period, must be tested during the continuous testing period.

4

Fall
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TESTING OF ELIGIBLE - CONT'D

Unlike other grade levels, however, kindergarten students are NOT to be
retested during the Spring testing period, but must be retested with the
English LAB test during the following Fall testing period when they are in
1st grade, if they had scored at or below the 40th percentile when tested
in kindergarten.

If they

score at or below

the 20th percentile on the

English LAB during the Fall testing period, they are to be retested during
the Spring testing period of the same academic year.

From this point on,

students are to be retested with the English version of the LAB
Spring until they score above the 20th percentile.

5

every
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PROCEDURE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITEO ENGLISH PROFICIENT (LEP) STUDENTS WHO
ARE ENTITLED TO A MANDATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM AS DEFINED BY THE
CONSENT DECREE

6

281

PLACEMENT OF ENTITLED CONSENT DECREE STUDENTS

Students who score at or below the 20th percentile on the English version
of the LAB and have a Spanish LAB

score which is higher than the English

score are classified as LEP and are entitled to a bilingual program.
to state regulations,

if there

are

20

or

more

entitled

students

grade level within a school, a bilingual class must be formed.
or more eligible

students

within two contiguous

grades,

on

According
the

same

If there are 25

bilingual instruction

must be provided in order to qualify for Module 5B funding.

Students who score at or below the 20th percentile on the English version
of the LAB and have a Spanish LAB score which is the same as or lower than
the English

score are considered "comparably limited"

and

are eligible

for

a

program of English as a second language but may receive bilingual instruction
as an educational option.

If there are not enough students to form a bilingual class,

entitled stu¬

dents must receive ESL instruction daily for 45 minute periods by a licensed
ESL teacher.

7
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LAU PLAN STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR LAB TESTING

Under the Lau Plan,

students eligible for LAB testing include those who

come from a home where a language other than English or Spanish is spoken.
However,

only the following students in this category must take the English

LAB test.

1.

Kindergarten,

first

and

second

grade

students take the English LAB

test if they have no LAB score or if their previous LAB score is at or
below the 20th percentile.

*

2. Third to

seventh

grade

students

must

take

the

English

LAB

their reading score is 1.5 years or more below grade level, and

test if
have

no LAB score, or if their previous LAB score is at or below the 20th
percentile.

*

3. Eighth to twelfth

grade

students

must

take

the

English

LAB

test if

their English reading score is at or below grade 6.5 and they have no
LAB score or if their previous LAB score is at or below the 20th per¬
centile .

*

NOTE:

Students without an English reading grade equivalent score
must LAB tested.

8
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TESTING OF ELIGIBLE LAU PLAN STUDENTS

In

terms

of test

administration,

Lau

Plan

follow the same procedure (Refer to pages 3-5).

and

Consent

Decree

students

However, there is no native

language LAB test for Lau Plan students, they only take the English version of
the LAB.

9
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PROCEDURE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT (LEP) STUDENTS WHO
ARE ENTITLED TO A MANDATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM AS DEFINED BY THE LAU PLAN

10

-

285

PLACEMENT OF ENTITLED LAU PLAN STUDENTS

Students who score at or below the 20th percentile on the English version
of the LAB are classified LEP and are entitled to a bilingual program, according
to state regulations.

If there are 20 or more entitled

students of the

same

language group on the same grade level, a bilingual class must be formed.

If

there are 25 or more entitled students of the same language group within two
contiguous grades,

bilingual instruction must be provided in order to qualify

for Module 5B funding.

If there are not enough students of the same language group to form a
bilingual

class,

entitled

students

must

minute periods by a licensed ESL teacher.

11

receive

ESL

instruction

daily

for

45
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS

Both the Consent Decree and the Lau Plan specify programs to meet the
needs of limited

English proficient students.

forth in Special Circulars No. 2 and No.

New York City regulations as set

69 provide guidelines for the imple¬

mentation of the Lau Plan and Consent Decree programs and are as follows:

•

intensive instruction in ESL

•

subject area instruction in the student's native language;

•

reinforcement and development of student's native language, including
development of reading and writing skills.

In addition, students should have the opportunity to spend the maximum amount
of time with English-speaking students whenever possible without denying them
the 3 elements indicated above.

Schools

with an insufficient number of entitled

students to

warrant

the

offering of a bilingual education program are required to offer at a minimum,
ESL instruction.

A

basic

program

can

be

implemented

under

a

variety

of organizational

models depending upon variables such as:

•

number of eligible students in the district;

•

number of eligible students in each school;

•

range of eligible students according to grade and age;

Some of the

suggested models include a bilingual school,

school, graded classes and ungraded classes.

12

bilingual mini¬
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FUNDING FOR LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS

Module 5B allocations are funds provided to community school districts to
help

support bilingual/ESL instructional programs as mandated by the Aspira

Consent Decree and Lau Plan.
of $130

generated

solely by

These funds are allotted on a per capita basis
entitled

LEP

students

participating in

approved

bilingual/ESL or ESL-only programs and where there is compliance with Consent
Decree/Lau and Chancellor's Regulations.

13
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CURRICULUM MATERIALS

Materials used for those subjects taught in the native language should be
written

in

the

native

language.

If such

materials

are

not

available,

every

effort must be made to adapt that which is available to meet the linguistic needs
of the students.

All
members

materials

used in

the

program

of any ethnic or racial

group

should
and

avoid

should

negative

stereotypes of

positively reflect,

where

appropriate, the culture of the students in the program.

Instruction in required subjects such as mathematics,

social studies, and

science should be equivalent to the curriculum required by the district,

New

York City Board of Education and State Education Department.

Bilingual and English as a Second Language curricula and resource mate¬
rials are available in the Dissemination Services Unit,
cation.

Office of Bilingual Edu¬

For information regarding these materials, call (718) 596-8946.

14
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PARENTAL NOTIFICATION AND OPTION

Notification of Eligibility for Placement in a Bilingual Program

Parents of all entitled Consent Decree and Lau Plan LEP students must be
notified

of the

status

bilingual program.

of their

children's

entitlement

and

of placement

in

a

Letters to parents are to be in English and in the native

language.

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFER OPTION

If no bilingual

program is

available in

the

school because

of the

small

number of entitled students, parents must be offered the option of transferring
their children to a school which does offer a bilingual program.

The letter requesting approval to transfer students to a school where a
program

is

offered

must

be

approved

by

the

appropriate

superintendent

or

executive director.

WITHDRAWAL PROCEDURES

Parents of an entitled child who have been notified of the child's placement
in a bilingual program may wish to consider withdrawing the child from partici¬
pation in the program.

Before withdrawal may take place, parents must meet

with the principal and bilingual coordinator to discuss the educational benefits
of the program and no attempt is to be made to invite parents to withdraw their
children from the program.

Parents

should

be

given

the

opportunity

to

observe

classes

providing

bilingual instruction, and should also be allowed to keep the child in a bilingual
class on a trial basis.

15
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PARENTAL NOTIFICATION - CONT'D

If the student has participated in a bilingual program in a previous year
and continues to be entitled,
continuing

participation

in

parents who wish to withdraw

the

program

must

also

follow

their child from

the

aforementioned

procedure.

Parents may withdraw their child from a bilingual program by completing a
withdrawal option form which should be available in the school in English and
the

native language

of the parents.

record keeping purposes

and

so that

These

forms must be kept on file

for

they may be referred to in the event

there is a question regarding the placement of the child.

Students
drawn

from

a

whose parents rejected the transfer option
bilingual

program,

must

receive

at

a

or who were with¬

minimum,

intensive

ESL

instruction.

For

more

detailed information

pertaining to parental option

and official notification letters and withdrawal forms,
the district's Bilingual/ESL contact person(s).

16

requirements

principals should consult
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EXIT CRITERIA FOR BILINGUAL/ESL STUDENTS

Once students score above the 20th percentile on the English version of
the

LAB,

where

they

are no longer

administratively

feasible,

entitled

to bilingual/ESL

administrators

and

programs.

parents

may

option to have these students continue participating in a program.

27

However,
exercise

an
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/
RECORDKEEPING

Throughout the school year various reports must be completed regarding
the status of LEP students.

In order to facilitate the completion of these forms

(which among other things are used for appropriation of funds for the instruc¬
tional program)

certain information should be collected and maintained by the

designated person in the school.

Cards or forms may be used to record the

following information:

•

English and Spanish LAB scores

•

Students who need to be tested

•

Years in an English language school system

•

Type of program in which student is enrolled (has been enrolled)

•

Transfer option letters

•

Parents' notification letters and signed withdrawal forms.

If this information is current and readily available,

completion of "School

Data Forms" and BESIS reports will not be an overwhelming task.

18
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INTRODUCTION

The New York City Public Schools provide appropriate educational
programs to meet the needs of children of limited English proficiency. In
order to meet the goal of "equal educational opportunities", bilingual education
and English as a Second Language (ESL) programs enable children from grades
K-12 to function effectively in both their native and English languages.

Parents play a major role in working together with teachers and school
administrators to help the limited English proficient (LEP) children achieve
their fullest potential, academically, socially and emotionally.

This Parents' Guide will provide information on the following topics that
parents may need in order to participate fully in the educational process of
their children:
•

Federal, State and City regulations, laws, and funding sources

•

Principles of Bilingual Education

•

Pupil Identification, Placement, and Testing

•

Parent Notification/Options

•

Community Resources

•

Location of Bilingual Education/ESL Programs

-

1

-
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QUESTION # 1:

What regulations and laws facilitate appropriate educational
programs for limited English proficient children?

FEDERAL LEVEL

•

Title VII federal funding was established in 1968 under the
"Elementary and Secondary Education Act" by the Congress of
the United States.

•

Title VII funds provide supportive services to limited English
proficient students in the elementary and secondary public schools.
These services include support staff, such as Bilingual Resource
Teachers, Teacher Trainers, Family Assistants etc., or funds to
buy instructional materials.

•

Parents under Title VII, if the program is implemented in their
schools, can learn English as a Second Language, and/or participate
in educational trips or school activities.

•

Under Public Law (PL) 94-142, passed by the United States Congress
in 1975, and now revised as PL 98-199, the special education needs
of limited English proficient children must be met by an appropriate
assessment and program having the least restrictive environment.

•

Parental participation in the evaluation and the placement of children
in Bilingual Special Education programs is guided by the "Committee
on Special Education." It is required that bilingual staff advise
parents in their native language.

STATE LEVEL

•

Part 154, New York State Regulations of the Commissioner of
Education require public schools:
to properly assess limited English proficient children
to provide, in each school district, a comprehensive and
appropriate bilingual education and English as a Second
Language Program based on the New York State Commissioner's
standards
to involve parents in adult education classes and school
activities that will support the child in becoming proficient
in both the native and English languages

-

2

-
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•

Under the New York State funding source known as the "Attendance
Improvement - Dropout Prevention (AIDP) Programs," High Schools
may provide students with alternative programs which will enable
them to stay in school and graduate with a certificate or diploma.
Parents may consult local high schools for additional program
information or:
City of New York - Board of Education
AIDP Programs
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Tel.: (718) 935-3656

•

The New York State Education's "Regents Action Plan" requires
High School students in New York State to have at least two units
of study in a second language other than English in order to graduate
with a High School diploma. Students who attend High School
Bilingual
Education
Programs
already
meet
this
Regents'
requirement.

•

"Two-Way" Bilingual Education Programs are funded by the New
York State Education Department, Bureau of Bilingual Education.

•

Two-Way Bilingual Education Programs use two languages for
instruction, one of which is English, and involve students who are
native speakers of each of those languages.
Parents whose children participate in Two-Way Bilingual
Education Programs receive orientation and training through
school workshops and conferences.

CITY LEVEL

•

"The Consent Decree" and "Lau Plan" determine student eligibility
to participate in Bilingual Education Programs.
The Consent Decree is an agreement between the Board of
Education - City of New York and ASPIRA of New York
Spanish-speaking or Spanish surnamed students attending
New York Public Schools must be asessed using the Language
Assessment Battery (LAB) tests in Spanish and English.

-

3

-

The Consent Decree requires an appropriate bilingual education
and English as a Second Language Program and an annual evaluation
of the pupil's progress in both his native and the English language;
Parents have options to continue the child's participation in a
bilingual education/ESL program, transfer the child to the most
appropriate Bilingual Education Program in a school district, or
withdraw the child from such a program.
The "LAU Plan" requires school districts to properly assess limited
English proficient students whose native language is other than
English or Spanish.
Parents may request a bilingual education or English as a
Second Language program to meet the special needs of their
children.
Tax levy funds provide such services as classroom teachers,
instructional materials, and school administrators or supervisors.
Parents may wish to receive training workshops or participation
in school activities under tax levy funds when available.
The New York City-Board of Education, Division of High Schools,
provides parents with information on bilingual and English as a
Second Language programs for each borough in the city. Please
communicate with:
Mr. Eli Plotkin, Program Manager
ESL/Bilingual Programs
Division of High Schools
City of New York - Board of Education
1171 65th Street - Room 509
Brooklyn, New York 11219
Tel.: (718) 236-3533
The Division of High Schools, New York City-Board of Education
also provides limited English-speaking high school students with
Bilingual General Equivalency High School Programs and Career
Education Programs in different city locations and in various
languages: Spanish, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Greek and Italian.
English is taught to LEP students as a second language. Please
communicate with:
Ms. Ada N. Garces, Project Director
Auxiliary Services for High Schools
Bilingual Program Resource & Training Center
383 East 139th Street
Bronx, New York 10444
Tel.: (212) 292-7427
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•

The Directory of Public High Schools is published in English and
also in other languages such as Spanish, French, Chinese, Russian,
Italian, and Vietnamese. It explains admissions procedures, types
of high school programs for limited English proficient students,
and their parents. For further information contact:
City of New York - Board of Education
Division of High Schools
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201
Tel.: (718) 935-3454
or
Board of Education
Office of High School Admissions
135 East 16th Street
New York, NY 10003
Tel.: (212) 477-7170

QUESTION # 2: What are the principles of Bilingual Education Programs?
•

The Chancellor of the New York City Board of Education established
a policy supporting multilingual programs on February 19, 1986.
The policy states that the Board of Education seeks to have all
students proficient in English and gain proficiency in at least one
other language in order to enable them to participate fully in a
multicultural society.

•

The limited English proficient child can learn in both his/her native
language and English as a Second language in order to function
effectively in school and society.
Cultural heritage - both native and United States experiences
- is an integral part of bilingual education.

•

English as a Second Language is an essential component of Bilingual
Education Programs.

•

Parental involvement in bilingual education is provided through
English as a Second Language classes, workshops, annual city-wide
conferences (sponsored by the Office of Bilingual Education, NYC
Board of Education), and school activities. Participation and
leadership in Parent Associations, City and State Advisory Councils
in Bilingual Education and other school programs, and school
activities, etc., is a strong feature of Bilingual Education Programs.

-

5
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•

Instructional curriculum and teaching methodologies are developed
and adjusted to meet the needs of bilingual children following Board
of Education and New York State Education Department standards
for grade and content.

•

Becoming bilingual is a national and state resource. It has job
value and promotes academic and social development in society.

QUESTION # 3: How are children identified for placement and testing in
a Bilingual Education Program?
IDENTIFICATION
•

The Home Language Identification Survey developed by the Office
of Bilingual Education, Board of Education, must be completed
for all new entrants effective September, 1987.

•

The Language Assessment Battery Test may be administered in
the pupil's native and English languages.
The test is first
administered in English. If the pupil scores below the 21st percentile
in the English LAB Test, then he/she is tested in the native language.

•

Student records are reviewed. Teacher
interviews are part of the process.

•

For limited English proficient students who have been classified
as needing Bilingual Special Education, an appropriate assessment
in the child's native and/or English language must be conducted
by bilingual personnel.

judgement

and

parent

PLACEMENT AND TESTING
•

Students are placed in an appropriate grade level based on their
age when they arrive from outside New York, regardless of previous
years of schooling.

•

As a result of proper testing and student assessment, appropriate
placement in a bilingual education/ESL program takes place based
on requirements of the Aspira Consent Decree, LAU Plan, the
Chancellor's Regulations, and the New York State Commissioner
of Education's standards and laws.

•

Parents must participate and provide consent in the process of
placing their limited English proficient child in a Bilingual Special
Education program.

-
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QUESTION # 4: What program options are made available to parents in Bilingual
Education/English as a Second Language programs?
Notification letters to parents are to be written in English and
the native language;
Parents may choose to enroll their child in a bilingual-bicultural
program when the child is eligible for a Consent Decree program;
Parents may request to transfer the child to a school which offers
a bilingual education program with the approval of school officials
such as a Community Superintendent.
Parents may request to observe classes providing bilingual
instruction, and may also request to enroll their child in a bilingual
class on a trial basis.
Before parents request withdrawal of their child from a bilingual
education program, they must meet with the school principal and
bilingual coordinator to discuss the educational benefits of the
program. Withdrawal option forms should be available in both
the parents' native language and English. These must be kept in
school files.
Parents of those limited English proficient children attending
Bilingual Special Education classes should participate in the annual
review of their child's progress including native and English language
development and progress.
QUESTION # 5: What are the professional qualifications for Bilingual Education
and English as a Second Language Program Staff?
Bilingual teachers must be appropriately licensed by the Board
of Education in the elementary or secondary public schools;
English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers should hold an English
as a Second Language license
An ESL teacher is not required to speak or understand other
languages, but should be well trained in multicultural applications
for ESL.

-

7
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•

On a community school district level, the Supervisor or Director
of Bilingual Education handles program funding, programming,
and ordering materials for the schools. The High Schools may assign
Bilingual Program Coordinators or Assistant Principals.

•

Paraprofessionals, family assistants, or bilingual school aides may
provide assistance in the classroom as well as the school setting
when necessary.

QUESTION # 6: How can community resources be employed to assist parents
and schools in the education of limited English proficient
children?
•

Parents who are limited in their use of English can receive English
as a Second Language classes and workshops in a local public school
or as offered by the Adult Basic Skills Program - Board of Education.
Parents who learn to speak, read, and write English can help their
children become more proficient in both the native and English
languages;

•

Local churches and agencies sometimes
instructors for afterschool cultural programs;

•

Parents are encouraged to join the PA (Parents Association), serve
on school and district advisory councils, serve as volunteers, etc.

•

Community leaders, e.g. religious, political, civic, cultural, are
invited to schools to assist with problems, serve as role models,
talk to classes, address assemblies, participate in School Community
Councils, etc.

•

Communications from the school, especially important ones, such
as open-school week meetings, guidance notices, lectures, should
be in the native languages and English.

provide

funding

and

QUESTION # 7: What are the locations for Bilingual Education and English
as a Second Language Programs?
•

School District Offices or local schools are to provide parents with
information as to the location of bilingual education/ESL programs
for a district;
New York City Board of Education
Office of Bilingual Education
131 Livingston Street - Room 501
Brooklyn, New York 11201
Tel.: (718) 935-3891

-

8
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•

The Office of Bilingual Education, Board of Education City of New
York assists local school districts and high schools to develop,
implement, and improve bilingual education/ESL programs by:
providing orientation and training to parents in their native
languages on bilingual/ESL programs in New York City public
schools;
sponsoring
annual
city-wide
Bilingual
Parent
Conferences in English and other languages such as Chinese,
Greek, Spanish, and French-Creole
providing
staff
development
training
to
teachers,
administrators, and supervisors in Bilingual Education/ESL
programs
developing
and
disseminating
curriculum
and
parent
instructional materials in both the native and English languages;

•

For further information on English as a Second Language materials
and training to educators, please communicate with the:
English as a Second Language Unit
Tel.: (718) 935-3908
New York City Regional Office
State Education Department
Bureau of Bilingual Education
2 World Trade Center - Room 2764
New York, New York 10047

•

The Bureau of Bilingual Education, State Education Department
assists school districts in New York State and City to provide services
to limited English proficient students, school staff and parents;
The New York State Commissioner of Education sets
regulations and standards in the development and management
of bilingual education/ESL programs.
New York State Education Department
Bureau of Bilingual Education
State Education Building, Room 308 EB
Albany, New York 12234
Telephone: (518) 474-8775

-

9

-

APPENDIX G
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM GUIDELINES FOR LIMITED
ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS—1990
(NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT)
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Instructional

Guidelines

Limited Ensfrera^oficient Students

Division of Bilingual Education
New York State Education Department
January, 1990
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In December 1988, the Board of Regents unanimouslv4rp^)rdS^d the Regents PoliS?
Paper and Proposed Action Plan for Bilingual Education. The policy paper unequivocally
recognizes the needs of students with limited English proficiency (LEP), proposes a series
of recommendations for educational reforms for implementation in the short and long
term and establishes that proficiency in English and in languages other than English is a
valuable resource to the community, the state and the nation.
A recommendation for immediate implementation called for increasing the level
of English proficiency to be expected of LEP students before withdrawal of bilingual or
English as second language instruction and other support services and transfer to an
mainstream English learning environment.
The Amendments to Commissioner’s
Regulations Part 154 approved in November of 1989 changed the English proficiency
standard for students participating in transitional bilingual or free-standing English as a
second language (ESL) programs from the 23rd percentile to the 40th percentile. This
change has created a new group of LEP students to be served in the required programs.
The services to be provided must be appropriate to the specific needs of the LEP
youngsters who while still developing their proficiency in the English language are
advanced learners of English as a second language. The educational programs and
materials must recognize and reflect these advanced levels and at the same time employ
the teaching strategies methods and techniques appropriate for second language learners.
Programs for beginning ESL students should not be the same as those developed for the
more advanced students of ESL.
The Instructional Program Guidelines for Limited English Proficient Students are
intended to assist -school districts wishing to receive State LEP aid in designing the
instructional programs for LEP students scoring from the first to the 40th percentile on
a standardized test of English. The instructional guidelines focus on the instructional
components of the comprehensive plan which must be prepared, with special attention
to the new level of ESL students. The guidelines supplement information found in
legislation (E.L 3204) and regulations (Part 154 of the Commissioner’s Regulations) which
appear in the appendix to this publication. Districts wishing to apply for State LEP Aid
must prepare comprehensive plans and must refer to the Guidelines for the Development
of Comprehensive District Plans for Programs under Part 154 of Commissioner’s
Regulations which contains the requirements, forms, guidance and procedures to be
followed and which is published under separate cover.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is important before beginning a description of instructional programs to gain a better understanding of
the students and some of the challenges faced in their education. The following section will define the
student population and briefly discuss information relevant to programs for LEP students.

Defining the Limited English Proficient Population
Limited English proficient students come from diverse ancestries and linguistic
backgrounds. They may be foreign born or born in the United States, but they come
from a home where a language other than English is spoken. By State regulation (Part
154 of the Commissioner’s Regulations), all limited English proficient students are from
an other than English language background and score below the 40th percentile on a
standardized test of English. See Guidelines for the Development of Comprehensive Plan
for the specific procedures to be followed for the appropriate identification of LEP
students.
Although limited in their proficiency in the English language, just as in the general
student population, one can expect a wide range of abilities among LEP students. Some
LEP students are gifted, many are average learners, some need remediation in all or
certain content areas and some may require special education services for handicapping
conditions. Care should be taken that a determination of the student’s overall academic
achievement or potential not be measured solely by the student’s English language
development. It is important that the LEP student be viewed as limited only in their
proficiency in English and that the wealth of the student’s life experience gained in the
native language be used as a basis for instructional planning.
As in the general population, the LEP student population includes various special
populations of students who require particular instructional programs. A growing
percentage of immigrant and refugee LEP students enter New York schools for the first
time at the upper elementary and secondary levels. Some of these students come from
war-tom lands where educational services have been suspended or from countries where
education was unavailable to them for a number of reasons. In comparison to our student
population, they are overage for their educational experience and academic achievement
and therefore, will require specialized services which take into account their limited
educational background at an older age. The challenge for their teachers is to respect the
student’s background and view their instruction as developmental and not remedial. They
must realize that the limited skills these students evidence may not be a result of a lack
of learning capacity but more a measure of their lack of exposure to an educational
program.

2
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English: The Common Element
The common element in all the programs approved for LEP students in the State
of New York is that they are designed to move students from beginning through
transitional level skills in English language development with a goal of enabling students
to function successfully in an all-English classroom.
In transitional bilingual education programs, the differences among the instructional
programs for each of the skill levels is seen in the decreasing amount of native language
or English as a second language instruction until the transitional level wherein the limited
English proficient student receives minimal native language or English as a second
language instruction. This is demonstrated in the chart which follows:

Language Usage in Bilingual Programs

Beginning

Intermediate

Advanced

Transitional

Instructional Levels
English

N\VsM Native Language

In an English as a second language program, there is a gradual transition from
English as a second language support to mainstream English instruction. However,
although not required, districts may choose to continue to provide instruction in native
language arts to former LEP students.

3
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Required Curriculum for LEP Students
»

i

State law requires that limited English proficient students be taught the content
area subjects taught to their English speaking peers based on the approved State syllabi
and local curricula. Such instruction must take into account the students' level of
proficiency in English and should emphasize and refine the students’ skills in
understanding, speaking, reading and communicating in English. The curriculum must also
take into account the students’ cultural heritage. Subject area teachers must employ the
appropriate techniques necessary to teach second language learners. Content area
teachers should receive intensive training in ESL methodologies, second language learning
theories and practice, and awareness and sensitivity to the students’ cultural heritage.
Integration With Mainstream Students
The schools must provide LEP students with an environment in which they can
interact with their English proficient peers and gain deeper cultural understanding, not
only about their culture but also about the mainstream U.S. culture.
Such integration will also benefit the mainstream students because it gives them an
opportunity to learn about other cultures and understand their patterns and values.
Courses such as art, music and physical education are excellent vehicles to bring both
groups together.
Schools should make every effort possible to engage their students in as many
curricular and extracurricular activities as possible to promote interaction among different
cultures. Schools and communities which respect each other’s values and exhibit openness
and adaptability toward each other’s cultures, equip their children to function effectively
not only as members of a particular ethnic group but as participants of the U.S. society
at large.
Entitlement Period
Students identified as limited English proficient will be entitled to services m a
transitional bilingual or free-standing English as a second language program for 3 .period
of three years. Such period may be extended by the Commissioner to individual LEP
students to a period not to exceed six years, from the date of such student’s enrollment.

4
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IL PLANNING AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
This section will describe the expectations for programs for LEP students, instructional grouping and
specific program requirements. The programs described herein reflect those most used in Sew York State.

Basic Principles: Cornerstones for Educational Programs
In New York State six basic principles serve as the cornerstones for educational
programs for LEP students to assure access, equity and excellence in their education. In
planning programs for LEP students, schools must surd that the program reflects each of
these principles:
1.

Educational equity and excellence must be assured for limited English
proficient students.

2.

Limited English proficient students must become fully proficient in English.

3.

Limited English proficient students must be taught the entire curriculum for
their age and grade level in addition to English.

4.

Limited English proficient students must be tested in a fair and unbiased
manner.

5.

Limited English proficient students must be held accountable for learning.

6.

Teachers of limited English proficient students must be held accountable for
teaching the curriculum to students in their classroom.

Focus: English Language Development
%

Schools must keep in mind that limited English proficient students arrive at school
with a wide range of academic skills. Some students may be starting school for the first
time as kindergartners and others may be continuing an education begun under an entirely
different educational system. Some LEP students are gifted and others in need of
remediation or eligible for special educational services. Some may bring good native
language skills while others have low levels of literacy in their native language. Most LEP
students are average achievers as is the case in the mainstream English proficient
population. However, regardless of their academic and cultural differences, the students
are all limited in their proficiency in the English language and may be categorized along
a continuum of their English language development. Upon enrollment in the New York
school system the schools must make provision to meet the academic, and the English
language needs of the new enrollee by grouping for academic and English language needs.
At the high school level, it is especially important to design a program which provides all
5
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the support necessary to help students earn a high school diploma.
The ability to communicate effectively in English includes the development of four
language skills: listening/comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing English.
Performance in these areas should be used as one of the indicators used for program
placement.
It is recommended that limited English proficient students be classified into levels
of English language development from beginning, intermediate, advanced and transitional
levels of English language development in order to facilitate instructional groupings. These
categories are not mutually exclusive and should be seen as a tool for instructional
planning. It must be kept in mind that students will not necessarily progress in each
English language skill area at the same rate. For example, some students might score at
the intermediate level in reading but at the advanced level in comprehension. Any and
all such combinations are possible. Teachers must use the assessed achievement in each
skill area for the purpose of planning ESL instruction for the individual student. For
purposes of grouping students for program purposes, it is necessary to use the student’s
composite score on a standardized English reading test.
Since some high school level students may not have the necessary skills in the
English language to meet the Regents Competency Testing requirements, schools should
provide students the opportunity to meet such requirements through the alternative
language competency testing program.

6
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The following chart offers a recommendation for assigning students to levels using
percentile scores on an English language measure. It is important to recognize that the
levels overlap because growth in all language skills does not happen evenly. For example,
a student may be advanced in speaking but only be at an intermediate level in reading and
writing English.
School officials should make the final classification into levels for
students scoring at a percentile ranking within the overlap zone. Variables such as student
age, maturity level, grade, achievement in each of the language skills areas and content
areas in English and the native language should be considered.

Levels of Language Development
1% lit

13% lit

20% lit

30% lit

Beginning

Intermediate

■Advanced

Transitional

16% lie

21% lie

7

33% lie

40% lie
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Instructional Programs for Limited English Proficient Students
The instructional program provided to the limited English proficient students should
enable a student to become proficient in understanding, speaking, reading, writing and
communication skills in English while also teaching the student the core curriculum which
is required in the State for the student’s age and grade level.
There are two main instructional program options allowed under Part 154 of the
Commissioner’s Regulations to ensure that limited English proficient students become
proficient in English and receive academic instruction. The two which are based on the
number of students in a school building include:
(1)

TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM: Each school district
which has an enrollment of 20 or more eligible pupils with limited English
proficiency of the same grade level assigned to a building, all of whom have the
same native language which is other than English, shall provide such pupils with
bilingual education programs, including instruction in English as a second
language.

(2)

FREE-STANDING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM: Each
school district which has any eligible pupils with limited English proficiency of the
same grade level assigned to a building, but which does not have 20 of such pupils
with the same native language which is other than English, shall provide a
program of English as a second language, and may also provide a program of
bilingual education to such pupils. (CR 154.3 (c))

Depending on the numbers and language backgrounds of limited English proficient
students in a school building, a district may need to implement a transitional bilingual
education program at one site and a free-standing English as a second language program
at other sites. It is also possible that the same school building may have to implement a
transitional bilingual education program for one given language group and a free-standing
ESL program for the other language groups in the school.

1.

TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

A bilingual education program is designed to help students acquire English
proficiency while continuing to learn the subject areas appropriate to their age and grade
level. Such a program is designed to provide a transition from instruction in English as
a second language and the native language and English to instruction conducted in English.
There are two broad categories of bilingual education programs: transitional
3
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bilingual education and full bilingual or developmental bilingual education. These differ
in the degree of emphasis placed on linguistic and cultural development and the expected
student outcome relative to proficiency in the first and second language. The goal of a
transitional bilingual education program is proficiency in the English language so that the
student can make a prompt transition to learning only in English. The full bilingual
education program, also known as the developmental bilingual education program, as in
the Two-Way Bilingual Education model, places equal emphasis on the development of
competencies in speaking, reading, and writing two languages. An understanding of both
cultures is another important learning objective. Both languages are used for instruction
in all areas except language instruction. The ultimate goal of a full bilingual education
program is bilingualism and biculturalism for the participants.
Part 154 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education specifically calls for
a transitional bilingual education program which includes an English as a second language
component, a content area instructional component, and a native language arts component.
Such program takes into account the first language and culture of LEP students.
•

The English as a second language component must be designed to develop
skills in understanding, speaking, reading, writing and communicating in
English,

•

The content area instructional component must provide content area
instruction in the native language and English, and

•

The native language arts component must provide instruction in the student's
language other than English. It must be designed to develop communication
skills, including those of listening, speaking, reading and writing, in a student’s
iiome language as well as an appreciation of the history and culture of the
United States and the country of origin, through the study of literature.

It is recommended that the following guidelines be used for implementing the three
components of the transitional bilingual education program mentioned above.
A.

English as a Second Language Component Within the Transitional Bilingual
Education Program

The ESL component of a transitional bilingual education program is the
instructional portion intended to develop English language skills and proficiency among
LEP students. It utilizes special second language teaching techniques and approaches
designed for the purpose of developmental English language learning.
LEP students must receive ESL instruction for a minimum of 180 minutes per week
throughout the school year. It is recommended that this instruction be given on a duil>
9
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basis and strongly recommended that students who are identified as non-English speaking
or who speak very little English receive at least 360 minutes of ESL per week. Such
instruction must be designed to develop the four language skills: listening/comprehension,
speaking, reading and writing, as well as communicating in English. The instructional
groupings should allow for four categories of students by levels of English proficiency:
beginning, intermediate, advanced and transitional. As students progress in English
language skills, they should be advanced to the next level of instruction in ESL
The length of time to be spent at each skills level will depend on the student,
however, it has been found that students move quickly from the beginning to the
intermediate levels. The program should take into account the differing language
backgrounds of the students and their age level. Kindergarten students will require
intensive oral language skills development while the students in the higher grades will
require extensive instruction in all skills such as listening comprehension, speaking, reading
and writing. All are equally important and must be taught.
In grades K-6, LEP students should receive instruction based on a sound curriculum
for ESL The instructional materials used should be appropriate for teaching ESL and
should be sensitive to the language and culture of the students. In general, all materials
used should be of comparable quality to those used with the mainstream English proficient
population.
In grades 7-12, LEP students, as a minimum, should receive the appropriate
instruction recommended for their level of proficiency in the New York State Core
Curriculum for English as a Second Language in the Secondary Schools. The program
should provide students with an opportunity to satisfy the required units of study in
English. The courses must stress the integration of the four language skills: listening,
speaking, reading and writing which promote communicative and academic competence.
In general, all materials used should be of comparable quality to those used with the
mainstream English proficient population.
Following is a general guide which might be helpful in establishing instructional
groupings. It is not mandated and is presented only as a tool to assist those districts
which wish to use it.
Beginning Level: Students should receive instruction which emphasizes English
listening/comprehension and speaking skills. The teaching of reading and writing skills
must also be introduced to the degree and at the level that is appropriate to the student’s
age and grade. For example, while kindergarten and first grade youngsters may be at the
pre-reading skills level, older youngsters might very well be skillful readers in the native
language. Skills in speaking, comprehension, reading and writing English must be
developed to the degree that it is appropriate to the student’s age and grade level.

10
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Intermediate Level: While instruction in oral communication must continue;
however, students must be provided instruction which emphasizes English reading and
writing skills appropriate for students of their age and grade level. They must also receive
ESL instruction involving more advanced listening/comprehension and speaking skills in
English. This may translate to higher level pre-reading skills for the students in the early
grades and higher level reading and writing skills for the older students. Reading and
writing English must be taught.
Advanced Level: LEP students in grades K-12 who reach the advanced level must
receive instruction which emphasizes all aspects of the district’s English language arts
program.
Although students have moved to higher levels of English proficiency,
instructional methodologies must still take into account the fact that students come from
an other-than-English background, consequently, they are in need of ESL instruction.
ESL techniques and approaches should be utilized. Students who are found to need some
remediation in certain areas of ESL must be provided such services in addition to their
regular ESL/English language arts instruction. Reading and writing English must be
taught.
Transitional Level: The ESL component for LEP students at the transitional level
in English must emphasize all aspects of the traditional English language arts curriculum,
although these should continue to be taught using appropriate ESL methods and
techniques. The scope and sequence of such programs should be very similar to the
English language arts programs offered to the general school population at comparable
grade levels.
B.

Content Area Component Within the Transitional Bilingual Education Program

Education law and Part 154 of the Commissioner’s Regulations require that
instruction of the content area subjects (mathematics, science and social studies) be taught
in the native language and in English. Although districts have flexibility in designing the
program of bilingual education, it must reflect the use of both languages. While most of
the content area instruction for beginning and intermediate students should be in the
native language, the English language must also be utilized.
However, the exact
percentage of time for each language will depend on pupil needs, district resources, and
program organizational patterns. The district must make the final determination.
It is expected that advanced and transitional level students will receive a major
portion of the content area instruction through English. Instruction in the native language
will be provided as needed. The primary goal is to provide instruction in the language
through which the pupil will learn most effectively.
Students are expected to progress in the content areas taught in the bilingual
program at the same rate as their English speaking peers. LEP students are expected to
11
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be able to demonstrate the same knowledge, competencies and skills as English proficient
students, although these may be taught and tested in languages other than English.
Instruction must be designed to allow the use of the native language and English. As
students’ proficiency in English increases instruction in the content areas through English
should also increase.
The content area component should provide an interdisciplinary framework by
incorporating topics from different subjects in the different content area lessons. Within
this interdisciplinary framework, students should also be exposed to topics on culture. This
will give them an opportunity to compare facts and ideas and integrate concepts within
and across cultures, which will instill in them deeper cultural and personal understandings.
C.

Native Language Arts Component Within the Transitional Bilingual Education
Program

The native language arts component shall provide instruction in a language other
than English. It’s overall goal should parallel that of the school system for the teaching
of English language arts. Native language arts instruction should help LEP students build
a solid cognitive base in their native language equipping them with good listening and
speaking skills, basic reading skills, spelling abilities and competence and creativeness in
oral and written communication. It must impart in students an appreciation of the history
and culture of the United States and the student’s country of origin, through the study of
literature. This component must be provided for a minimum of 180 minutes per week
throughout the school year. Further, it is recommended that the instruction be given on
a daily basis. Instruction in the native language should be based on a sound native
language arts curriculum appropriate to the grade and language of the students being
taught. It should be specifically designed for native speakers of the language.
The native language arts component should take into account language differences
between countries and regions and the age level of the students. Kindergarten students
will require intensive oral language skills development and reading and writing readiness
while students in other grades may require extensive instruction in all aspects of language
learning.
Models Used to Implement Transitional Bilingual Education Programs
The following models are samples of bilingual education programs which can be
used in the State of New York. All models use both English and the native language in
the instructional program and result in the placement of the LEP student in the
mainstream English program.
Project planners may wish to adopt one of the models or may be interested in
combining certain factors from each of the models when designing their unique program.
12
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Each program design should be determined by district resources and the emphasis which
is placed on native language and English instruction. Each model is demonstrated
graphically at the end of each section.
Transfer Bilingual Model - The Transfer Bilingual Model uses both English and the
student’s native language, however, the native language serves as a tool for instruction
only until the student acquires English language proficiency. The district should exercise
judgement in selecting the content areas which are to be taught in the different languages
and the percent of time to be devoted to each of the two languages. This program model
is designed to systematically increase the use of the English language for instruction and
decrease the native language instruction to one period of native language arts and as a
support to the content area instruction given mainly in English. This gradual process could
be over a period of one to three years and up to six years for certain students.

Transfer Bilingual Model
Pwoantaga Of Inatruotlontl Tl<n*

Beginning

Intarmadlata

Tra/itidonal

Instructional Lavgla
I Nadva Languaga

«logitoa Language
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P.S. 25 Model - This model was developed at Public School 25 in Community School
District 7 and was initiated in 1968 using a gradual transition model which provided 5%
English instruction at the kindergarten level and gradually over a period of several years
reached a 50% level of English instruction at grade 6. The model alternated the language
of content area instruction from year to year. This model could easily be adapted for use
in transitional bilingual education programs. However, the rate of increase of the use of
the English language would have to be accelerated for the purposes of Part 154 program
approval.

P.S. 25 Bilingual Model
P*ro«ntag* or Instructional Tim*

Beginning

lntarm*4at*

Advanood

Transitional

Instructional Levels
HI Natlvs Linguae*

EE2 English kanguag*

14
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Dade County Model - Intended as a "two-way bilingual education" model, both languages
are used equally for language and content area instruction. The goal of the Dade County
Model is to develop skills in both English and the native language with the outcome of
fully bilingual students. This model utilizes both languages for the same amount of time
from the beginning of the program. With some adjustments this model can also be
employed to implement a transitional bilingual education program. It would be especially
effective for students scoring between the first and 23rd percentile in English.

Dade County Bilingual Model
ioo«

Percentage of Instructional Time
—

80%
80%
40%
20%
0%
Beginning

IntsrmeJats

Advmnoed

Transitional

Inatructional Levels
Native Language

5B5 English Language

ASPIRA Consent Decree Model - This model is used in bilingual education programs
required under court order and the Lau Compliance Plan in New York City. The model
is appropriate for LEP students scoring below the 20th percentile on the Language
Assessment Battery (LAB). The model provides content instruction in the native language
and one period of ESL daily. This model is especially effective for services to LEP
students at the beginning and intermediate instructional levels. It is inappropriate at the
advanced and transitional level for which a different model would have to be implemented.

ASPIRA Consent Decree Model
(For Students In Court-Ordered Program)
Percentage of Instructional Tims

Baginning

Intermediate

Instructional Level#
Native Language

English Language
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Organizational Patterns and Scheduling for Transitional Bilingual Education Classes
The models described above can be implemented using a number of organizational
patterns.
Various organizational patterns can be used to implement the components of the
transitional bilingual education programs. Districts should adopt the patterns best suited
to their needs and most are compatible with the models described above. Following are
some most commonly used, although other patterns are also appropriate. The first two
patterns are most often seen at the elementary level.
Self-contained Classes: The students remain in the same classroom for most of the day and
are taught by a certified bilingual education teacher.
Students are grouped for instruction according to the beginning, intermediate,
advanced and transitional English language classifications and may be further assigned to
skill groupings within these classifications.
The sample schedule below for the beginning and intermediate level students is
appropriate for elementary school students scoring below the 23rd percentile. The sample
schedule reflects all the requirements for a transitional program within the context of the
recommended State curriculum.
The schedule allows for gradual increase in the use of the English language for
instruction and incorporates LEP students for art, music, and physical education. It can
be handled by a bilingual education teacher or by utilizing a team teaching approach which
includes both bilingual and ESL teachers.
- lat to 23rd Percentile -

Beginning Level

Intermediate Level

Language Arte
(M min Native Language)

Nathre Language Arte
(50 min. Natl** Language)

Mathemattoe
(20 min. N.LVKJ min English)

Mathemattoe
(»fl min. N.l_/18 irWn English)

Art. Muelg, Phyaioai Educet ton
(Eng Mnstrm-4« min PJ/m min Art/Muel

Art, Muelo, Physical Eduoatlon
(Eng MnstrnfAd min P.E./90 min Art/Musto)

Sooiai
(20 min. N.L7W min. English)

Sooiai 8tudes
(ifl min. N.Lyia min English)

“ * S*00'* L^ouaga

English ae a 8*ocnd Language
(t6 mln Oral Lang/44 min MeedngrWriting)

(W min Oral Langvto min Meedi/^/Writing)
ScJenoa/Waalth A SaVry
(* mlnRL)

8cWenoe/Wealth * flafcty
to min English)

(a min N.L/

16
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The sample schedule below is suggested for elementary students who have moved
to the advanced and transitional levels scoring between the 24th and 40th percentile on
a standardized test in reading in English. The use of the native language clearly
decreased. However, instruction in native language arts is continued. The ESL program
for these levels must reflect an emphasis on developing reading and writing skills in
English although instruction in oral language must be continued.

24th to 40th Percentile
Advanced Level

Transitional Level

Native Language Arte
(96 min Native Language)

NatNe Language Arts
(96 min Native Language)

Mathematloe
(10 min N.L/20 min. English)

Maths matloe*
(90 min English)

Art Mualo, Physloal Education
(Eng Mnetrm-46 min P.L/90 min Art/Muslo)

Art, Mualo, Phyvloel Education
(Eng Mnatrm-46 min P.EV90 min Art/Mualo)

Sootai Studee
(10 min N.L/20 min English)

8oolaJ 8tudlee*
(90 min English)

Englleh aa a Seoond Language
(10 min Oral LangVOO min Reading/Writing)

Tranel Bona! Language Arte
(60 min English Reedlng/Wrltlng)

3olenoe/Health A Safety
(16 min English)

3 ole nos/Health A Safety
(NS min English)

* Native Language aa needed.

17
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Following arc sample schedules for the middle school and the high school levels.
In each case, the schedule reflects the required curriculum for the grade levels and the
language and other requirements for a transitional bilingual education program. In each
case, the beginning and intermediate levels are intended for students scoring between the
1st and the 23rd percentile and the advanced and transitional would be appropriate for the
students scoring between the 24th and 40th percentile.

Transitional Bilingual Education Program
Middle School Level-Sample Schedule
- isi to iora rercwinie -

Beginning Level

Intermediate Level

Native Language Art*
(98 min. Native Language)

Spsnlah for Native Speaker**
(98 min Native Language)

Mathematbe
(20 min N.L/10 min English)

Teoh./Wome A Career*
(20 min. N.L-/20 min Engllah)

Art. Muaio, hhy*lo*l Education
(Eng Mn*trm-90 min P.IV16 min Art/Mualo)

Mudo/Physloai Eduoatlon
(Engllah Mainstream - 40 min)

SooiaJ Stud**
(40 min N.L/20 min Engllah)

Sooiai Studaa
(90 min. N.L/10 min English)

English ae a Seoond Languaga
(60 min English)

Engllah ae a Ssoond Language
(40 min English)

3olenoe/Wealth A Safety
(90 min NJ_*8olenoe/tt min KL-WeaJth)

Health/Eleotlve
(20 min. N.L/20 min Engllah)
•3 eoorid Language Requirement

- 24th to 40th Percentile

Advanced Level

Transitional Level

Spanish for Native 8peakere«
(98 min Native Language)

Spanish for Native Speakere*
(98 min Native Language)

T*ohVHo*»# A Career*
(10 min ML/A0 min English)

General H3. Math
(40 min Engllah - NJ_ as needed)

Art/Pfcyetoei Bduoetlcn
(English Mdnetreem - 40 mWO

Art Muelo, hhyeloal Education
(Engllah Mainstream - 40 min.)

taflial studs*
(10 min N.L7A0 min Engllah)

Qlobal Studies
(40 min Engllah - NJ_ as needed)

Er^Uth ae a Seoond Languaga
(40 min Engllah)

Engllah ae a Seoond Language
(40 min English)

Eleotlv*
(40 min. Engllah Language Arts)

Seoond Language Requirement

Solanos 9
(40 min English - NJ_ as needed)

•Second Language Requirement
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Transitional Bilingual Education Program
High School Level-Sample Schedule
l

- 1st to 23rd Percentile

Beginning Level

Intermediate Level

Spanlah tor Native Speaker a*
(36 min Native Language)

Spanleh for Native Speaker e*
(SO min Native Language)

General H-3. Math
(SO min. NL/10 min Englleh)

Math Court# 1 (non-Aegentej
(20 min. N.L/20 min Engllah)

Art Mualo, Phyeloal Eduoetlon
(Englleh Malnatream * 40 min.)

Art Mualo, Phyeloai Education
(Engllah Mainetream - 40 min.)

Global Studlee
(SO min. ML/10 min Englleh)

Olobal Studlee
(20 min N.L/20 min Englleh)

Englleh as a Seoond Language
(40 aiin Englleh)

Englleh aa a 8aoond Language
(40 min Engllah)

Soienoe t
(40 min. Englleh/E8L)

Looal Soienoe (la Biology)
(40 min. En0leh/E3L)

•Seoond Language Requirement

'Seoond Language Requirement

- 24th to 40th Percentile -

Advanced Level

Transitional Level

9panlah tor Native Speaker#*
(SO min Native Language)

8panlah tor Native Speaker »•
(SO min Native Language)

EleotWe
(40 min Englleh)

EleoOve
(40 min Engilan)

Art Mueie, Phyeloel Education
(Englleh Meinetreem - 40 min)

Art Mualo, Phyeloai Education
(Englleh Mainatreem • 40 mm )

U3. Hletory end Government
(10 min. ML/SO min Englleh)

Economic#/Par do!pa don In Oovernment
(10 min. N.L/30 min Engilan)

Englleh aa a Seoond Language
(40 min Englleh)

Engllah aa a Seoond Language
(40 min EngiieM

Beotlve
(40 min Englleh)

Eleodve
(40 min EngiieM
-1

3*oend Language Requirement

Seoond Language Requirement
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2.

FREE-STANDING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

English as a second language is a specific discipline which uses an English as a
second language approach allowing students to learn English systematically and
cumulatively moving from concrete to abstract levels of language in a spiralling fashion.
An English as a second language program is sensitive to first languages and cultures of the
students and facilitates their integration into the culturally pluralistic mainstream.
An English as a second language program addresses both the social English and the
academic English. Social English is developed informally through interaction with native
speakers and formally in a classroom setting. Academic English, however, must be
developed in a classroom setting.
English as a second language content area classes teach students subject matter
while simultaneously developing or strengthening English language skills through second
language acquisition strategies. The program develops skills in understanding, speaking,
reading, writing and communicating English and prepares the students to compete in the
mainstream.
Part 154 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education specifically calls for:
a free-standing program of instruction which includes an English as a second language
component, and a content area instructional component in English supported by English
as a second language methodologies. Such program takes into account the first language
and culture of LEP pupils.
•

The English as a second language component must be designed to develop
skills in understanding, speaking, reading, writing and communicating _m
English and must be provided for a minimum of one unit of study or its
equivalent

•

The content area instructional component in English supported by English
as a second language methodologies, employed in a systematic and structured
way, must be designed to develop cognitive skills of limited English proficient
pupils.

19
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A.

English as a Second Language Component Within the Free-Standing English as a
Second Language Program

LEP students must receive ESL instruction for a minimum of 180 minutes per week
throughout the school year. It is recommended that instruction be given on a daily basis
and strongly recommended that students who are identified as non-English speaking or
who speak very little English receive at least 360 minutes of ESL per week. Such
instruction must be designed to develop the four language skills: listening/comprehension,
speaking, reading and writing, as well as communicating in English. The instructional
groupings should allow for four categories of students by levels of English proficiency:
beginning, intermediate, advanced and transitional. As students progress in English
language skills, they should be advanced to the next level of instruction in ESL.
English as a second language instruction must be provided by State certified or
licensed English as a second language teachers who use methods and techniques designed
to teach second language.
The curriculum and instructional groupings for English as a second language
instruction taught in a free-standing English as a second language program are identical
to those of the English as a second language component in the transitional bilingual
education program described before.
B.

Content Area Component Within the Free-Standing English as a Second Language
Program

The content area component is the instructional portion of the free-standing ESL
program intended to develop the cognitive skills of LEP students through content area
subjects, in which ESL methodologies are employed. LEP students are expected to
progress in the content areas taught in the free-standing ESL program at the same rate
as their English-speaking peers. They are expected to demonstrate comparable knowledge,
skills and competencies as English proficient students.
The content area component should reflect an interdisciplinary framework in which
not only content area subjects are interrelated but cultural aspects are addressed as well.
This component should allow LEP students to receive at least 180 minutes of
content area instruction per week through the use of ESL methodologies. Instruction in
content area subjects (mathematics, science, social studies, etc.) must be equivalent in
scope to the instruction required in the curriculum for those areas, by the school district
and by the New York State Education Department. It should take into account the
differing language backgrounds of the students and their age levels.

20
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The instructional materials used should be appropriate for teaching subject matter
when ESL techniques are employed. These should also be of comparable quality to those
used with the mainstream students.
Content area subjects within the free-standing English as a second language
program may be taught by English as a second language teachers also licensed or certified
to teach subjects such as mathematics, science, and social studies. In some classroom
designs, limited English proficient students are taught content area subjects by mainstream
content area teachers with specific training in English as a second language methodologies.
Organizational Patterns for Free-Standing English as a Second Language Programs
There are various organizational patterns which can be used for free-standing
English as a second language programs. Districts should adopt the patterns best suited
to their needs. The following are the three patterns most commonly used although other
patterns might also be appropriate.
English as a Second Language Resource Room: The English as a second language
teacher provides small group instruction daily in an English as a second language and
content area using ESL methodology. The groups are usually homogeneous in terms of
the students’ age and English language proficiency. For the remainder of the school day,
students are assigned to the English class appropriate to the students’ age and grade level.
Following is a sample schedule for an ESL resource room.

ESL Resource Room
Elementary Model
English as a Saoond Language
(•0 min. Engllah/f 8L Taaohar)

Resour c#
Room

ESL/8oolal 8tudlaa/Solsnon<80 min. Engll*h/!8L Taaohar)
Aft, Mualo, PtiysioaJ Education
(Eng Mnatrm-48 min PJE/30 min WMualo)

Mainstream
Classrooms

,
30

Sooiai 8tu<s*«
Engl l«#\/Ma Inn trnam Taaof>nr)

Mathamatlon
(30 min. Ingllah/Malnatnaam Taaohar)
So<anon/Haalth a Safety
(ta min Cngllah/Malnatraam Tnsotor)
•ffegulran dual onrtJfloatlon
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Self-Contained Pass: The English as a second language teacher works with one group
of students for the entire day. Since English as a second language teachers, in this
pattern, provide instruction in all required subject areas, they must have appropriate
certification or license to teach the subject areas. Students in self-contained classes should
move rapidly into a team teaching, departmentalized or ESL Resource room after they
reach the beginning level of English proficiency. Following is a sample schedule which
demonstrates a self contained ESL class in the elementary grades. It reflects the required
curriculum for that grade level.

Self-Contained ESL Classroom
(Elementary Level)
Beginning Level
English u a Ssoond Language
000 min. Engiian)
Mathamatioe
(30 min English)
Phyiloal Eduosflon
(English Mainstream • «s min)
Sods! 3tu<See
(30 min English)
Vt/Mmu
(English Mainstream • 30 min)
Solanoa/Weait* * Sahsty
(W min. HL.)
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Departmentalized Class: This pattern is common at secondary school levels and requires
that students be scheduled for English as a second language and English as a second
language content-based courses. If the English as second language teachers are not
qualified to provide instruction in subject areas, the English as a second language teacher
and the subject area teachers should coordinate their instructional plans and arrange time
to discuss pupil progress, instructional goals and program modifications.

Departmentalized H.S. ESL Program
Beginning Level
Spanlah for Nativa Spaakara(40 min. NJ../PoraJgn Lanpuapa Taaohar)
OanaraJ H.3. Math-*
(40 min, EngHah/E3L Taaohar)
Art, Mualo, Phyaloal Education
(40 min Engllah/Malnatraam Taaohara)
Global St-jdlaa(40 min Engllah/ESL Taaohar)
English aa a Saoond Languapa
(40 min Enollah/E3L Taaohar)
Soianoa 9—
(40 min Enpllah/EGL Taaohar)
•8aoond Languaoa ftaqulramant
-ftapulraa dual oar tJ float I on.
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III. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
There art various instructional techniques which are appropriate for language instruction in either an
English as a second language program or a bilingual program. Each of these can be used in the models
described earlier.

Instructional Strategies for Limited English Proficient Students
The current direction in language teaching indicates that the focus of instruction
should include both communicative competence and academic proficiency. Methodologies
and programs that facilitate the above skills include the Natural Approach. Sheltered
English. Cooperative Learning. Whole Language. Cognitive Academic Learning Approach.
Preview-Review Approach, and the Alternative Language Approach. A brief description
of each of these techniques is included in this section.
Effective instruction may not be achieved through any single approach. Educators
working with limited English proficient students should be familiar with several
methodologies, techniques and materials, and be able to draw from this base of resources
in meeting the individual needs of the students.
Alternate Language Approach - This approach is based on the concept of separation of
the two languages for instruction. In this approach instruction is offered in each language
either 1) alternating on separate days; 2) alternating each half-day; or 3) alternating
subject area instruction. This type of instructional approach clearly separates and
delineates the use of the two languages.
Cognitive Academic Learning Approach - This approach combines content based English
as a second language instruction with English language development and with instruction
in special learner strategies that will help students understand and remember important
concepts. It is best suited for limited English proficient students at the intermediate,
advanced and transitional levels. The Cognitive Academic Learning Approach is not a
replacement for mainstream skills, but rather an added support for English language
development
Cooperative Learning - Represents an instructional technique that espouses cooperative
and interactive student participation rather than independent or competitive learning
situations. Research on cooperative learning indicates that:
•
students learn more when they work cooperatively
•
they are more positive about school, and
•
they are more effective interpersonally.
Teachers must be trained to implement cooperative learning techniques, which
include: specific strategies to assist students in developing communication, leadership,
24
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trust-building and conflict-resolution skills, and carefully designed lessons.
Natural Approach - The natural approach is a language-teaching methodology based on
the natural process of learning a first language. It stresses that communicative competence
can be achieved in a classroom environment if instruction is given in a meaningful
context. Students strive for communicative proficiency rather than near perfection in
structure and phonology. At the beginning stages, a student who may be at a stage called
the "silent period," may understand but is not yet able to produce the new language. It
is only in the later stages of language development that attention is paid to form rather
than meaning.
Aspects of the natural approach include modeling of correct language forms rather
than frequent error correction, use of first language in early stages of second language
learning, and emphasis on communication.
Preview-Review Approach • This approach includes a three-step process which is best used

in a team teaching situation: 1) an introduction to the lesson in one language by one
teacher; 2) the lesson is presented by a second teacher in the second language; and 3)
review and reinforcement of the lesson takes place with each of the teachers using a
separate language. The reinforcement may occur in the same classroom with all students
or be separated for students depending on language dominance. This approach may be
of interest to Two Way Bilingual Education Programs.
Sheltered English - Sheltered English is a program based on research which has shown
that difficulty of comprehension is related to the contextual setting where the language is
being used. Once a student’s language proficiency has increased, he or she can participate
in classes that require more substantial reading and writing assignments. Lessons taught
in a Sheltered English program emphasize comprehensible input.
Essential components of a Sheltered English program are:
•
•
•
•

simplified input
use of context clues
frequent checks for understanding, and
appropriately designed lessons.

Whole Language Approach - The whole language approach is based on the philosophy
that language acquisition, whether written or oral, is a natural process and is
developmental in nature. It is appropriate for both language and content-area instruction
in bilingual, English as a second language and mainstream English settings.

25
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Lessons which apply whole language principles should:
•
•
•
•
•

progress from whole to pan
be learner-centered
promote social interaction
include all four modes of language skills, and
reflect the teacher’s faith in the learners.
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